
Defrauded investor Norma Hill speaks to the media outside the United States Courthouse in lower
Manhattan on Monday after convicted swindler Bernard Madoff was sentenced to 150 years in prison.

By Chad Bray

And Amir Efrati

Bernard Madoff was sen-
tenced to 150 years in prison
Monday after admitting in
March to running one of the
largest and longest financial
frauds in recent memory.

At a packed hearing, U.S.
District Judge Denny Chin in
Manhattan ordered Mr. Mad-
off, 71 years old, to serve the
statutory maximum sentence
in prison. Applause
briefly broke out af-
ter the sentence was
announced.

“Here the mes-
sage must be sent
that Mr. Madoff ’s
crimes were extraor-
dinarily evil,” Judge
Chin said.

The sentence
dwarfs other prison
terms handed out for
other high-profile
white-collar fraud in recent
years, such as former World-
com Inc. Chief Executive Ber-
nard J. Ebbers, 67, and Adel-
phia Communications
founder John Rigas. Mr.
Ebbers is serving 25 years in
prison, while Mr. Rigas, 84, is
serving 12 years in prison.

Ira Sorkin, Mr. Madoff’s
lawyer, had asked for a sen-
tence of as little as 12 years in
prison, citing Mr. Madoff’s
health, age and life expect-
ancy.

During the hearing, he
said the government's re-
quest of a 150-year sentence,

or a recommendation by the
U.S. Probation and Pretrial
Services of a 50-year sen-
tence, “defies reason.”

“Vengence is not the goal
of punishment,” he said.

He declined to comment af-
ter the sentence was im-
posed. Mr. Sorkin asked that
Bernard Madoff be housed at
the Federal Correctional Insti-
tution in Otisville, N.Y. The
judge indicated he would rec-
ommend Madoff be housed in

the Northeast. The
U.S. Bureau of Pris-
ons will ultimately
determine where he
serves his sentence.

Following the
sentencing, Mr. Mad-
off’s wife, Ruth, re-
leased a statement
in which she de-
scribed herself as
“betrayed and con-
fused,” saying “The
man who commit-

ted this horrible fraud is not
the man whom I have known
for all these years.”

On March 12, Mr. Madoff
was ordered directly to jail af-
ter pleading guilty to 11 crimi-
nal counts, including securi-
ties fraud, mail fraud and
money laundering, in a de-
cades-long Ponzi scheme
that bilked thousands of in-
vestors out of billions of dol-
lars.

“I’m sorry; I know that
doesn’t help you,” said Mr.
Madoff, briefly turning to
face his victims at the hearing
prior to the judge’s sentence.

Dressed in a dark, char-
coal-gray suit and dark tie,
Mr. Madoff stared down at
the defense table during
much of the hearing.

“I cannot offer you an ex-
cuse for my behavior,” Mr.
Madoff said. “How do you ex-
cuse betraying thousands of
investors who entrusted me
with their life savings? How
do you excuse deceiving 200
employees who spent most of

their working life with me?
How do you excuse lying to a
brother and two sons who
spent their entire lives help-
ing to build a successful busi-
ness? How do you excuse ly-
ing to a wife who stood by you
for 50 years?”

Mr. Madoff said he made
“a terrible mistake” and an
“error of judgment” and that
he lives in a “tormented
state” now. He also denied
that he and his wife have been
silent and not sympathetic to
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By Christoph Rauwald

FRANKFURT—The battle
over Porsche Automobil Hold-
ing SE’s future escalated Mon-
day as the German sports-car
maker said the state-owned
Qatar Investment Authority
has offered to invest in the
company.

The Qatari offer came just
hours after Porsche ruled out
selling a 49.9% stake to Volks-
wagen AG.

Porsche holds a stake of
about 51% in Volkswagen, but
it assumed a large chunk of
debt in accumulating the
shares and is now seeking a
merger with VW, Europe’s big-
gest car maker by sales. Por-
sche on Monday said if it sold
the stake to Volkswagen, it
would immediately have to re-

negotiate a Œ10.75 billion
($15.13 billion) credit facility.

Porsche might now sell a
stake in itself to QIA, or give
QIA some of its VW options,
or a combination of both. A
Porsche spokesman declined
to elaborate on details of the
Qatar offer but said it will
form the basis for upcoming
talks on a purchase price. The
Porsche and Piech families—
which control all of Porsche’s
voting stock—still have to ex-
amine the Qatari proposal.

The battle over Porsche
and its holding in Volkswagen
is becoming increasingly acri-
monious.

Porsche has a complex set
of options that would enable
it to increase its 51% stake by
about 20%, if exercised. But
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Iranian officials held a partial
recount of the disputed elec-
tion and confirmed President
Ahmadinejad’s re-election.
The declaration closed the
last legal challenge open to
the rival candidates. Page 8

n The IEA cut its medium-
term forecast for world oil
demand, but reported factors
are hurting supply. Page 2

n The EU and global lenders
told Ukraine’s Naftogaz it
needs only half the financing
it demands to avoid a fur-
ther gas-supply crisis. Page 2

n Bets on a recovery
boosted shares in the U.S.,
sending the Dow industrials
up. Optimism also helped
banks in Europe. Page 18

n Business and consumer
confidence in the euro zone
improved for the third
straight month, but the EU
said problems persist. Page 2

n Putin prodded state-run
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as much as $16 billion to
help the economy. Page 20

n The U.S. Secret Service is
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based crime. Page 9
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n Apple CEO Steve Jobs is
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a liver transplant. Page 7
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compact iQ model to Aston
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n The U.S. Supreme Court
ruled that white firefighters
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n Israel authorized the con-
struction of 50 residential
units in a West Bank settle-
ment, defying international
pressure for a building freeze.
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Euro-zone’s confidence
grows despite problems

Ukraine is told it needs less to fund gas

Oil demand forecast cut
IEA trims outlook
for 2013 to 7% less
than July’s report

By Ilona Billington

And Adam Cohen

BRUSSELS—Business and con-
sumer confidence in the 16 coun-
tries that use the euro improved for
the third straight month in June,
but the European Commission
warned that problems persist.

According to a monthly survey
by the European Union’s executive
arm, the overall economic-senti-
ment indicator for the euro zone
rose sharply to a seven-month high
of 73.3, from 70.2 in May.

In the U.K., which is outside the
euro zone, the Commission’s eco-
nomic-sentiment index rose
sharply for a third straight month
to 68.8 in June from May’s 66.1,
with services confidence and con-
sumer confidence picking up
strongly.

The gains fortified evidence
that the European downturn could
begin bottoming out.

The continued pickup in euro-
zone confidence from record lows is
consistent with other recent survey
evidence that has indicated the econ-
omy won’t contract as sharply in the
second quarter as it did in the first.

That’s unlikely to change the Eu-
ropean Central Bank’s medium-
term view that it should take addi-
tional measures to support growth
in the euro zone, although nothing
is expected to change this week,
economists say.

The ECB’s governing council
meets Thursday and is expected to
keep its key interest rate steady at
1.0% and also to announce no fresh
unconventional policy measures to
inflate money supply.

Many economists warn that im-
proving sentiment has yet to be fol-
lowed by real gains in output of
goods and services.

“It must be borne in mind that
sentiment is still at a historically
low level, so both businesses and
consumers are likely to remain very
cautious in their actions for some
time to come,” said Howard Archer,
chief European and U.K. economist
for IHS Global Insight. “It is there-
fore imperative that the European
Central Bank doesn’t rule out tak-
ing further efforts to boost euro-
zone economic activity.”

In a separate quarterly report

on the euro zone, the commission
said problems persist in the re-
gion’s economy, with financial mar-
kets still on shaky ground. Money
and credit growth have slowed fur-
ther in recent months, reflecting
weak economic activity and some
supply constraints, the commis-
sion said.

“Overall, the situation in the sec-
tor remains fragile and further
bank balance sheet adjustment will
be needed,” the commission said.
“In particular, recent ECB esti-
mates suggest that further signifi-
cant asset write-downs are still to
be expected.”

Production expectations for the
euro area picked up sharply, while
the output trend over recent
months also rose significantly in
June.

Consumer confidence in the
euro zone, meanwhile, rose three
points in June to minus 25 from mi-
nus 28 in May. This was the highest
level since November last year.

By Spencer Swartz

LONDON—The International En-
ergy Agency made a large cut to its
medium-term forecast for total
world oil demand, suggesting the im-
pact of recession and energy-effi-
ciency efforts may help check future
increases in the price of crude oil.

The Paris-based IEA said in a re-
port it expects global oil demand by
2013 to average 87.90 million bar-
rels a day, down 3.7%, or 3.35 million
barrels a day, from its December
forecast. The latest projection is a
massive 6.24 million barrels a day,
or almost 7%, below the IEA’s
2008-13 forecast issued in July.

But the report also highlights
how reduced investment and other
“above ground” factors—such as
the practice of reserving the best
blocks for national oil companies—
are hurting supply. That could mean

much higher crude prices down the
road if economic growth quickly re-
turns to rates of more than 3%.

The agency now expects output
from non-Organization of Petroleum
Exporting Countries to drop
400,000 barrels a day in the
2008-2014 period, led by Mexico and
Russia, compared with a previous
forecast of an increase of 1.5 million

barrels a day. OPEC’s 12 members
are expected to add 560,000 barrels
a day in new pumping capacity.

Despite the forecast, crude
prices closed up $2.33 per barrel, or
3.37%, at $71.49 in New York trading
Monday, lifted by news that an at-
tack by militants in Nigeria partially
shut down an offshore oil platform
belonging to Royal Dutch Shell PLC.

The IEA is seen as one of the
more reliable energy statisticians in
the industry because of relatively
high-quality data from its member
countries. These include the U.S.
and most of the world’s biggest en-
ergy consumers.

But IEA forecasts, like others in
the industry, are subject to frequent
revision. The IEA maps out a more
shaded approach in its latest me-
dium-term outlook, with lower and
higher economic growth scenarios.

From next year, oil consumption
globally could grow on average any-
where between 0.5% to 1.4% a year
over the next five years, depending
on economic growth, the IEA said.
Up until the past year, world crude
demand grew by about 1.5% to 2% a
year this decade.
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Wizz Air Hungary Airlines Ltd.
was in part founded by some former
employees of Hungary’s state-
owned airline Malév Hungarian Air-
lines. No former Ryanair executives
work at Wizz Air. A Corporate News
article Monday incorrectly said that
Malév pilots co-founded Wizz Air
and that some former Ryanair man-
agers work at Wizz Air.

By Alessandro Torello

And Marc Champion

BRUSSELS—The European Union
and international lenders told
Ukraine’s state gas company, Nafto-
gaz, it needs only half the financing it
has demanded to avoid a further Eu-
ropean gas-supply crisis this winter.

At a meeting in Brussels, the EU
and international financial institu-
tionstoldNaftogazexecutives they be-
lieve Ukraine needs $2 billion to fund
its gas purchases, rather than the $4.2
billion the company said earlier this
month was required, according to

two people familiar with the talks.
Russian and EU leaders have wor-

ried that if Ukraine, its economy
hammered by the downturn, can’t
pay to fill its gas reserves this sum-
mer, disruptions to Russian gas sup-
plies to the EU, which in January left
several of the bloc’s nations without
heat, will likely be repeated.

The institutions and the commis-
sion said in a joint statement that
progress was made toward resolving
the payment issue Monday but also
that any financial support for Ukraine
would be conditional upon continuing
reformof the gas sector. Naftogaz offi-

cials weren’t immediately available to
comment. Ukraine already has a $16
billion IMF standby loan.

An initial test comes July 7, when
Naftogaz is due to make a regular
payment to Russia’s OAO Gazprom.

Meanwhile, Russia appeared to
score a success Monday in its compe-
tition to retain control over gas-sup-
ply lines from the Caspian Sea re-
gion to the EU. Azerbaijan’s state oil
and gas company, SOCAR, signed an
agreement to sell gas to Gazprom,
beginning with a relatively modest
500 million cubic meters per year,
the Associated Press reported.
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Madoff receives a 150-year sentence

Tales of financial ruin influence sentencing
Madoff victims tell
their stories to court;
‘Do not fail us’

By Annelena Lobb

In January, Patty Brown of Dan-
bury, Conn., got a new housemate:
her 91-year-old mother, who lost a
few hundred thousand dollars she
had entrusted to Bernard Madoff
when his Ponzi scheme collapsed.

Most of Virginia Rafferty’s furni-
ture is gone, because there is no
room for it in her daughter’s house
and they can’t afford storage. They
got rid of the car that Ms. Rafferty
drove to Dunkin’ Donuts every morn-
ing. Ms. Brown, 61, now offers her
mom a ride, but she usually says:
“No, that’s OK.”

“We weren’t with the high roll-
ers, but it was our life savings,” said
Ms. Brown, who lost more in the
fraud than her mother.

In the nearly seven months since
Mr. Madoff confessed the fraud to
his two sons, the reaction by thou-

sands of investors has veered from
shock to fury to resignation. Now,
the reality of life long after the
71-year-old swindler was sentenced
to 150 years in prison on Monday is
setting in.

Across the U.S. and beyond, the
newly poor triage their bills to de-
cide which ones to pay. Some elderly
victims are going back to work for
the first time in decades, taking min-
imum-wage jobs. Certainties like col-
lege for the kids, paying off the mort-
gage someday, a nice nursing home,
even a daily jolt at Starbucks now
seem out of reach.

After seeing her entire life savings
of less than $1 million go poof, Sheila
Ennis, 63, of Manhattan Beach, Calif.,
thinks about every dime. She doesn’t
go to Costco anymore, because she
used to easily spend $200 at the ware-
house-style store. Her mother, chil-
dren, cousins and their children all

lost their savings, too. Father’s Day
was the first family gathering since
December when no one mentioned it.

For many victims, downsizing
their lives has been jarring partly be-
cause of the illusion of steady returns
that Mr. Madoff created, month after
month, in account statements filled
with blue chips such as Procter &
Gamble Co. and AT&T Inc. Mr. Mad-
off actually bought no securities, so
the dividends and sale proceeds tal-
lied up should have been zeroes.

Jesse Cohen, a 50-year-old
former bond trader who lives in
Summit, N.J., recalls crawling under
the covers and shivering uncontrol-
lably soon after the fraud was ex-
posed. He lost all the proceeds from
a business he sold in 2006, and his
parents lost all of their savings.

Mr. Cohen’s daily routine includes
a few hours of online correspon-
dence with other victims and a call to

his parents in Santa Fe, N.M. “They
seem to have aged a lot in the past six
months,” he said. Much of his time is
spent looking for work, which would
help him cover college tuition for his
two children. Mr. Cohen recently
took a math exam, poring over the
quadratic formula and Pythagorean
theorem, to apply for a Montclair
State University program that turns
former finance professionals into
math teachers in three months. He
passed the test but wasn’t picked for
one of the 25 slots, he said. Mr. Cohen
still hopes to become a teacher.

Candace Newlove, 47, an artist in
Nederland, Colo., said she lost
nearly $1 million through a firm that
funneled her money to Mr. Madoff
and other investments that soured.
She has gone back to a previous job
as a mortgage banker, while taking a
cleaver to the family budget.

“Mortgage, health insurance,

utilities, groceries; that’s it,” Ms.
Newlove said. “No fluff.” She
planted a vegetable garden, started
carrying a calculator to the grocery
store, and works from home when-
ever she can to save on gasoline.

Her daughter Ally, a 20-year-
old sophomore at Fort Lewis Col-
lege in Durango, Colo., switched to
part-time status from full time and
increased her hours at a health-
food store to pitch in $200 a month
toward health insurance. Instead
of four years in medical school, Ms.
Newlove’s older daughter, Avery,
22, plans to become a physician’s
assistant through a two-year pro-
gram. A few weeks ago, Ms. Newlove
found out that her skin cancer is
back. She attributes it largely to
stress unleashed by Mr. Madoff. To
help turn “negative thoughts to posi-
tive thoughts,” the family still gets to-
gether to play Irish music.

They trusted Madoff, and now they are downsizing lives

THE MADOFF FRAUD CASE

victims of the fraud.
“Nothing could be further from

the truth,” Mr. Madoff said. “She
cries herself to sleep every night.”

“I feel devastated for the many
whom my husband has destroyed is
truly inadequate,” Mrs. Madoff said
in her statement. “Nothing I can say
seems sufficient regarding the daily
suffering that all those innocent peo-
ple are enduring because of my hus-
band. But if it matters to them at all,
please know that not a day goes by
when I don’t ache over the stories
that I have heard and read.”

Mr. Madoff had run the scam for
years through the investment advi-
sory arm of his business, Bernard L.
Madoff Investment Securities LLC,
by promising steady returns and by
presenting an air of exclusivity by
not taking all comers and recruiting
investors via friends and associates.

The scheme defrauded a wide
range of investors, including individu-
als, hedge funds, charities and trusts,
such as a charitable trust established
by Mortimer Zuckerman, the chair-
man of Boston Properties Inc. and the
owner of the New York Daily News.

When the fraud was revealed in
December, some individuals went

from being millionaires or having
comfortable retirements to being
nearly destitute overnight.

“May God spare you no mercy,”
said Tom FitzMaurice, one of nine
victims who spoke at the hearing.

Mr. FitzMaurice, 63, and his wife,
Marcia, have nothing left as a result
of Madoff’s fraud and have been
forced to go back to work, with Mr.
FitzMaurice working three jobs.

“I only hope his sentence is long
enough [so that] his jail cell is his
coffin,” said Michael Schwartz, a
33-year-old victim who also spoke.

At the hearing, Assistant U.S. At-
torney Lisa A. Baroni said Mr. Mad-
off perpetrated a massive fraud for
more than 20 years and used the
money to enrich himself and his fam-
ily.

“This was not a crime born of fi-
nancial distress or market pres-
sures; it was a calculated, long-term
fraud,” she said.

While certainly lengthy, Mr. Mad-
off’s sentence isn’t the longest
handed down in recent years to
white-collar criminals, records
show.

In 2000, a New York business-
man named Sholam Weiss received
an 845-year sentence for a fraud

scheme that took $450 million from
an insurance company. Mr. Weiss is
serving time in a high-security fed-
eral prison in northeast Pennsylva-
nia.

In 2008, Norman Schmidt was sen-
tenced to serve 330 years in federal
prison for his role in a fraudulent
“high-yield investment scheme.” Mr.
Schmidt is serving time in a medium-
security federal prison in Texas.

Mr. Madoff claimed to have as
much as $65 billion in his firm’s ac-
counts at the end of November, but
prosecutors said the accounts only
held a small fraction of that.

So far, the court-appointed
trustee for Bernard L. Madoff Invest-
ment Securities LLC has identified
about 1,341 accounts holders who
suffered estimated losses of $13.2
billion. The trustee has recovered
more than $1.2 billion for investors.

Mr. Sorkin, Mr. Madoff’s lawyer,
said most of the money taken in was
paid to other investors as redemp-
tions.

“It was money in and money
out,” he said.

Late Friday, Judge Chin signed a
preliminary forfeiture order against
Mr. Madoff for more than $170 bil-
lion, leaving the one-time chairman

of the Nasdaq Stock Market penni-
less.

Prosecutors and the court-ap-
pointed trustee have insisted Mr.
Madoff hasn’t been as cooperative
as he could be.

“I have a sense Mr. Madoff has
not done all that he could do or told
all that he knows,” said Judge Chin,
who called the fraud “staggering.”
 —Ashby Jones contributed

to this article.
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Madoff by the numbers
61727-054

109

12
150

$64.8 billion

13,555

$13 billion

1,341

$1.225 billion

$188.4 million
$972.4 million

Madoff’s federal-prison inmate number

Number of nights Madoff spent in New York’s Metropolitan 
Correctional Center since pleading guilty in March and 
before sentencing

Recommended prison term by Madoff’s lawyer, in years

Recommended prison term by U.S. prosecutors, in years, 
and his actual sentence

Total invested with Madoff, according to account 
statements

Number of Madoff customers, according to company 
records or bankruptcy-trustee filings

Net losses suffered by Madoff account holders since 
December 1995, according to firm trustee 

Number of Madoff account holders who suffered those 
losses

Amount recovered by bankruptcy trustee for Madoff 
victims

Promised cash advances to Madoff investors, as of June 23 

Losses deemed not covered by Securities Investor 
Protection Corp.

Sources: Court records; Federal Bureau of Prisons; Securities Investor Protection Corp.; WSJ research

By Peter Lattman

And Annelena Lobb

Carla Hirschorn of Manalapan,
N.J., lost her life savings to Bernard
L. Madoff. On Monday morning, she
stood before U.S. District Judge
Denny Chin and urged him to slap
Mr. Madoff with the harshest possi-
ble sentence.

“Do not fail us,” she said, her
voice rising in anger.

He didn’t. Judge Chin sentenced
Mr. Madoff to the maximum possi-
ble sentence of 150 years in prison,
bringing claps and cheers from vic-
tims seated in the New York court-
room. The judge said victims’ state-
ments and 113 letters filed with the
federal court weighed on this sen-

tencing decision.
“A substantial sentence may in

some small measure help their vic-
tims in their healing process,” said
Judge Chin, who rejected assertions
by Mr. Madoff’s lawyer that the let-
ters were a form of “mob ven-
geance.” While such a long sentence
for a 71-year-old man is largely sym-
bolic, Judge Chin explained, “sym-
bolism is important for the victim.”

Mr. Madoff’s victims include
some of the world’s largest banks
and wealthiest men. But the nine vic-
tims who spoke in court Monday
were of more modest means, includ-
ing a physical therapist, a retired cor-
rections officer and an accountant.

They stood at a microphone posi-
tioned toward the back of the court-
room directly behind Mr. Madoff.
Their stories of financial devasta-
tion were moving despite the famil-
iarity of the suffering unleashed
since Mr. Madoff’s swindle col-
lapsed in December.

Judge Chin said he was particu-

larly struck by a letter from Norma
Hill of Armonk, N.Y. Just two weeks
after investing their life’s savings
with Mr. Madoff, her husband died
from a heart attack. Ms. Hill went to
meet with Mr. Madoff, who put his
arm around her shoulder and as-
sured her the money was safe and
that she shouldn’t worry.

“Now all the money is gone,” said
Judge Chin.

Mr. Madoff never turned his
head to watch his victims speak. Dur-
ing prepared remarks that followed,
he briefly turned to apologize. “I’m
sorry,” he said. “I know that doesn’t
help you.”

Around the U.S., other Madoff in-
vestors said they took some comfort
from the 150-year prison sentence.
“I’m glad he was sentenced to the
fullest because what he did to our
lives is despicable,” says Florence
Roth, 67, of Jupiter, Fla., who can no
longer afford to pay for her
mother-in-law’s assisted-living fa-
cility. “It still doesn’t make my life

any better right now.”
What did help some victims, sev-

eral of them noted, was discussing
their pain and suffering in public.
Cheryl Weinstein, an accountant and
former chief financial officer of Had-
dasah, the women’s Jewish charity,
said that she had lost everything and
had been in a “deep, heavy depres-
sion” until she began to speak out.

“I began to feel empowered,”
said Ms. Weinstein. “It came to-
gether for me while being inter-
viewed by Katie Couric. That was
the beginning of my healing
process.”

Ms. Weinstein and the eight
other victims who spoke in part can
thank a law professor for having had
the opportunity to comment in
court.

In 2001 Jayne Barnard, a profes-
sor at William & Mary Law School in
Williamsburg, Va., had an article
published in the Notre Dame Law Re-
view that argued that all victims of
federal crimes should be able to

present victim-impact testimony
prior to sentencing. Previously, the
law only required federal judges to
hear these statements for violent
crimes such as rape or assault.

Her proposal ultimately resulted
in 2004’s Crime Victims Rights Act,
a law that gives victims of all federal
crimes the right to speak at sentenc-
ing. Ms. Barnard and others had ar-
gued that many fraud victims suf-
fered in physical, emotional and so-
cial ways as well as financially.

Ms. Barnard was in the court-
room Monday to see the impact of
her work. When she learned the sen-
tencing had been delayed so victims
could be heard, she wrote a letter to
Judge Chin asking for a seat in the
courtroom. He granted her request.

“The proof of the value of this pro-
cess is exactly what we saw in the
courtroom today,” said Ms. Barnard
after the sentencing. “The victims
were eloquent, they were dignified,
and they told very powerful stories.”
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Porsche receives offer from Qatar

Aston Martin to sell iQ
Toyota’s tiny model
will get a redesign
and be called Cygnet

Brown outlines programs
to soften the U.K. recession

By Andrea Thomas

BERLIN—German Chancellor An-
gela Merkel defended her plan to
cut taxes despite the country’s soar-
ing budget deficit as she introduced
her conservative alliance’s mani-
festo ahead of national elections in
September.

Lower incomes taxes would “pro-
vide motivation” and encourage eco-
nomic growth, Ms. Merkel
told a conference of her
party, the Christian Demo-
cratic Union, and its Bavar-
ian sister party, the Chris-
tian Social Union.

“It would be wrong not
to do what is right and nec-
essary for growth, and so
prevent ourselves emerg-
ing quickly from this crisis,”
Ms. Merkel said in her con-
ference speech.

The conservative par-
ties’ election platform promises tax
cuts worth Œ15 billion ($21 billion),
but gives no time frame. The parties
plan to cut the lowest income tax
rate to 12% from 14% at present,
raise the threshold for paying the
top income tax rate of 42%, and re-
duce the degree to which a rising in-
come leads to a progressively
higher tax rate.

However, Germany’s widening
budget deficit has led to expecta-
tions the next government might
have to plug the budget gap with

higher taxes. Some state governors
and lawmakers from the Christian
Democrats have in recent days sug-
gested raising some sales taxes to in-
crease revenue, a debate Ms. Mer-
kel is struggling to stamp out.

The left-leaning Social Demo-
crats, who govern Germany as part
of Ms. Merkel’s awkward bipartisan
coalition but who are campaigning
against her in the election, have

mocked the Christian Dem-
ocrat’s tax-cutting prom-
ises, saying the money
isn’t there at a time when
Germany is racking up
record public debt to
tackle its deepest reces-
sion in the postwar era.

“When the economy is
back on its feet, we must
consistently bring down
new borrowing,” the So-
cial Democrats’ Secretary-
General Hubertus Heil

told German public radio. “There is
no room for tax gifts on a broad
front,” he said.

Ms. Merkel has repeatedly ruled
out the possibility of tax increass in
the event she wins the election, say-
ing the German economy wouldn’t
be able to deal with the burden of
higher taxes when it is struggling to
regain some growth momentum.

But analysts, including the head
of the government’s council of eco-
nomic advisers, have predicted the
next government may have no
choice but to raise taxes.

Merkel pledges tax cuts
despite a rising deficit

the credit crunch and the stock-mar-
ket collapse meant Porsche ran into
financing trouble.

The company’s net debt tripled
to Œ9 billion when it built its VW
shareholding, forcing it to abandon
its plan to push for a 75% stake and
gain access to Volkswagen’s cash re-
serves.

Volkswagen’s powerful supervi-

sory-board chairman and former
chief executive, Ferdinand Piech,
who also sits on Porsche’s supervi-
sory board, favors an outright sale
of Porsche’s core sports-car opera-
tions to Volkswagen. Porsche would
then be integrated as a 10th brand
into Volkswagen, along with name-
plates such as Audi, Skoda and Seat.

Volkswagen spokesman Michael
Brendel reiterated that VW denies

having issued an ultimatum to Por-
sche to make a decision on a merger
by the end of this month, after Por-
sche on Saturday said it had re-
jected such an ultimatum.

“It appears that...the rela-
tions...between VW and Porsche
have hit an all-time low,” said IHS
Global Insight analyst Tim Urqu-
hart. “What was already a difficult
negotiation is rapidly descending
into farce,” he added.

Porsche this month said its con-
trolling families unanimously sup-
port the plan to get an outside invest-
ment to safeguard the company’s in-
dependence.

The maker of models such as the
Cayenne and 911 on Friday said talks
with the QIA were nearing comple-
tion after the Qataris completed due
diligence.

Porsche and Volkswagen’s his-
tory has been deeply entrenched
ever since Ferdinand Porsche de-
signed Volkswagen’s iconic Beetle
in the 1930s. Volkswagen’s supervi-
sory-board chairman, Mr. Piech, is
the grandson of Ferdinand Porsche.
Porsche’s supervisory-board chair-
man, Wolfgang Porsche, is Mr.
Piech’s cousin.

Continued from first page

Toyota’s iQ compact car, shown at an international auto fair in Leipzig, Germany,
in March, will be sold in Europe under an Aston Martin badge.

Source: the company
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Jackson promoter plans refunds

By Yoshio Takahashi

TOKYO—Toyota Motor Corp.
said it will produce its ultracompact
iQ model for U.K. car maker Aston
Martin, in its first tie-up under the
leadership of its new president,
Akio Toyoda.

Toyota, the world’s biggest car
maker by sales volume, will supply
the iQ—built at a plant in Japan—to
the U.K. car maker. Aston Martin
will redesign the car to sell it as the
Cygnet under its own brand.

“Now is the right time for Aston
Martin to take this first bold step to
embark on this special project,” As-
ton Martin Chief Executive Ulrich
Bez said in a news release.

A spokeswoman at Aston Mar-
tin’s Japanese unit said the com-
pany will sell the Cygnet in Europe
and other countries, though details
such as sales targets and launch
dates have yet to be determined.

The deal comes as global auto
makers introduce smaller, lower-
emission cars to meet stricter emis-
sion regulations in markets world-

wide, a big challenge for makers of
large, gas-guzzling automobiles such
as Aston Martin, whose cars have
been featured in James Bond films.

The Japanese car maker is trying
to rebound after posting its first net
loss in almost six decades in the
most recent fiscal year. The compa-
ny’s new president is the first mem-

ber of the founding family to take up
the post in 14 years.

For Toyota, the move could
boost output volume and improve
production efficiency for the iQ.
Amid an economic slump, the car
isn’t selling as strongly in Japan and
Europe as the company had initially
hoped.

By Laurence Norman

And Anita Likus

U.K. Prime Minister Gordon
Brown announced Monday new
plans to cushion the impact of the re-
cession, including extra money to
fight youth unemployment and
build affordable housing.

A year into a severe recession
and less than 12 months from the
next general election, Mr. Brown’s
proposals also included public-ser-
vices reforms and changes to the po-
litical system.

He said he would boost funding
for affordable housing over the next
two years to £2.1 billion ($3.5 bil-
lion) from £600 million. The money
will be brought forward from future
years’ spending plans.

Mr. Brown said the extra spend-
ing will deliver 20,000 new afford-
able homes, creating 45,000 jobs in
the construction sector. But ana-
lysts were skeptical of how much
the program would help the U.K.’s
beleaguered house builders.

Most of the U.K.’s house builders
are currently only building to meet
new orders, and have stopped land
purchases as they seek to conserve
cash. Many have said a recovery in
their businesses depends on banks
offering more mortgage products
and the threat of unemployment re-
ceding. U.K. net mortgage lending
posted its weakest gain on record in
May, but the number of mortgages
approved hit a 13-month high, indus-
try data showed Monday.

Mr. Brown said he planned to
give local governments will gain
more responsibility for building so-
cial housing, but industry experts

warned that local authorities would
need to be able to self finance in a
tight credit environment to meet
the targets.

Numis Securities analyst Chris
Millington said that companies
most likely to benefit from the new
social housing plan include broader
construction companies like Rok
PLC, Kier Group PLC, Morgan Sin-
dall PLC and Balfour Beatty PLC,
rather than companies focused on
building houses.

Mr. Brown said the new jobs pro-
gram, which will start January 2010,
would guarantee a job or training
for those under 25 who have been
out of work for a year. Those who
don’t accept the guaranteed job or
training will have their welfare bene-
fits cut. He said this £1 billion pro-
gram, which will be financed from
funds set aside in the budget, will
provide 100,000 jobs for young peo-
ple.

Mr. Brown announced various
other reforms, including greater
choice in public services and further
reforms of the upper house of parlia-
ment.

He also confirmed the creation
of a £150 million Innovation Fund
that will be able to lever up to £1 bil-
lion of funding for key sectors, like
life sciences and low carbon technol-
ogies. Mr. Brown reiterated that the
new economic programs would be
paid for by reprioritizing its poli-
cies, not by adding to existing spend-
ing levels or debt.

Mr. Brown’s Labour Party must
hold an election by June 2010. La-
bour has been far behind in the polls
and Brown faced challenges to his
leadership in early June.

LEADING THE NEWS

By Liam Pleven

And Ethan Smith

Concert promoter AEG Live spent
the weekend after Michael Jackson’s
death planning what could be one of
the biggest ticket-refund programs in
history, a challenge likely to be compli-
cated by the possibility that the com-
panymayhavetroublecollectingonits
insurance. Yet insurance may help
some fans get reimbursed for tickets
theyboughttonow-canceledconcerts.

Insurershadsoldan$18millionpol-
icy through Lloyd’s, the London insur-
ancemarket,thatwasintendedtohelp

AEG recoup costs if concerts it was
staging with Mr. Jackson were can-
celedduetoanaccident,accordingtoa
person familiar with the matter.

AEG said it sold nearly one million
tickets to a 50-date run at its O2 arena
in London, with a total face value of
more than $85 million.

The policy also could have pro-
vided coverage in case of a cancella-
tion due to medical issues, says the
person familiar with the matter, but
that part of the coverage was depen-
dent on the results of a physical that
Mr. Jackson was scheduled to take in
the coming days.
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Hunt goes on for missing Madoff money
Only $1.2 billion
has been recovered
by the trustee so far

How to live off a scant $2.5 million

Troubled assets

ALSO:
Cash and securities held by Ruth 
Madoff (value: $60 million)

Steinway piano in the penthouse
(value: $39,000)

35 sets of watches and cuff links 
owned by Bernard Madoff

Ruth's jewelry, Russian sable fur 
three-quarter length coat and black 
mink coat (value: $2.7 million)

Some of the assets that the U.S. government is getting to help cover losses 
by Madoff investors

Madoff’s penthouse apartment at 133 64th St.  (value: $7.5 million)

55-foot yacht called “Bull,” 38-foot 
yacht called "Sitting Bull" and 25- 
foot fishing boat called “Little Bull”

Oceanfront house in Montauk, N.Y.
(value: $7 million)

House in Palm Beach, Fla.
(value: $7.5 million)Source: Court records; WSJ research
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By Jane J. Kim

Bernard Madoff ran his multibil-
lion-dollar Ponzi scheme for at least
15 years. Some of his victims could be
battling nearly that long to get back
their money.

The court-appointed trustee of
the defunct Madoff firm, attorney
Irving Picard, has recovered just
$1.2 billion of the $13.2 billion in esti-
mated net losses suffered by inves-
tors since December 1995.

While eligible victims may get
payments of as much as $500,000
from the Securities Investor Protec-
tion Corp., set up to compensate in-
vestors for theft or proven unautho-
rized trading in brokerage accounts,
the rest of their losses will be par-
tially recouped from whatever as-
sets Mr. Picard manages to gather in
the liquidation process.

On Friday, Mr. Madoff’s wife,
Ruth, agreed to a settlement with
prosecutors in which she relin-
quished all the assets she shared
with her husband. Mrs. Madoff will
keep $2.5 million. Mr. Madoff was
sentenced Monday to 150 years in
prison.

Mrs. Madoff gave up tens of mil-
lions in cash and securities as well
as her $7.5 million interest in a New
York City apartment and a $7 mil-
lion Montauk, N.Y., property and
jewelry insured at more than $2.6
million. The agreement covers
scores of items, including two fur
coats valued at $48,500, $18,000 in
linens and bedding, and $8,500 in
silverware.

Prosecutors, the U.S. Securities
and Exchange Commission and Mr.
Picard’s office are coordinating how
to recover assets now considered

tainted that were received by other
Madoff family members and close as-
sociates, according to people famil-
iar with the matter.

Much of Mr. Picard’s take so far
has come from liquidating Mr. Mad-
off’s business. He recently sold Mr.
Madoff’s market-making operation
for $25.5 million.

The investor kitty also includes
$235 million from Banco Santander
SA. The Spanish bank, one of the
largest conduits of investor money
to Mr. Madoff’s firm, Bernard L.
Madoff Investment Securities LLC,
paid to settle potential legal claims
by Mr. Picard.

Most of what the trustee is ex-
pected to recover from now on will
come from potential “clawback”
suits against investors who pulled
out money from the Madoff firm in
recent years. Clawback suits in
Ponzi schemes assert that recent re-
demptions were fraudulently ob-
tained from other investors.

Bankruptcy law allows Mr. Pi-
card to go after entities that re-
ceived payments from the Madoff
firm on or after Sept. 12, 2008,
within 90 days of the bankruptcy fil-
ing.

However, federal and state stat-
utes are broader when it comes to re-
covering money that the courts
deem to be fraudulently conveyed
as part of the Ponzi scheme. Under
New York state law, Mr. Picard could
try to recover fictitious profits paid
out within the last six years.

Mr. Picard already has sued to re-
cover more than $10 billion from in-
vestors who withdrew sums from
their Madoff accounts in recent
years.

The biggest targets include trust
funds and partnerships run by inves-
tors Jeffry Picower and Stanley
Chais, who collectively withdrew
$6.1 billion over and above their
principal investment, Mr. Picard has
alleged.

The men haven’t formally re-

sponded to the suits. Their lawyers
have said they were victims of the
fraud.

Last week, Mr. Picard filed a law-
suit against Cohmad Securities
Corp., one of the firms that helped
feed investors to Mr. Madoff. The
suit seeks more than $100 million in
commissions earned by Cohmad
principals, who also were sued for
civil fraud by the SEC. He also is
seeking more than $105 million in
profits Cohmad employees and
their families withdrew from the in-
vestment accounts they had with
Mr. Madoff. Lawyers for Cohmad’s
principals deny any connection to
the fraud.

Even as Mr. Picard gathers up as-
sets, fights are brewing over how
much will be paid out. Mr. Picard has
said he intends to pay claims on a
“net equity” basis, or the difference
between what customers put in and
what they took out.

SIPC has mailed out about $142
million in checks to eligible claim-
ants, out of a total of $188.4 million
that already has been approved. As
the July 2 deadline for filing SIPC
claims approaches, more than
10,000 claims have been filed. Many
of those claims will likely be denied.
Some people, such as those who in-
vested with Mr. Madoff indirectly
through feeder funds, probably
won’t be eligible for SIPC payments.

Many former Madoff customers
want more. Some said their claims
should be based on what was shown
on their November 2008 account
statements, which reflected bal-
ances of nearly $65 billion, before
the fraud collapsed.

Several investors have sued Mr.
Picard over the matter. The suits are
pending.

Stephen Harbeck, SIPC’s chief ex-
ecutive and president, said the
trustee has to value losses on a
“cash-in, cash-out” basis because
customers’ statement balances re-
flected fictional profits and trades.

By Brett Arends

How tough is it living off $2.5 mil-
lion? Ruth Madoff is about to find
out.

Bernard Madoff’s wife has been
left with a lump sum in that amount
from her settlement with the Jus-
tice Department.

The first thing to note is that the
cash doesn’t come completely free
and clear. She may still face claims
from the Securities & Exchange Com-
mission, the Securities Investor Pro-
tection Corporation and the trust-
ees liquidating her husband’s busi-
ness and estate. It is also unclear
how much Social Security she will
have to live on as well.

When you cast aside the sort of
smoke and mirrors used by her hus-
band, a conservative investment
portfolio may only earn about 3% a
year over inflation. At that rate, and
if Mrs. Madoff wants to make sure
she doesn’t outlive her money, her
$2.5 million settlement should give
her an annual income of maybe
$125,000 a year. That would make
the money last all the way to age 100.

That’s a pretty good income. It’s
a lot more than many of her hus-
band’s ruined victims will have. But
it will hardly support her past life-
style. Mr. and Mrs. Madoff, accord-
ing to court papers, owned homes in

Manhattan, Montauk, N.Y., and Palm
Beach, Fla., along with millions of
dollars in furniture, art, furs, and
the like.

Sounds like she’s going to have to
do, on a bigger scale, what a lot of
Americans are doing right now:
Downsize. If Ruth Madoff spends a
third of her $125,000 a year on ac-
commodation, that will come to
about $3,500 a month—enough per-
haps for a (modest) two bedroom in
Manhattan. It will rent more in Flor-

ida. Especially if she moves inland
from Palm Beach—to somewhere
like Sunrise.

The good news? There’s an Ikea
nearby. And lots of factory outlets.
And in Florida she will be able to sur-
vive without her $36,000 Russian sa-
ble coat. As for cars: Mrs Madoff has
to give up her Mercedes-Benz E
class and CLK. But a new Mercedes
SmartCar only costs about $14,000.

As for investments: Mrs Madoff

is 68. She will need income to live on
for maybe 30 years or more. She’s go-
ing to have to generate income to
live on, and enough growth to keep
up with inflation. That’s going to
mean a conservative mix of stocks
and bonds.

Among bonds, Treasurys look ex-
pensive. Even inflation protected
Treasurys, so-called TIPS, are start-
ing to look fully priced. And Mrs Mad-
off would do well to avoid very long-
term bonds. They are at risk from in-
flation. There are better opportuni-
ties in corporate debt, from invest-
ment grade to high yield. She might
also look at tax-exempt municipals—
she can earn at least 3.5% tax-free
without taking on too much inflation
risk. She might even consider emerg-
ing market government bonds.

If she wants stocks paying good
income as well, Mrs. Madoff should
be able to earn yields of about 4.5% a
year right now without taking too
much risk. Closed-end funds—spe-
cial mutual funds that trade like regu-
lar shares—can be a great way to get
equity income. That’s because the
funds themselves can sell at a big dis-
count, which means you get more in-
come for each dollar invested.

The irony, of course, is that Mrs
Madoff really needs right now a fi-
nancial adviser she can trust to han-
dle her money.

THE MADOFF FRAUD CASE

Mrs. Madoff must do
what a lot of people
are doing now:
downsize.
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Lars Olofsson, CEO of French retailer Carrefour, on Tuesday outlines progress on
his efforts to improve the world’s second largest retailer’s low-price reputation.

By Cecilie Rohwedder

Six months after Lars Olofsson
became chief executive of French re-
tailer Carrefour SA, his efforts to
tame the problems that felled two of
his predecessors are on display at a
hypermarket south of Paris.

At the huge store in Villabé, Mr.
Olofsson is testing a new strategy
meant to restore Carrefour’s low-
price reputation among consumers
who have come to see it as too expen-
sive, especially amid the recession.

The store’s signs are bigger,
bolder and simpler than they were a
few months ago. Small gray and
white signs have been replaced by
large yellow discount posters above
the aisles, with prices in bold, red
print. In the past, almost all Carre-
four stores had banners bearing the
slogan “Quality for All.” Now most
in-store advertising is about price.

On Tuesday, Mr. Olofsson makes
his first detailed report to investors
on progress repositioning Carre-
four’s price image. But Carrefour’s
problems are bigger than just
prices: Its future appears endan-
gered by the hypermarket approach
of selling everything from appli-
ances, to clothes and groceries.

With smaller households and a
growing craving for convenience,
shoppers are less interested in driv-
ing to out-of-town hypermarkets to

load up on groceries. Meanwhile,
their non-food needs are largely
met by specialist clothing chains
such as Zara or electronics retailer
Darty, owned by Kesa Electricals
PLC.

Carrefour—the world’s second-
largest retailer by sales after Wal-
Mart Stores Inc.—has struggled to
blunt the inroads by these special-
ists. Net profit dropped steeply last
year, and in November, the previous
chief executive was ousted and re-
placed in January by Mr. Olofsson,
who joined from Nestlé SA. In April,
the retailer reported its first quar-
terly sales drop in six years.

Carrefour operates in 33 coun-
tries and had Œ86.97 billion ($120.36
billion) in net sales last year. But its
problems are most pressing in
France, which accounts for 44% of
group sales. Its food business is un-
der attack from cheaper rivals and
deep discounters such as Germany’s
Aldi. Elsewhere, it is threatened by
fast-moving specialists, like Inditex
SA’s Zara clothing chain.

In a recent interview, the 57-year-
old Mr. Olofsson said he hopes the
vast reach of Carrefour’s hypermar-
kets will help it quickly alter its im-
age. “We have one million custom-
ers a day in our hypermarkets,” he
said. By changing the way it commu-
nicates value, “we can very rapidly
start, at least, to change percep-

tions,” he said.
Mr. Olofsson, tall and imposing

with crew-cut white hair, is tackling
the problems with a mix of tactics
borrowed from other retailers.

He wants to cut prices and boost
price marketing, like recent come-
back kid William Morrison Super-
markets PLC of Britain. He wants to
revive Carrefour’s hypermarkets,
partly by tailoring each store to its
clientele, much like Kroger Co.,
which uses information from cus-
tomer loyalty cards to stock individ-
ual stores. And he wants to open
smaller stores, like Tesco PLC and J
Sainsbury PLC in Britain.

Mr. Olofsson said one of Carre-
four’s biggest mistakes was its his-
tory of inconsistent pricing prac-
tices, shifting from comparatively
high prices and strong margins for a
time, then to lower prices and big-
ger volumes. “Ikea, Wal-Mart,
Tesco, Zara, H&M—they have for
the last 20, 30 years hammered on
the same nail every time,” he said.

Early signs of his prescription ap-
pear at a Carrefour hypermarket in
Auteuil, an affluent suburb of Paris.
To match the merchandise to the
wealthy shoppers in the area, the
newly renovated store sells 20%
more produce, including more or-
ganic fare. It has added luxury
brands such as Fauchon, from a Pari-
sian gourmet food store of the same

name, and a “farm shop” for exotic
fruits and vegetables prepared for
cooking. Most non-food offerings
have been reduced by 40%, but the
sales area for perfume and beauty
products has doubled.

Carrefour prices, Mr. Olofsson de-
cided, are competitive, but not evi-
dent to consumers. So Carrefour re-
vamped its promotional flyers to
highlight low prices. Flyers now
show fewer products per page and
emphasize discounts such as “three-
for-two” or 50% off for loyalty-card
holders. In May, Carrefour launched
its biggest advertising campaign in
years, for a new range of value items

called “Carrefour Discount.”
Analysts applaud his ideas but

many caution that they are similar
to those of his predecessors, who
never fully put them in practice.

“Although we see potential for
Carrefour’s new CEO to restructure
the business, we remain somewhat
skeptical,” said Bernstein Research
analyst Christopher Hogbin in a
note earlier this month.

Admirers say Mr. Olofsson is
right for the job. “He loves provoca-
tion, he loves ideas,” said Shelley
Lazarus, chairman, Ogilvy & Mather
Worldwide, who met Mr. Olofsson
during his time at Nestlé.

CEO refocuses Carrefour on prices

Grocers test concepts in Czech Republic
Discounters and small-format stores opened by international companies may squeeze out mom-and-pop shops

By Leos Rousek

PRAGUE—Supermarket opera-
tors are aggressively expanding in
the Czech Republic, particularly in
the discount and convenience-store
sectors, a move that’s likely to spark
further consolidation and drive out
local mom-and-pop shops still oper-
ating in small towns.

Leading the charge are
U.K.-based retail giant Tesco PLC,
closely held German retailer Rewe
Group and Zabka, a closely held con-
venience-store chain with opera-
tions in Poland and the Czech Repub-
lic.

The push for opening small-for-
mat and discount stores and expand-
ing beyond larger cities herald yet
another stage in the evolution of the
Czech retail market, the most
crowded in Central and Eastern Eu-
rope.

In January, the Czech Republic
had nearly 23 hypermarkets per one
million inhabitants, compared with
eight hypermarkets per one million
people in Poland, according to the In-
coma GfK retail consultancy.

One reason behind the discrep-
ancy is Czechs’ deeper wallets. Per-
capita gross domestic product—a
tally of goods, services and capital—
totaled $21,027 in nominal terms in
the Czech Republic, compared with
$13,799 in Poland, data from the In-
ternational Monetary Fund for the
end of 2008 showed.

Poland is still the biggest market
in the region because of its size: At
38.5 million, the population of Po-
land is nearly four times as big as
the Czech Republic’s 10.5 million.

Czechs spend 400 billion korun
($21.66 billion) on groceries a year,
with international players, includ-
ing Tesco and Rewe, accounting for

about 70% of the total. Local inde-
pendent stores, including mom-and-
pop corner shops, account for the re-
maining 30%, according to data
from the Czech Confederation of
Commerce and Tourism, an indus-
try association. Analysts expect the
share of locally run stores to drop to
25% at most as a result of further
consolidation.

Tesco, which operates 113 stores
in the Czech Republic, recently be-
gan pushing into the small-format
sector. It has opened discount gro-
cery stores with areas of about
1,000 square meters, called Tesco
Supermarkets, and even smaller
convenience stores called Tesco Ex-
pres.

The Tesco Expres format is “per-
fect for quick shopping when one
needs to top up milk or other basic
food supplies at home,” said Gabri-
ela Gaskova, 22 years old, shopping

at a Tesco Expres in Prague’s Vrsov-
ice neighborhood. Tesco Expres, she
added, “isn’t good for large weekly
grocery shopping.”

Tesco has 40 Czech supermar-
kets and 14 convenience stores, hav-
ing added about a dozen stores in
the past 18 months. The company
plans to open 36 new outlets, mostly
including supermarkets and Tesco
Expres stores, in the Czech Republic
and Slovakia by the end of 2010.

“In the Czech market the only
room left to expand is for discount-
ers and convenience stores,” said
Ivan Styk, who oversaw the launch
of the Tesco Expres stores in the
Czech Republic and is now responsi-
ble for Tesco hypermarkets in the
Czech and Slovak markets.

Unlike traditional supermarkets,
food discounters cut their costs by
carrying fewer products and display-
ing them unpacked in boxes shipped

directly from producers.
Tesco’s operations in the Czech

Republic, Poland and Slovakia gener-
ated sales of £4.12 billion ($6.81 bil-
lion) in the fiscal year ended in Feb-
ruary, making up a quarter of the
company’s non-U.K. sales.

To be sure, Tesco’s total interna-
tional sales are still less than a half
of the £41.52 billion the retailer gen-
erated in its U.K. home market. But
the retailer’s sales in the Czech Re-
public show solid growth, having
risen threefold in the latest fiscal
year from £473 million in 2006. The
retailer’s Czech sales also include
nonfood goods sold through Tesco-
owned Czech department stores.

Germany-based Rewe Group,
meanwhile, plans to invest as much
as Œ100 million ($140.7 million) to
solidify its No. 1 spot among Czech
food discounters.

The company became the leader

in the Czech discount sector last
year by taking over 155 local Plus dis-
count stores from German rival Ten-
gelmann AG in a deal valued at 9 bil-
lion korun and rebranding them as
Penny Markets. Tesco had also bid
for Tengelman’s Czech operations.

Rewe, which also operates 97
Billa supermarkets in the Czech Re-
public, plans to expand its Penny
Market chain to 400 outlets by as
early as 2012 from 309 stores at
present. It also aims to open stores
in towns with fewer than 10,000 in-
habitants, which have been largely
ignored by major retailers.

The overall grocery market in
the Czech Republic is crowded a re-
sult of Western European retailers’
expansion efforts in the 1990s. Back
then, almost all European retailers
were present in the Czech market,
attracted by the relatively high pur-
chasing power of Czech consumers,
a good road system and a dense pop-
ulation, said Pavel Cabal, a retail-
sector analyst at Incoma GfK.

Retailers from Western Europe
“used the market for pilot testing
ahead of expansion elsewhere in the
region,” Mr. Cabal said. But by the
early 2000s, the market became
overcrowded, leaving little room for
growth, he said.

Cutthroat price competition
caused several foreign retailers to
abandon the market in early 2008,
including Carrefour SA, Delhaize
SA and Tengelmann.

Netherlands-based Ahold NV
and Germany’s InterSpar and Lidl
Stiftung & Co. are still active in the
Czech Republic, but only Tesco,
Rewe and Polish-Czech convenience-
store operator Zabka are actively
opening new stores.

 —Lilly Vitorovich in London
contributed to this article.
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Crowded market
Number of hypermarkets in 
Central Europe

Tesco, which already has 113 Czech stores, is adding small convenience outlets
called Tesco Expres
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Employers prefer to hire those with jobs
Managers show bias
against the laid-off;
‘first-string’ recruits

Firm offers blueprint
for makeover in a spinoff

By Dana Mattioli

With unemployment rising, it’s a
buyer’smarketforemployersthatare
hiring. But many employers are look-
ing past the jobless to target those
still working, reasoning that these
survivors are the top performers.

“If they’re employed in today’s
economy, they have to be first
string,” says Ryan Ross, a partner
with Kaye/Bassman International
Corp., an executive recruiting firm
in Dallas. Mr. Ross says clients re-
cently have indicated that they
would prefer to fill positions with
“passive candidates” who are work-
ing elsewhere and not actively seek-
ing a job.

The bias extends from front-line
workers to senior managers. Charlie
Wilgus, managing partner of execu-
tive search for Lucas Group, based
in Atlanta, says a manufacturing cli-
ent looking for a division president
recently refused to consider a
former divisional president at New-
ell Rubbermaid Inc. whose depart-
ment had been eliminated. The cli-
ent doesn’t want candidates who
have been laid off, Mr. Wilgus says.

Employers’ preference for the
employed adds another hurdle for
those who have lost jobs to rejoin
the work force. Job seekers fre-

quently are competing with
dozens of other applicants
for the few available posi-
tions.

Bobby Fitzgerald, a part-
ner in five restaurants in
three U.S. states, has long
practiced “guerrilla recruit-
ing.” He sends managers to
other restaurants with in-
structions to approach staff-
ers who seem to be strong
performers. The tactic
doesn’t work very often, but
Mr. Fitzgerald says it lets peo-
ple know he is hiring.

These days, Mr. Fitzger-
ald says he gets two dozen or
more unsolicited resumes
each day at one of his Phoe-
nix restaurants, the White
Chocolate Grill. But Mr.
Fitzgerald says his top candi-
dates, for jobs ranging from servers
to management, usually are people
who are employed elsewhere. He
currently has 50 openings across his
five restaurants and has told recruit-
ers to bring in only people who are
working.

Mr. Fitzgerald’s preference for
the employed can be time-consum-
ing and expensive. He recently
spent three weeks courting a restau-
rant manager in Birmingham, Ala.,
for a management post. Mr. Fitzger-
ald flew the candidate to Phoenix for
an interview and a “realistic job pre-
view,” but the candidate chose not
to relocate and declined the job of-
fer. “There are a lot of applicants be-
tween Phoenix and Birmingham

who would have gladly taken the
job,” says Mr. Fitzgerald.

Even when employers are suc-
cessful, recruiting the employed can
cost money. Tim Donohue, senior ac-
count manager of Infinity Consult-
ing Solutions, an executive-search
firm specializing in finance-related
industries, based in New York, says
candidates who are wooed away
from other jobs typically demand a
higher salary than the unemployed,
who tend to be more negotiable.

Nonetheless, many employers
consider the employed more valu-
able and worth the extra effort.
Health-care management-consult-
ing firm Beacon Partners Inc., Wey-
mouth, Mass., has openings for 10

technology consulting and se-
nior project-management po-
sitions. Chief Executive
Ralph Fargnoli is looking
first for people who are still
working. “If they’re still em-
ployed that means they have
some significant value,” Mr.
Fargnoli says.

Beacon, with about 145
employees, targets candi-
dates at conferences, presen-
tations and other gatherings.
“We attend industry events
and approach the speaker or
attendees to see if they’re
happy at their job and
whether they see a career
path at their current em-
ployer,” says Mr. Fargnoli. Re-
cently, Mr. Fargnoli success-
fully recruited a chief infor-
mation officer of a hospital

health system for a vice president
role at Beacon after meeting the per-
son at conferences.

The targets aren’t always eager
to jump ship. “We’re seeing candi-
dates afraid to move because they
don’t want to be the last one in, first
one out,” says Jaimie Lynn Craig, an
executive recruiter with Premier
Staffing in San Francisco. She says
many executive-level candidates
are seeking guarantees and sever-
ance provisions in case their new
jobs fall through. Messrs. Fargnoli
and Fitzgerald say the employees
they approach are more risk-ad-
verse given the shaky economy.

When employers post jobs, they
often are flooded with applicants,

many of whom aren’t good matches
for the position. Kristi Robinson,
vice president of talent acquisition
at Express Scripts Inc., says applica-
tions at the St. Louis pharmacy-ben-
efit manager are up 80% from last
year, but many candidates are either
over- or underqualified.

Ms. Robinson is looking to fill
more than 100 positions, from opera-
tions and sales to finance. She says
Express Scripts is targeting passive
candidates through networking and
referrals, and expects them to ac-
count for about half of new hires
this year, similar to last year.

Job seekers sense the trend. A re-
cent online survey conducted by In-
finity Consulting Solutions of 417
job hunters in the New York area
found that 59% agreed or strongly
agreed that employers gave prefer-
ence to candidates that are cur-
rently employed.

However, there are still jobs to be
had if you can calm an employer’s
biggest worry about out-of-work ap-
plicants: that your termination was
the result of poor performance.

Arming yourself with strong let-
ters of recommendation from your
previous employer stating that you
were laid off for economic reasons
and that you are “eligible for rehire”
can help your case, says Mr. Ross of
Kaye/Bassman. If you can’t obtain
formal letters, get references from
senior-level employees at your
prior company, he says.

Being flexible on your salary or ti-
tle also goes a long way, says Mr.
Donohue of Infinity Consulting.
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Bobby Fitzgerald, at his White Chocolate Grill, has long
practiced ‘guerrilla recruiting’ to staff his restaurants.

By Joann S. Lublin

David L. Schlotterbeck faces mul-
tiple challenges when his employer,
CareFusion Corp., begins operating
Wednesday as a subsidiary of Cardi-
nal Health Inc.—a major step in its
planned spinoff. Profits are falling.
Cardinal recently warned custom-
ers about potential risks of one of
his segment’s products; other prod-
ucts have been the subjects of re-
calls and regulatory action.

Mr. Schlotterbeck, CareFusion’s
chief executive, is equally focused on
another challenge: building a dis-
tinct corporate culture at the
soon-to-be-independent business. In
April, he resisted suggestions from
some lieutenants to kill or delay his
$2.5 million culture initiative, which
will include two days of training for
each of CareFusion’s nearly 16,000
employees by December 2010.

“Investing in culture is about im-
proving performance,” says Mr.
Schlotterbeck. The 62-year-old
turnaround specialist has led Cardi-
nal’s clinical- and medical-products
segment since 2007 and been plan-
ning for the spinoff since last year.

It is hard to forge a distinct cul-
ture when an enterprise breaks
away from a parent amid a down-
turn. Managers must create a sense
of urgency and a culture adaptive
to change, says John Kotter, a re-
tired Harvard Business School pro-
fessor and corporate-culture re-
searcher. “You can have a strong,
stupid culture” that hurts perform-
ance, he cautions.

CareFusion’s experience may of-
fer a template for the growing le-

gion of spinoffs. Forty-nine U.S.
spinoffs were completed in 2008,
up from 31 in 2007, according to
Thomson Reuters.

“Completing a spinoff nowa-
days heightens employees’ anxiety
because they worry about the sour
economy and leaving the mother-
ship,” says Larry Senn, founder of
Senn Delaney, a Long Beach, Calif.,
management consultancy advising
CareFusion.

At Cardinal, Mr. Schlotterbeck
and his management team
launched their culture initiative by
devising five core beliefs ranging
from “innovation is our lifeblood”
to “teamwork is essential to our suc-
cess.” In September, Senn Delaney
held a two-day training session for
the segment’s 230 top managers.

Some executives initially were
skeptical about the culture push.
Steve Lewis, chief medical officer,
recalls failed culture makeovers at
prior workplaces, where “execu-
tives projected the values they
wanted everybody to follow but
didn’t do themselves.”

He says his skepticism waned
when he saw fellow executives’
commitment to CareFusion’s val-
ues. Now, he sees benefits, such as
increased collaboration. He points
to an intravenous-medication
pump whose development stalled
amid disagreements about its com-
mercial viability. He revived the
project a few weeks ago by bringing
together colleagues from different
disciplines and forging a compro-
mise. A slightly altered version of
the pump will hit the market in 18
months.
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Boeing feels pressure to placate 787 buyers
Dreamliner delay
gives airline clients
leverage to bargain

By Peter Sanders

And Daniel Michaels

The latest delay to hit Boeing
Co.’s 787 Dreamliner has compli-
cated an intricate set of negotia-
tions, giving airlines a chance to
wrangle concessions from the plane
maker on delivery dates, install-
ment payments and even the final
purchase price.

Already nearly two years behind
schedule, the Dreamliner was the
fastest-selling commercial airplane
in Boeing history—at one point
more than 900 orders were on the
books. After a spate of cancellations
that number is now closer to 850.
Last Tuesday, Chicago-based Boe-
ing said a structural flaw detected
during ground tests required addi-
tional reinforcement on the Dream-
liner, a problem that will delay the
plane’s first test flight, possibly for
months.

Delivery delays can wreak havoc
on an airline’s ability to plan its
routes and schedules. But they also
can provide an opening to renegoti-
ate complicated contracts that gov-
ern airplane purchases. Boeing is
coming under pressure from its cus-
tomers to offer fresh concessions.

Industry officials say that Boe-
ing has recently stopped discussing
compensation terms for delays to
the 787 and speculate it is waiting
until its actual delivery schedule is
clear. Already, the delays have cost
Boeing millions of dollars in penal-

ties and concessions to customers.
“Our focus is always on our cus-

tomers and as we’ve done through-
out the development program, we
will work closely with them regard-
ing the program and the impact of
this issue,” said a Boeing spokes-
man.

Even before the recent delays,
some airlines were getting frus-
trated with Boeing’s frequent sched-
ule changes. Akbar Al Baker, chief ex-
ecutive of Qatar Airways, threat-
ened to cancel orders for both 787s
and larger 777s, which are now in
production, because of disruption
caused by problems at Boeing.

“Boeing doesn’t realize how
much they’re hurting their custom-
ers’ plans,” Mr. Al Baker said at the
recent Paris Air Show. Qatar Air-
ways has firm orders for 30 787s
and options for 30 more. The first

were due for delivery in 2011 but
that arrival date is now uncertain.

Boeing says its delivery timeta-
ble for the aircraft hasn’t been up-
dated. A Boeing spokesman said the
company was trying to work with Qa-
tar Airways to resolve problems.

Airlines world-wide are strug-
gling with rising oil prices and fall-
ing passenger revenue. Fitch Rat-
ings recently downgraded the corpo-
rate ratings of UAL Corp. and Delta
Air Lines Inc.

Actual cancellations are rare, but
last week Australia’s Qantas Air-
ways Ltd. said it scratched orders
for 15 787s and delayed deliveries on
15 others slated to arrive in 2014-15.
Qantas—which is still the largest
Dreamliner airline customer with
50 planes on the books— had some
leverage to cancel, say industry ob-
servers. Qantas also kept options to

buy dozens more of the planes.
Qantas executives cited a global

economy that is far different today
than it was when it placed the order
in 2005. It said it had been in discus-
sions with Boeing for months.

For Boeing, the cancellations
have a silver lining. The jet maker
now has a little more breathing
room it can use to fill remaining or-
ders more quickly, thereby avoiding
some penalties.

“From Boeing’s perspective,
that’s not necessarily bad news
when you have a rollout going this
poorly,” said Peter Barlow, an avia-
tion attorney with Smith, Gambrell
& Russell LLP. “The way purchase
agreements are drafted, a savvy pur-
chaser will obtain daily damages,
and if a plane isn’t delivered on
time, the customer receives a daily
penalty [from the manufacturer]

that can be a very big number.”
Though the 787’s list price is

roughly $178 million, customers typ-
ically receive discounts. The price
negotiated at the time of the order is
rarely the price paid when the plane
is delivered years later.

Typically, customers make “pre-
delivery payments” every six
months, beginning about 18 months
prior to delivery, that amount to
around 30% of the total purchase
price. Payments often escalate as
the delivery date approaches, said
Mr. Barlow. Everything in that pro-
cess is negotiable, Mr. Barlow said.

Several carriers, including Air
New Zealand Ltd., British Airways
PLC and Virgin Atlantic Airways
Ltd., are coping with 787 delays by
ordering current-model planes
from either Boeing or Airbus, a unit
of European Aeronautic Defence &
Space Co.

Virgin, for example, last week an-
nounced an order for 10 Airbus
A330s, which are slightly larger
than Dreamliners and not as cutting-
edge, but are available next year and
in 2011.

“We weren’t prepared to have six
years of no new aircraft being deliv-
ered,” said Virgin spokesman Paul
Charles. He said Virgin is still talk-
ing to Boeing about compensation.

“We would like to see the com-
pensation reflect the ongoing de-
lays,” Mr. Charles said.

Ethiopian Airlines, one of the
first airlines to order 787s, has kept
its order even after bank-financing
that it had arranged fell apart, ac-
cording to a banker familiar with
the situation. The airline will in-
stead initially finance its purchase
with its own cash, this person said.

Officials at Ethiopian Airways
didn’t respond to requests for com-
ment.
  —Susan Carey and

Stefania Bianchi
contributed to this article.

Valero Energy’s $115 million Sunray, Texas, wind farm is helping to power an oil
refinery. It will pay for itself in about 10 years at current electricity prices.

Valero harnesses wind energy for oil refining
By Ana Campoy

SUNRAY, Texas—In this wind-
swept corner of the high plains, a
big oil refiner is embracing new
green technology in order to make
more money producing old-fash-
ioned fossil fuels.

Valero Energy Corp., which can
process more crude than any other
U.S. refiner, recently installed 33
windmills to supply a refinery here
with green electricity to produce
gasoline and diesel.

The marriage is one of conve-
nience, Valero executives say. “We
didn’t build the wind farm so we
could get into the wind-energy busi-
ness,” says Tom Shetina, the refin-
ery’s manager, who expresses awe at
the windmills’ size. “We built the
windfarmsowecouldsupport there-
finery and run it more economically.”

The company hopes to lock in
fluctuating electricity prices by de-
veloping its own source of power,
rather than relying on the grid, and
to cut the $1.4 million-a-month elec-
tricity bill at the seven-decade-old
refinery. The $115 million wind
farm, which will be ready to oper-
ate at full capacity in August, will
pay for itself in about 10 years at
current electricity prices, company
officials said.

Valero, which is based in San An-
tonio, does have some environmen-
tal motives. It hopes to produce its
petroleum-based fuels more

cleanly, something it could be
forced to do if Congress enacts legis-
lation to curb greenhouse gases.

While the wind farm will make
the refinery greener, it won’t reduce
the greenhouse gas emissions
spewed by cars and trucks as they
burn the fuels that Valero makes.

Transportation generates 33% of
U.S. carbon emissions, with gasoline
accounting for the bulk of them, gov-
ernment data show. Transforming
crude oil into fuels accounts for less
than 5% of U.S. emissions, according

to industry trade groups.
Valero is experimenting with al-

ternative fuels—it bought several
ethanol plants earlier this year—but
it and other refiners are betting that
Americans will continue to fill their
tanks mostly with gasoline and die-
sel for years to come.

And faced with increasing com-
petition from refineries located in
lower-cost areas overseas, it wants
to make those fuels more cheaply.

According to Ken Starcher, direc-
tor of the Alternative Energy Insti-

tute at West Texas A&M University,
the cost of electricity from a typical
wind farm in the area averages 4.5
cents per kilowatt hour during the
project’s lifetime, including the ini-
tial investment and maintenance.
That’s about 1.5 cents less than the
current utility-company rate, he
says.

After the Sunray wind farm is
completed in August—and when the
wind is blowing—Valero expects to
generate 50 megawatts of electric-
ity an hour, the full load required to
run the refinery next door. That
should cover the refinery’s needs
40% to 45% of the time, it says, an es-
timate that experts say is reason-
able for the area if the wind farm is
well managed.

Valero says it will also receive
tax credits from the project and
could potentially sell the renewable-
energy certificates from its wind
power, which will displace electric-
ity that is mostly generated by burn-
ing Wyoming coal.

The refinery, which was built
here in the 1930s to take advantage
of nearby oil wells, happens to be in
one of the most desirable wind-
power-producing regions in the U.S.
Located some 65 kilometers north
of Amarillo, the refinery has few
neighbors aside from cattle and prai-
rie dogs, which don’t seem to mind
the towering white windmills.
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*Canceled before Dreamliner’s latest delay 
announcement Tuesday

Cancellations
Some customers that have cut 
back on Dreamliner orders
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A Boeing 787 sits in a paint hangar 
at the plant in Everett, Wash.
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LISBON—Portugal announced a
plan to install about 1,300 recharg-
ing sites for electric vehicles over
the next two years, part of an effort
to create a mass market for environ-
mentally friendly electric cars ex-
pected to go on sale next year.

The center-left Socialist govern-
ment is aiming to reduce energy im-
ports and emissions.

Having no oil or coal, Portugal
has long imported most of its en-
ergy. But in recent years it has be-
come a European pioneer in the de-
velopment of clean energy. The gov-
ernment claims renewable sources
can already meet 43% of the coun-
try’s electricity needs.

The first phase of deployment
will include recharging sites in 21 cit-
ies and rural districts chosen for
their high population density and
traffic volume, the Economy and In-
novation Ministry said. The sites
are to be established at gas stations,
shopping malls and wired parking
spots, among other places.

The network is being built by a
consortium of five companies, the
government said.

The government has promised
tax breaks to encourage the pur-
chase of zero-emission vehicles. It
predicts that Portugal could have
180,000 battery-powered cars on
the roads by 2020. By that time,
there could be 25,000 recharging
sites, it said.

Portugal to build
refueling sites
for electric cars
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The obscure and ‘rare’ disease that isn’t
Often undiagnosed,
FMD is not known
to majority of doctors

WSJ.com

By Thomas M. Burton

It took an autopsy to determine
why 10-year-old Haley McWhorter
didn’t wake up one morning last May.

While asleep, Haley went into car-
diac arrest, stopped breathing and
never started again, concluded the
medical examiner in Ft. Myers, Fla.
The examiner found that a thickened
artery wall had blocked blood flow to
Haley’s heart. The odd growth of the
artery wall suggested the presence of
a disease called FMD, or fibromuscu-
lar dysplasia, the examiner con-
cluded.

FMD, a condition in which artery
walls expand into and obstruct the ar-
terial channel, is largely unknown to
the public and even to the majority of
doctors. When discussed in medical
schools—if discussed at all—FMD is
typically described as an obscure and
rare disease.

Yet a tantalizing body of evidence
has begun to emerge that suggests
FMD isn’t rare at all: It simply isn’t
looked for, so it is seldom diagnosed.

Some FMD patients aren’t diag-
nosed even after arriving in doctors’
offices with such severe events as
strokes; burst aneurysms, or bal-

looned sections of arteries; and ar-
tery dissections, in which the inner ar-
tery lining peels away and hampers
blood flow. Some FMD patients say
they get dismissed by doctors who,
rather than admit they don’t under-
stand what is wrong, tell patients
that their problems are psychoso-
matic.

A few thousand cases of FMD have
been confirmed in the U.S., mostly
during the last decade. The National
Stroke Association in 2005 listed
FMD as a cause of strokes. This year, a
group of vascular specialists across
the U.S. started a computerized regis-
try of patients to analyze FMD’s
scope, causes and treatments.

“I believe that a large number of
Americans have FMD,” says Jeffrey
W. Olin, director of vascular medicine
and a professor at the Mt. Sinai
School of Medicine in New York City.

“It’s reasonable to say that many thou-
sands could be saved from complica-
tions like heart attack, stroke, rup-
tured aneurysm and even death, by
screening patients.”

There have been clues to FMD’s
scope for years. In one series of ran-
dom consecutive autopsies at the
Mayo Clinic in Rochester, Minn., in
the 1970s, nine, or more than 1%, of
819 patients had FMD. In a separate,
1989 study of 1,862 patients who vol-
unteered to donate kidneys, 71, or
3.8%, were found through scans of
their renal arteries to have FMD. This
year in the European Journal of Radi-
ology, a study of 101 potential kidney
donorsfound analmostidenticalrate—
four patients, or 3.9%.

“Three to five percent would be a
very reasonable estimate in the gen-
eral population for FMD,” says Thom
W. Rooke, vascular medicine profes-
sor at the Mayo Clinic. That works
out to there being possibly 10 million
Americans who have FMD, he says.
By comparison, an estimated 3 mil-
lion Americans have epilepsy, 2.5 mil-
lion have breast cancer, more than 2
million have schizophrenia and
725,000 have melanoma.

Dr. Rooke says many FMD pa-
tients might never have symptoms,
and only a few are likely to experience
severe problems. But, he says, many
“vascular catastrophes,” such as
heart-rhythm deaths and strokes in
young people, may stem from FMD.

About 85% of the known FMD

cases have affected women under 50
and girls, but boys and men also get
it. It is not clear how the disease origi-
nates, though one French study re-
ports that more than 10% of patients
have close relatives with FMD. Dr.
Olin says it is more like 5% in his pa-
tients. Last year, the National Insti-
tutes of Health identified several
genes possibly linked to FMD.

FMD was first described in a medi-
cal journal in 1938, but until roughly
the past decade, publications de-
scribed only isolated, individual
cases. Vascular-medicine doctors,
who specialize in diseases of the arter-
ies and veins, generally say they re-
ceived no information about it in med-
ical schools. The field of vascular med-
icine itself is relatively small, with
only a few hundred doctors, plus over
2,000 surgeons, practicing in the U.S.
In contrast, there are roughly 25,000
cardiologists.

Research on FMD is scant, partly
because the pharmaceutical industry
hasn’t envisioned potentially large
profits. Current treatments include
blood-pressure and anti-clotting
drugs, and angioplasty to open arter-
ies.

Dr. Olin, 58 years old, began gravi-
tating toward vascular medicine dur-
ing a residency at the Cleveland
Clinic in the early 1980s. Because the
clinic is mostly a referral hospital,
meaning doctors send patients there
when they can’t figure out what is
wrong, he was exposed to obscure
vascular diseases.

These days, he is known among
colleagues as much for his FMD re-
search as for his repeated wins at
“Vascular Jeopardy,” a trivia game
played every year at a meeting of vas-
cular specialists.

While still at the Cleveland Clinic
in the early 1990s, Dr. Olin encoun-
tered a 29-year-old patient who made
a lasting impression. Lori Gardner, vi-
brant and otherwise in good health,
had had a series of mini-strokes, con-
stant fatigue and headaches, and a
sky-high blood pressure of 250 over
150. Her doctors, she recalls now, had
told her she had “stress.”

“I’d been through so many doctors
who didn’t have the time for me,” she
says. Dr. Olin performed scans of the
carotid arteries in her neck and renal
arteries, those that supply her kid-
neys, and found FMD. When FMD is
present, the artery lining pushes into

the artery channel, while adjacent ar-
tery sections often bulge out in an al-
ternating pattern. On an imaging
scan, an affected artery often looks ee-
rily like a string of beads.

Dr. Olin told Ms. Gardner she had
FMD. Scans of the renal arteries and
carotid arteries in the neck wouldn’t
normally be done unless doctors
were investigating other possible dis-
eases, yet they are the most definitive
way to diagnose FMD. High blood
pressure in patients under the age of
35 is another red flag, say doctors.

Many vascular-medicine doctors
say they weren’t taught about FMD in
medical school, but some schools say
they address it. At the Yale School of
Medicine, Deputy Dean for Education
Richard Belitsky says FMD is in-
cluded in a second-year class on the
kidneys and during a third-year pri-
mary-care rotation.

By the late-1990s, Dr. Olin was pub-
lishing his findings about patients
with FMD, including treatments that
tended to work. As he published,
more FMD patients kept arriving at
his doorstep.

Others were referred by Pam
Mace, an FMD patient herself. Now
president of the FMD Society of Amer-
ica, Ms. Mace is an emergency-room
nurse from the Cleveland area who
lives today in Grosse Ile, Mich. Slim
and athletic, Ms. Mace was running
marathons until 2000. In July 2000,
she awoke with a headache. She later
looked in a mirror and noticed dra-
matically unequal pupils, which she
knew could indicate a stroke. One
side of her face was numb.

At the emergency room, Ms. Mace
says, her blood pressure read a dis-
turbingly high 210 over 130. But it
took three visits to two hospitals to
conclusively diagnose that she had
dissections, or major tears, in the lin-
ing of arteries supplying her brain.
Even then, FMD wasn’t diagnosed
and treated until the following year.

One of the patients Ms. Mace later
referred to Dr. Olin was Bruce Tagg,
54. An insurance safety consultant
from Allentown, Pa., Mr. Tagg was suf-
fering severe pain in his left flank two
years ago. He was vomiting, had a fe-
ver of 102 degrees for six weeks and
showed high blood pressure. Doctors
gave him antibiotics.

But he didn’t have an infection.
Even after an image showed the char-
acteristic beading in one renal artery,
doctors “totally missed a dissection”
in the other, says Dr. Olin. “The kid-
ney was infarcting, meaning it was dy-
ing,” because the renal artery was
blocked off. Now, after angioplasty, a
process that pushes the walls of the
artery back out using a tiny balloon,
Mr. Tagg is in better health, despite
the death of extensive kidney tissue.

Even when FMD is correctly diag-
nosed, doctors can make mistakes
with treatment. In October 2007, doc-
tors found a blockage in Rochelle Des-
Rochers’s renal artery. She was 45
years old, and told she had FMD. She
says she brought literature to her doc-
tor showing that the use of stents for
such a blockage was generally a bad
idea with FMD. “We do this all the
time,” she recalls her doctor saying.
He placed a metal stent in her renal ar-
tery, she says.

“Forty-five minutes into recovery,
I started feeling pain,” she says. Doc-
tors found the artery had dissected,
or torn, and was further blocking
blood flow to the kidneys. They put in
another stent to try to reopen the ar-
tery. Within days, despite being in a
lot of pain, she was sent home by doc-
tors. It turned out that the now-dis-
sected artery had thrown a blood clot
into her kidney. She now is being

treated by Dr. Olin, who says a stent
was the wrong procedure and that it
probably caused the clot and death of
extensive kidney tissue.

Not all patients get diagnosed dur-
ing their lifetimes. Haley McWhorter,
the 10-year-old whose autopsy sug-
gested FMD, had dizziness and head-
aches in her final weeks. Her mother,
Laura Lemus, says she took Haley to a
pediatrician, who said there was no
reason to suspect a severe illness.
“He said it was nothing, and that I
didn’t have anything to worry about,”
says Ms. Lemus.

Dr. Olin says that while Haley’s
symptoms could have been signs of
the disease, they also could have been
interpreted as any number of other
things. Ms. Lemus says Haley’s sib-
lings have been tested but no FMD
was found.

In another case, Adam Nickel, 27,
had suffered no symptoms before he
collapsed March 1, 2008, after finish-
ing a marathon in Little Rock, Ark.,
his mother says. Like Haley, he died of
sudden cardiac arrest from FMD, says
Stephen Erickson, the medical exam-
iner who did the autopsy.

Dr. Olin has prepared a top-10 list
of doctors’ misconceptions and mis-
steps. They include, “Telling patients
that the symptoms are all in their
head. Telling patients that FMD is a
rare disease. Telling patients with se-
vere headaches with FMD that there
is nothing that you can do for them.”

The signs of FMD are frequently
the same: young patients with high
blood pressure, or who have had a
stroke or temporary symptoms of a
stroke; patients whose blood makes a
swishing sound indicating turbulent
flow; or patients with brain aneu-
rysms.

Last year, doctors started an FMD
registry to compile basic informa-
tion: How many patients have imme-
diate family with the disease? Why
do only some patients suffer strokes
or artery dissections? Will a symp-
tom-free patient necessarily stay
that way?

The registry began enrolling pa-
tients in January. One, Michigan resi-
dent Shawn Haven, was first diag-
nosed at the Mayo Clinic by vascular
specialist Robert McBane. The lesson
from Ms. Haven’s case: Some doctors
don’t think to use a stethoscope.

Ms. Haven, now 45, went to a doc-
tor in Michigan in October 2007 with
severe abdominal pain and high
blood pressure. She was very thin and
unable to gain weight.

By early 2008, she says, she had
“horrific pain” in the stomach and
went to the emergency room. Two
doctors, she says, concluded her prob-
lems were in her head. She recalls one
of them telling her, “Just look at you,
you’re trying to make yourself sick.”

Ms. Haven and her husband flew
to the Mayo Clinic, where a doctor
put a stethoscope to her abdomen. He
heard a whooshing sound that indi-
cates artery blockage and turbulent
blood flow. Soon after, Dr. McBane
found that FMD was blocking arteries
to Ms. Haven’s upper intestine,
spleen and liver. The upper-intestine
blockage led to the pain.

Though the arteries have since
been cleared, doctors say Ms. Haven
continues to deal with symptoms
from artery blockage. She says she
has to stick to a bland diet and is in
near-constant pain: “I am going to be
living with this for the rest of my life.”

Blocked passages
Fibromuscular dysplasia, or FMD, is a little-known but 
sometimes deadly disease that affects the lining of 
the arterial walls.

Sources: New England Journal of Medicine; fmdsa.org
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What it is: FMD is an abnormal 
growth of the lining of arteries, 
resulting in the arteries’ narrowing 
and in aneurysms.

Symptoms: Can involve no 
symptoms at all. Or, depending on 
artery affected, high blood pressure, 
dizziness, headaches or neck pain, 
nausea or vertigo, ringing or 
swishing sound in the ears.

Causes: Unknown, though a partial 
genetic explanation is believed 
likely.

Diagnosis: Can include various 
imaging techniques, including 
ultrasound and CT scans.

Treatment: Blood-pressure and 
anticlotting drugs; balloon 
angioplasty.

Demographics: More common in 
women and girls. Typically 
diagnosed between ages 25 and 50.

The disease

Dr. Jeffrey W. Olin says FMD is more
common than thought.
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Online today
See an interview with

Dr. Jeffrey Olin about FMD
at WSJ.com/Video
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BRUSSELS—European Union of-
ficials reached a deal with 10 of the
world’s leading mobile-phone mak-
ers to introduce a universal charger
for smart phones.

Monday’s agreement with Nokia
Corp., Sony Ericsson, Apple Inc., Mo-
torola Inc., Research in Motion Ltd.,
Samsung Electronics Co. and other
major manufacturers means phones
compatiblewithstandardchargingde-
vices will be available in Europe from
next year, said the European Commis-
sion, the EU’s executive branch, which
hadpushedforsuchadeal.SonyErics-
son is a joint venture of Sweden’ Tele-
fon AB L.M. Ericsson and Japan’s
Sony Corp.

EU Industry Commissioner
Günter Verheugen said selling a sin-
gle, standard charger will cut costs
for manufactur-
ers and reduce
the number of
chargers thrown
away when con-
sumers buy new
phones.

“I am very
pleased that in-
dustry has found
an agreement,
which will make
life much sim-
pler for consum-
ers,” Mr. Verheu-
gen told reporters.

The commission said the deal
would involve the creation of an EU
norm, and that the new generation of
smart phones would use a standard
micro-USB socketto ensure compati-
bility. Mr. Verheugen said he wants to
see the common charger expanded to
other phones, cameras and laptops.

There are an estimated 400 mil-
lion mobile phones in Europe.

Bridget Cosgrove, director gen-
eral of DigitalEurope, which repre-
sents the digital-technology indus-
try, said her group is “optimistic”
other countries will adopt the same
universal charger soon.

Consumer-rights groups, how-
ever, called for more-ambitious plans.
“You could have extended this to dif-
ferent small appliances, such as MP3
players,” said Gabriele Fleischer
from the Consumers’ Council in Ber-
lin. She said it was also important
that all mobile-phone producers join
the agreement.

McDonald’s expands in India
Fast-food chain says
traffic is increasing;
McNuggets catch on

Günter
Verheugen

By Eric Bellman

MUMBAI—McDonald’s Corp.
plans to bring the Chicken Maharaja
Mac to more of India.

While much of India’s retail sec-
tor is struggling, McDonald’s has
been largely unaffected by the slow-
down and is planning on accelerat-
ing its expansion on the subconti-
nent, according to Amit Jatia, chair-
man of McDonald’s in western and
southern India.

McDonald’s plans to open an-
other 40 restaurants across India,
bringing the total to close to 200, he
said in an interview. Last year, the

fast-food giant opened about 25 res-
taurants. Mr. Jatia said the number
of customers visiting McDonald’s
restaurants has continued to climb
between 10% and 15% each month
compared with a year earlier.

McDonald’s adapts its restaurants
in India to local tastes; in a nation that
is predominantly Hindu and reveres
the cow, beef isn’t on the menu, for in-
stance, replaced by chicken burgers
and vegetable patties.

McDonald’s India is a joint venture

between the Oak Brook, Ill., company
and two domestic partners. Mr. Jatia
manages half the franchise in India.

“People in India are used to Mc-
Donald’s and now starting to rely on
it” as it becomes more than just the oc-
casional treat for India’s increasingly
affluent middle class, he said. “All
through the time of the [global eco-
nomic] crisis we have been running
double-digit sales growth.”

The popularity of Chicken Mc-
Nuggets has helped boost sales
since their May introduction in In-
dia, he said. The deep-fried chicken
pieces have sold so well that some
McDonald’s stores were running
out, he said. “We had to slow down
the marketing campaign.”

Mr. Jatia also is the managing di-
rector of developer West Pioneer
Properties India, which has a mall
near Mumbai. The company, listed on
the AIM in London, reported Monday

that its profit before tax fell more
than 50% to $6.4 million in the year
ended March 31.

Thecompany will delay plans to ex-
pand the mall and is instead planning
to build low-cost housing on the site.

Eric Bellman/The Wall Street Journal (main); 
West Pioneer Properties (inset)

Amit Jatia, inset, chairman of McDonald’s in 
western and southern India, says McDonald’s 
plans to open 40 more stores nationwide.
Main image shows an outlet in Bangalore.

At McDonald’s India,
vegetable patties
and chicken replace
beef on the menu.
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Handset makers
to standardize
chargers in EU

First in business worldwide
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Raising awareness on chlamydia screening
Misconceptions, lack
of accurate data
are hindering efforts

Companies cope with Twitter imposters, fake profiles

By Melinda Beck

One of the biggest frustrations in
public-health circles today involves
a microscopic bacteria called
Chlamydia trachomatis.

Chlamydia infection causes the
most common sexually-transmitted

disease, responsi-
ble for a record 1.1
million cases re-
ported to the U.S.
Centers for Disease

Control and Prevention in 2007, and
experts there estimate that twice
that many cases go undetected.

It’s largely asymptomatic—but if
left untreated, chlamydia can cause
infertility or potentially fatal ec-
topic pregnancies. Many women
aren’t even aware they were ex-
posed—possibly years ago—until
they try to have a baby and can’t.

Chlamydia can be detected with
a simple urine test. It can be treated
with a single dose of antibiotics, and
the CDC has been urging all sexually-
active women under 26-years-old to
be tested for it annually, as well as
older women who have had a
changed of sexual partner. Yet fewer
than 40% of women in those catego-
ries are being screened. “You’d
think this would be a no-brainer,”
says John Douglas, head of the
CDC’s division of STD prevention.
“That’s why we’re trying to get the
message out.”

The CDC, along with the National
Chlamydia Coalition, an umbrella
group of nearly 40 medical associa-
tions, are working to spread the
word about the importance of
screening for chlamydia, which is
also a key topic at this week’s meet-
ing of the International Society for
STD Research in London.

In the U.S., chlamydia is espe-
cially prevalent among women ages
15 to 19 and African-Americans, but
sample studies have found the infec-
tion in nearly 10% of all female Army
recruits, 10% of female college fresh-

men and 14% of women in managed-
care plans. Experts say it’s about
three times as prevalent in women
than men, but it may be that men
eliminate it from their bodies more
readily, while it goes on to cause far
more damage in women.

Efforts to screen for chlamydia
have run into a number of obstacles.
One is simple awareness: Chlamydia
is less well known than other STDs.
“I see people in my clinic who can
barely pronounce theword,” says Sa-
brina Kendrick, director of the STD
screening clinic at John H. Stroger
Jr. (formerly Cook County) Hospital
in Chicago. And many patients don’t
think to ask about it since the few
symptomsitcauses—occasionalvag-
inal discharge, bleeding between pe-
riods, painful intercourse and pelvic
paininwomen, andburninguponuri-
nation in men—are vague and can
have many other causes.

Many primary-care doctors may
be too time-pressed to bring up
chlamydia screening during office
visits. And some don’t think chlamy-
dia could be a problem in their mid-
dle-class practices. But that’s
wrong, experts say. “Models have
this. Businesswomen have it. I see it
all the time,” says Miklos Toth, an ob-
stetrician/gynecologist whose prac-
tice is on Park Avenue in Manhattan.

Many girls in the prime chlamy-
dia age group are under the care of
pediatricians, who may be uncom-
fortable bringing up sex with pa-
tients they’ve treated since infancy.
Even when pediatricians discuss the
human papilloma virus (HPV) vac-
cine with adolescents and parents,
it’s often in the context of prevent-
ing cancer in the future, not current
sexual activity. “A lot of health-care
providers aren’t making the connec-
tion when they are dealing with ado-
lescents,” says Lynn Barclay, presi-
dent of the American Social Health
Association, a nonprofit public-
health advocacy group. “But to pre-
tend that teenagers aren’t having
sex is very dangerous.”

A for-profit start-up company
called GetSTDTested.com last
month launched a Web site with the
same name that allows people 18
and over to order and pay for
chlamydia and other STD tests on-

line, refers them to nearby labs and
gives results in confidence. (If you
test positive, you need to obtain anti-
biotics on your own.) The company
has also produced a fictional Web-
isode series, called “The O Mission,”
to help spread the word about
chlamydia.

A pilot program partly funded by
the CDC at Johns Hopkins Univer-
sity enables residents of Maryland,
West Virginia, the District of Colum-
bia, Denver and parts of Illinois to
send for free kits online (at www.
Iwantthekit.org) that let them test
for chlamydia at home—women
with a vaginal swab; men with a
urine test and penile swab. They re-
turn the kits and get results via
phone, email or regular mail. The
free kit program “could go nation-
wide if we can get funding,” says
Charlotte A. Gaydos, a professor of
infectious diseases at Johns Hop-
kins, who has been running the pro-
gram and studying the results. This
month, Los Angeles County started
a similar program offering free at-

home tests for female residents
ages 15 to 25.

Even when women are treated
for chlamydia, about 25% become re-
infected within six months—proba-
bly due to a partner who wasn’t
treated. So the CDC recommends
that doctors give women a second
course of antibiotics for their part-
ners. It can be treated either with a
weekly dose of doxycycline or a sin-
gle dose of azithromycin, which
goes by the brand name Zithromax
in many countries.

Chlamydia can be spread by oral
or anal sex, as well as vaginal sex;
condoms greatly reduce the trans-
mission rate. No one knows for sure
how long an infected person re-
mains contagious. But experts ad-
vise caution. “If I haven’t had sex for
awhile am I still at risk of having an
infection that can be spread? Yes,”
says Dr. Douglas. “An asymptomatic
infection that can persist for an in-
definite period of time raises a lot of
questions.”

More insidiously, even when a

woman no longer tests positive for
an active infection, the chlamydia
bacteria may have moved into her
upper genital tract and set off pelvic
inflammatory disease, in which the
body’s immune system rallies to
fight off the bacteria but leaves in-
flammation and scar tissue behind.
PID can cause severe pelvic pain—or
it can be asymptomatic, even while
it is blocking the woman’s fallopian
tubes, so that eggs from the ovary
can’t descend to be fertilized, or be-
come fertilized in the tubes them-
selves, causing an ectopic preg-
nancy. “It’s not the infection itself
but the body’s response to get rid of
the bacteria that causes the scar-
ring,” says Dr. Toth. “And even if just
some fragments of the bacteria re-
main, the immune system thinks an
active infection is still present.”

Dr. Toth says he has also found ev-
idence of old chlamydia infections
in endometriosis—a condition in
which bits of uterine lining tissue
grow outside the uterus, which can
also pain and infertility. He also be-
lieves that chlamydia infecting the
uterine wall can cause miscarriages,
and that it can invade ovaries and
lead to early ovarian decline and
early menopause. Such scarring can
sometimes be seen with a hysteros-
alpingogram, an X-ray of the uterus
and fallopian tubes. Telltale
changes in blood flow can also be
seen on a three-dimensional ultra-
sound. PID can be treated with anti-
biotics; sometimes an intravenous
dose is necessary. But severe scar tis-
sue may need to be removed surgi-
cally before a woman can get preg-
nant or to resolve pelvic pain.

Most official efforts are focused
on detecting active chlamydia infec-
tions in young women. But what if
you think you were exposed years
ago? The main risk is to fertility. The
CDC recommends that all pregnant
women be tested for chlamydia at
the first prenatal visit, although if
you are planning to become preg-
nant, it’s a good idea to be tested for
all STDs well in advance. Older
women who are experiencing pelvic
pain, intermittent bleeding, unusual
vaginal discharge or signs of early
menopause should ask their doctor
if chlamydia could be involved.

By Sarah E. Needleman

Twitter users have caused an up-
roar by impersonating celebrities
on the popular micro-blogging ser-
vice. Businesses, too, are targets of
fake Twitter profiles—sometimes
from competitors.

Exxon Mobil Corp. has found at
least two unauthorized Twitter ac-
counts under variations of its name.
Twitter—a networking service
where users create profiles and send
out short messages, or “tweets” to
their followers—terminated one of
the profiles last summer. An Exxon
spokesman says the oil company is
consideringwhatto do about the sec-
ond profile, which it discovered sev-
eralweeksago.Theprofilesdidn’tap-
pear to contain malicious content.

The incidents are reminiscent of
“cybersquatting” in the early days of
the Internet, when people registered
Internetdomainsofwell-knowncom-
panies and sometimes demanded
payments to relinquish them.

In a defensive move, AMR Corp.’s

American Airlines in April “regis-
tered every possible Twitter name
that could be associated with us,” a
spokesman says. The move came af-
ter airline employees last summer
found a rogue profile in the name
AmericanAir, which was shut down

four weeks later.
At Elevation Burger, a seven-out-

let chain owned by Elevation Fran-
chise Ventures LLC, a vendor in
March found an unauthorized Twit-
ter profile with tweets promoting ri-
val Z Burger. Hans Hess, Elevation’s
founder and chief executive, com-
plained to Z Burger and Twitter,
which later suspended the profile af-
ter a letter from Mr. Hess’s lawyer.

Kenny Fried, a publicist repre-
senting Z Burger, says owner Peter
Tabibian created the Elevation
Burger profile on Twitter, as well as
profiles in two other competitors’
names, “to be creative and fun in pro-
moting Z Burger” and didn’t intend
to be malicious.

Mr. Hess calls the stunt “ex-
tremely unprofessional.”

The example highlights the prob-
lem Twitter and similar services can
pose to brand management, says
Adam Hanft, a brand-strategy ex-
pert and chief executive of Hanft Un-
limited, a New York advertising and
marketing agency. “The rate of

change in the social media world is
taxing the ability of marketers to
keep up,” he says.

While a 1999 law gave trademark
owners the right to sue cybersquat-
ters, it is unclear how the law would
apply to false Twitter accounts. “It’s
not covered by existing laws protect-
ing against domain name abuse,”
says Susan Weller, a trademark at-
torney in Washington, D.C., for
Mintz, Levin, Cohn, Ferris, Glovsky
and Popeo P.C.

Twitterrecently saiditwouldver-
ify profiles in celebrities’ names af-
ter fake profiles surfaced for Kanye
West, Robert DeNiro, baseball man-
ager Tony La Russa and others.

Twitter co-founder Biz Stone
says the company hopes to intro-
duce a verification service later this
summer to confirm profiles of pub-
lic officials, public agencies and
other well-known individuals. But
he says there are currently no plans
to offer an authentication service
for businesses because of the costs
and time that would be required.

Twitter policy prohibits unautho-
rized use of trademarks, but Mr.
Stone says the company has no sys-
tem for identifying violators. He
says the service is working to re-
spond to complaints within 24
hours, instead of the current aver-
age of five days.

Amusement-park operator Cedar
Fair LP, of Sandusky, Ohio, received
an email from a marketing consult-
ant who had created a Twitter profile
in the name of its Cedar Point amuse-
ment park. The consultant, David
Goebel, president of Goebel Group
Inc., offered to relinquish control of
the account in exchange for season
passesto theCedarFairparkandsug-
gested that the company hire his firm
to oversee its Twitter account.

Mr. Goebel, who confirmed the in-
cident, surrendered the account at
Cedar Fair’s request but says he
feels the company should have given
his proposal “some consideration.”

CedarFairnowusestheaccountto
promote itself to more than 1,500 fol-
lowers.

A microscopic image of chlamydia. The importance of screening for chlamydia will be
covered at this week’s meeting of the International Society for STD Research in London.
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Gazprom Neft chief defends move on Sibir

Apple says Jobs is back in office a ‘few days’ a week

CORPORATE NEWS

Diabetes drug pressures Sanofi
Some analysts cut
outlook as studies
suggest cancer link

Justice Department objects to airlines’ pact

By Yukari Iwatani Kane

And Joann S. Lublin

Apple Inc. said Chief Executive
Steve Jobs is back at work after a six-
month medical leave.

In a statement, Apple spokesman
Steve Dowling said, “Steve is back to
work. He’s currently at Apple a few
days a week and working from home
on the remaining days.”

Mr. Jobs had been on leave since
mid-January. At the time, he said he
had a “hormone imbalance” but
gave no other details. Earlier this
month, The Wall Street Journal re-
ported that the 54-year-old CEO had
a liver transplant in Tennessee
about two months ago. The Method-
ist University Hospital Transplant
Institute in Memphis later con-
firmed Mr. Jobs had undergone a
liver transplant at the facility and
that his prognosis was “excellent.”

Tim Cook, Apple’s chief operating
officer who has been running the Cu-

pertino, Calif., company’s day-to-day
operations, may take on a “a more en-
compassing role,” including a seat on
the board, a person familiar with the
thinking at Apple has said.

Apple has been criticized for fail-
ing to keep investors abreast of Mr.

Jobs’s health. Earlier this year, the
Securities and Exchange Commis-
sion opened an inquiry into Apple’s
disclosures about Mr. Jobs’s health.

The surgery “isn’t relevant until
he becomes the full-time CEO
again,” said Charles Elson, head of

the Weinberg Center for Corporate
Governance at the University of Del-
aware’s business school. Still, the
board’s failure to tell investors
about the surgery “shows the prob-
lems of running a company by cult,”
he said.

Pearl Group

Liberty Acquisition Holdings
(International) Co. agreed to ac-
quire U.K. insurer Pearl Group in a
move that could form a £2.3 billion
($3.8 billion) London-listed insur-
ance business targeting investment
opportunities created by the finan-
cial crisis. The deal values Pearl at
about £1.6 billion and Liberty will in-
ject up to £600 million into the com-
pany once the acquisition is com-
pleted. The new business will keep
the Pearl name and could rekindle ri-
valries between Pearl shareholder
Hugh Osmond and U.K. entrepre-
neur Clive Cowdery. Last year, Mr.
Cowdery launched Resolution Ltd.
to acquire and restructure financial
companies in the U.K. and Western
Europe. Mr. Cowdery had been chair-
man of Resolution PLC, which Pearl
bought for £5 billion two years ago.

GLOBAL
BUSINESS

BRIEFS

—Compiled from staff
and wire service reports.

Celesio AG

German pharmaceutical re-
tailer and drug wholesaler Celesio
AG agreed to buy a 54% stake in
closely held Panpharma, Brazil’s
largest wholesale pharmaceutical
company, as part of its strategy to
expand beyond Europe. Celesio
said the deal is subject to supervi-
sory-board approval, but that, if
given the green light, it will partici-
pate in a capital increase by Panp-
harma. The companies didn’t dis-
close further terms of the deal and
analysts said an acquisition price is
difficult to determine because Pan-
pharma is family-owned and its
margins are unknown. Sal. Oppen-
heim estimates Celesio could pay
between Œ215 million and Œ332 mil-
lion ($302 million to 467 million),
based on the company’s 2008 sales
of about Œ1 billion.

Iberia Líneas Aéreas de España

Carrier gets waiver on deal
for a large stake in Vueling

Iberia Líneas Aéreas de España
SA, Spain’s largest airline, won’t
need to make a bid for all of Vueling
Airlines SA, Spain’s stock-market reg-
ulator said Monday. Iberia’s budget
unit, Clickair, is in the process of
merging with Vueling. On comple-
tion of the deal, Iberia is set to own
45.85% of the new company, exceed-
ing the 30% threshold that normally
requires companies to make a full
bid. This month, Iberia requested ex-
emption from that obligation. The
creation of the new airline, which will
also be called Vueling, will save Œ25
million ($35.2 million) a year in costs
over three years and boost revenue
by Œ40 million to Œ45 million a year,
according to Vueling’s projections.

By Jeanne Whalen

And Mimosa Spencer

The emergence of studies suggest-
ing a possible link between the diabe-
tes treatment Lantus and cancer is
likely to create a long-term headache
for drug giant Sanofi-Aventis SA,
even as some medical experts cau-
tion that the studies are inconclusive.

Some analysts have cut their Lan-
tus sales forecasts and downgraded
Sanofi’s stock in recent days. Shares
in the French drug maker have fallen
about 14% over the past week, as ru-
mors of the studies’ imminent publi-
cation circulated. The studies were
published Friday in Diabetologia,
the journal of the European Associa-
tion for the Study of Diabetes.

Lantus, an artificial form of insu-
lin known as an insulin analogue,
has been used widely since 2000.

Some patients see it as more conve-
nient because it needs to be injected
only once a day, compared with
twice or more with older insulins.

The association said the studies,
while having some “limitations,”
showed a “possible link” between
Lantus and cancer, and called for fur-
ther research. The American Diabe-
tes Association called the studies
“conflicting and inconclusive,” and
cautioned “against over-reaction un-
til more information is available.”

The European Medicines Agency
on Monday called the study results
“inconsistent” and said a relation-
ship between Lantus and cancer “can-
not be confirmed nor excluded” as a
result. It advised patients taking Lan-
tus to continue doing so, and called
for further study of the matter.

Still, analysts said the negative
publicity could weigh on sales of a
product that Sanofi is relying on to
offset declining sales of older prod-
ucts. Lantus had sales of Œ2.45 bil-
lion ($3.45 billion) last year.

“Investors will likely remain cau-
tious until more data are pub-
lished,” Exane BNP Paribas said in a

research note Monday, after down-
grading Sanofi shares to “neutral”
from “outperform.”

Société Générale cut forecasts
for Lantus sales to reflect no growth
in the second half of 2009, and mid-
single-digit percentage growth from
2010. At the slower growth rate, an-
nual sales of Lantus in 2012 could be
Œ3.4 billion, it estimated—less than
the Œ5 billion Société Générale was
forecasting in February.

Monday, Sanofi Chief Executive
Christopher Viehbacher called the
new studies inconclusive and
flawed, adding that clinical trials in
Sanofi’s database involving 70,000
people have shown no link between
Lantus and cancer.

Mr. Viehbacher said Sanofi plans
to investigate the matter, but hasn’t
yet decided what kind of extra study
is needed. Investors, he said, have re-
acted more harshly to the studies
than the medical community has.
The company had a conference call
over the weekend with Sanofi sales
managers to advise them how to re-
spond to questions from doctors.

In the studies, researchers in

four European countries reviewed
data of patients taking Lantus and
other insulins. In one study involv-
ing 127,000 Germans, the risk of be-
ing diagnosed with cancer over an
average of one-and-a-half years was
9% higher in patients taking a low
dose of Lantus than in people taking
human insulin, an older kind of insu-
lin. Patients taking a higher dose of
Lantus had a 31% higher risk of be-
ing diagnosed with cancer.

A study in Sweden found that pa-
tients taking Lantus had double the
risk of breast cancer compared with
patients taking other insulins. But
the number of breast cancer cases
was small, meaning the findings
could have been due to chance, the
European diabetes association said.
A study in the U.K. showed no link be-
tween Lantus and cancer.

Patients taking Lantus in the
studies were generally older, more
overweight and had higher blood
pressure, making it possible that
“any difference in cancer risk could
be attributed to the pre-treatment
characteristics of the groups,” the
European association said.

By Guy Chazan

State-run Russian oil company
Gazprom Neft’s move on Sibir En-
ergy PLC, the independent
U.K.-listed oil producer, made “per-
fect sense” for the company and will
strengthen its position in the Mos-
cow retail market, Gazprom Neft’s
new deputy chief executive, Igor Tsi-
belman, said in an interview.

Gazprom Neft’s buildup of a
stake in Sibir—it has bought out mi-

nority shareholders while affiliates
have acquired further stakes—has
been seen as an example of the Krem-
lin’s exploiting the global financial
crisis to strengthen its control of in-
dustries considered strategic, such
as oil and gas.

But Mr. Tsibelman said there was
“no political dimension” to the acqui-
sition. The deal made sense for both
companies due to the “numerous
synergies” between them, he said.

Sibir and Gazprom Neft, he said,

are already joint owners of the Mos-
cow Oil Refinery, and the big Sibe-
rian oilfield Sibir owns in a joint ven-
ture with Royal Dutch Shell PLC, Sa-
lym, is adjacent to one of Gazprom
Neft’s fields. “We see Sibir as a com-
pany with world-class assets and Sa-
lym is one of them,” he said.

Mr. Tsibelman, formerly head of in-
ternational legal affairs at Gazprom
Neft, was appointed deputy CEO of Si-
bir earlier this month. He will succeed
Stuard Detmer, an American.

By Susan Carey

And Doug Cameron

The U.S. Justice Department has
belatedly objected to a plan by
United Airlines parent UAL Corp.
and Continental Airlines Inc. to co-
operate closely within the larger
Star Alliance of air carriers.

UAL and Continental received pre-
liminary approval for the arrange-
mentfromtheU.S.TransportationDe-
partment nearly three months ago.
The DOT tentatively agreed to let Con-
tinental join the Star group, granting
10oftheStarmembersprovisional an-
titrust immunity to act as a single car-
rier on some international routes.

The Justice Department techni-
cally has no authority over interna-
tional aviation agreements, but typi-
cally weighs in on such DOT rulings.
In this case, however, it waited
nearly two months after the com-
ment period closed before filing its
comments with the DOT on Friday.

The department’s objections
could lead the DOT to reconsider or

agree to changes in the plan. That
could spell trouble for United, which
was counting on closer ties with Con-
tinental to give it a lift after failing
to find a merger partner last year.

The Justice Department’s posi-
tion could also portend problems
for a separate application for anti-
trust immunity by members of the
oneworld group of carriers, led by
British Airways PLC and AMR
Corp.’s American Airlines.

The Justice Department declined
to comment Monday.

The department’s objections are
another signal of the tough antitrust-
enforcement taken by the Obama ad-
ministration. Separately, Rep. James
Oberstar (D-Minn.) has introduced
legislation that would require a study
of airline alliances and possibly wind
them down after three years.

Because U.S. law forbids airlines
from engaging in cross-border merg-
ers, U.S. carriers have tried to achieve
some of the same benefits by cooper-
atingwithoverseasrivals.Sinceshar-
ing revenue and coordinating pric-

ing, scheduling and marketing nor-
mally would be deemed collusive and
illegal,bothforeignanddomesticcar-
riers have sought antitrust immunity
from the DOT, which can exclude cer-
tain routes on which there is little
competition.

After over 15 years of the DOT’s
blessing such arrangements, there
are many cooperation deals between
carriers and now clubs of airlines are
asking for immunity to cooperate col-
lectively on international routes.

If the DOT takes the Justice De-
partment’s objections to heart and
reverses its decision to approve
closer domestic cooperation be-
tween United and Continental, that
could reduce the revenue benefits
and marketing clout United hoped
to extract from having Continental
in its club. It also could leave Conti-
nental isolated. The carrier had
planned to leave a rival alliance in Oc-
tober on the assumption that it
would be joining Star.

United,theNo.3U.S.airlinebytraf-
fic, said Monday that it is confident its

application will receive final ap-
proval. No. 4 Continental, in a sepa-
rate statement, declined to comment
on the specifics of the Justice Depart-
ment’s comments, but said, “In this
economic crisis, it is more important
than ever for the U.S. government not
to hamper our industry’s and compa-
ny’s efforts to remain competitive.”

In its comments to the DOT, the
Justice Department called the immu-
nity request by the airlines “unprece-
dented in scopeand breadth, sanction-
ing collusion by United and Continen-
tal on all international service, elimi-
nating or significantly reducing com-
petition between certain Star alliance
members on routes where they pro-
vide the only—or almost all of—the
competitive alternatives, and remov-
ing previously imposed protections.”

The department said the result
would likely be higher fares and di-
minished competition and called on
the DOT to amend its order granting
the airlines’ request.

 —Daniel Michaels contributed to
this article.
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Dow Jones and Dow Jones Stoxx Indexes
Price-to- Price-to-

Dividend earnings PERFORMANCE (euros) PERFORMANCE (U.S. dollars) Dividend earnings PERFORMANCE (euros) PERFORMANCE (U.S. dollars)
yield* ratio* Dows Jones Index Last Daily 52-wk. Last Daily 52-wk. yield* ratio* Dows Jones Index Last Daily 52-wk. Last Daily 52-wk.

2.71% 12 World -a % % 185.94 0.48%–30.3% 4.83% 11 U.S. Select Dividend -b % % 509.69 –0.50% –23.5%

2.17% 14 Global Dow 1094.80 0.15% –25.8% 1630.29 –0.19% –34.0% 4.66% 15 Infrastructure 1233.80 0.28% –19.3% 1649.38 –0.06% –28.1%

3.37% 26 Stoxx 600 208.00 1.74% –28.1% 218.43 1.66% –35.9% 1.80% 7 Luxury 684.10 0.86% –18.2% 813.25 0.52% –27.2%

3.53% 17 Stoxx Large 200 223.40 1.78% –28.2% 233.35 1.70% –35.9% 5.71% 5 BRIC 50 350.50 0.72% –20.8% 468.60 0.38% –29.5%

2.54% -17 Stoxx Mid 200 190.30 1.64% –27.7% 198.75 1.56% –35.5% 4.64% 11 Africa 50 703.70 1.08% –29.6% 626.26 0.74% –37.4%

2.74% -28 Stoxx Small 200 118.70 1.48% –27.1% 123.86 1.40% –35.0% 3.73% 7 GCC % % 1365.33 –0.91% –53.1%

3.35% 19 Euro Stoxx 225.40 1.85% –29.9% 236.66 1.77% –37.5% 3.39% 11 Sustainability 685.00 0.47% –24.3% 812.37 0.31% –32.5%

3.51% 14 Euro Stoxx Large 200 240.40 1.92% –29.9% 250.79 1.84% –37.4% 2.59% 12 Islamic Market -a % % 1621.95 0.50% –28.9%

2.58% -12 Euro Stoxx Mid 200 210.80 1.49% –30.5% 219.83 1.41% –38.0% 3.00% 11 Islamic Market 100 1470.60 0.23% –16.7% 1767.81 0.07% –25.8%

2.82% 16 Euro Stoxx Small 200 128.40 1.55% –28.5% 133.80 1.47% –36.2% 3.00% 11 Islamic Turkey -c % % % %

5.96% 8 Stoxx Select Dividend 30 1169.80 2.28% –33.5% 1407.46 2.20% –40.6% 2.24% 12 DJ U.S. TSM % % 9391.85 –0.27% –28.2%

5.19% 9 Euro Stoxx Select Div 30 1347.90 2.48% –40.8% 1627.94 2.40% –47.2% % DJ-UBS Commodity 121.90 0.49% –40.2% 124.43 0.41% –46.6%

*Fundamentals are based on data in U.S. dollar. Footnotes: a-in US dollar. b-dividends reinvested. c-in local currency. Note: All data as of 2 p.m. ET. Source: Dow Jones Indexes

Cross rates U.S.-dollar and euro foreign-exchange rates in global trading

USD GBP CHF SEK RUB NOK JPY ILS EUR DKK CDN AUD

Australia 1.2432 2.0572 1.1466 0.1608 0.0398 0.1937 0.0130 0.3163 1.7479 0.2347 1.0746 ...

 Canada 1.1570 1.9144 1.0670 0.1497 0.0371 0.1803 0.0121 0.2944 1.6266 0.2184 ... 0.9306

 Denmark 5.2966 8.7643 4.8848 0.6851 0.1697 0.8253 0.0553 1.3476 7.4468 ... 4.5781 4.2603

 Euro 0.7113 1.1769 0.6560 0.0920 0.0228 0.1108 0.0074 0.1810 ... 0.1343 0.6148 0.5721

 Israel 3.9305 6.5038 3.6249 0.5084 0.1259 0.6125 0.0411 ... 5.5261 0.7421 3.3973 3.1615

 Japan 95.6950 158.3465 88.2551 12.3786 3.0660 14.9116 ... 24.3468 134.5424 18.0673 82.7132 76.9723

 Norway 6.4175 10.6190 5.9186 0.8301 0.2056 ... 0.0671 1.6327 9.0227 1.2116 5.5469 5.1619

 Russia 31.2116 51.6458 28.7850 4.0374 ... 4.8635 0.3262 7.9409 43.8819 5.8928 26.9775 25.1051

 Sweden 7.7307 12.7919 7.1296 ... 0.2477 1.2046 0.0808 1.9668 10.8689 1.4595 6.6819 6.2181

 Switzerland 1.0843 1.7942 ... 0.1403 0.0347 0.1690 0.0113 0.2759 1.5245 0.2047 0.9372 0.8722

 U.K. 0.6043 ... 0.5574 0.0782 0.0194 0.0942 0.0063 0.1538 0.8497 0.1141 0.5224 0.4861

 U.S. ... 1.6547 0.9223 0.1294 0.0320 0.1558 0.0104 0.2544 1.4059 0.1888 0.8643 0.8044

Source: Thomson Reuters via WSJ Market Data Group

Reuters Group PLC is the primary data provider for several statistical tables in The Wall Street Journal, including foreign stock quotations, futures and futures
options prices, and foreign exchange tables. Reuters real-time data feeds are used to calculate various Dow Jones Indexes.
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Commodities Prices of futures contracts with the most open interest
EXCHANGE LEGEND: CBOT: Chicago Board of Trade; CME: Chicago Mercantile Exchange; ICE-US: ICE Futures U.S.MDEX: Bursa Malaysia
Derivatives Berhad; LIFFE: London International Financial Futures Exchange; COMEX: Commodity Exchange; LME: London Metals Exchange;
NYMEX: New York Mercantile Exchange;ICE-EU: ICE Futures Europe

ONE-DAY CHANGE Contract Contract
Commodity Exchange Last price Net Percentage high low

Corn (cents/bu.) CBOT 397.25 –7.00 –1.73% 707.00 302.00
Soybeans (cents/bu.) CBOT 983.50 –7.50 –0.76 1,557.50 670.00
Wheat (cents/bu.) CBOT 557.75 –5.25 –0.93 1,072.00 522.75
Live cattle (cents/lb.) CME 85.400 3.000 3.64% 117.500 78.075
Cocoa ($/ton) ICE-US 2,553 unch. unch. 3,237 1,950
Coffee (cents/lb.) ICE-US 120.25 1.05 0.88 183.30 109.00
Sugar (cents/lb.) ICE-US 17.90 0.59 3.41 17.97 11.05
Cotton (cents/lb.) ICE-US 56.97 0.13 0.23 101.50 45.25
Crude palm oil (ringgit/ton) MDEX 2,262.00 –57 –2.46 3,637 1,425
Cocoa (pounds/ton) LIFFE 1,591 –14 –0.87 2,004 1,040
Robusta coffee ($/ton) LIFFE 1,324 30 2.32 2,324 1,250

Copper (cents/lb.) COMEX 232.60 1.70 0.74 375.35 129.55
Gold ($/troy oz.) COMEX 940.70 –0.30 –0.03 1,020.70 724.60
Silver (cents/troy oz.) COMEX 1397.50 –18.10 –1.28 2,009.00 886.00
Aluminum ($/ton) LME 1,646.00 –29.00 –1.73 3,340.00 1,288.00
Tin ($/ton) LME 14,715.00 –110.00 –0.74 23,700.00 9,750.00
Copper ($/ton) LME 5,100.00 –19.00 –0.37 8,811.00 2,815.00
Lead ($/ton) LME 1,718.00 –16.00 –0.92 2,225.00 870.00
Zinc ($/ton) LME 1,572.00 –43.00 –2.66 2,034.50 1,065.00
Nickel ($/ton) LME 15,895 –5 –0.03 22,000 9,000

Crude oil ($/bbl.) NYMEX 71.49 2.33 3.37 139.50 43.42
Heating oil ($/gal.) NYMEX 1.8337 0.0527 2.96 4.0277 1.2230
RBOB gasoline ($/gal.) NYMEX 1.9354 0.0635 3.39 3.6250 1.1425
Natural gas ($/mmBtu) NYMEX 3.944 –0.161 –3.92 12.038 3.520
Brent crude ($/bbl.) ICE-EU 70.99 2.07 3.00 129.00 43.41
Gas oil ($/ton) ICE-EU 581.25 12.50 2.20 1,267.00 401.25

Source: Thomson Reuters; WSJ Market Data Group

Currencies London close on June 29
Per In

AMERICAS Per euro In euros U.S. dollar U.S. dollars

Argentina peso-a 5.3198 0.1880 3.7838 0.2643

Brazil real 2.7413 0.3648 1.9498 0.5129

Canada dollar 1.6266 0.6148 1.1570 0.8643
1-mo. forward 1.6263 0.6149 1.1567 0.8645

3-mos. forward 1.6257 0.6151 1.1563 0.8648
6-mos. forward 1.6249 0.6154 1.1558 0.8652

Chile peso 745.08 0.001342 529.95 0.001887
Colombia peso 3029.12 0.0003301 2154.50 0.0004642

Ecuador US dollar-f 1.4059 0.7113 1 1
Mexico peso-a 18.5322 0.0540 13.1813 0.0759

Peru sol 4.2240 0.2367 3.0044 0.3328
Uruguay peso-e 32.576 0.0307 23.170 0.0432

U.S. dollar 1.4059 0.7113 1 1
Venezuela bolivar 3.02 0.331236 2.15 0.465701

ASIA-PACIFIC
Australia dollar 1.7479 0.5721 1.2432 0.8044
China yuan 9.6078 0.1041 6.8337 0.1463

Hong Kong dollar 10.8962 0.0918 7.7501 0.1290
India rupee 67.5207 0.0148 48.0250 0.0208

Indonesia rupiah 14390 0.0000695 10235 0.0000977
Japan yen 134.54 0.007433 95.70 0.010450

1-mo. forward 134.49 0.007435 95.66 0.010454
3-mos. forward 134.40 0.007440 95.60 0.010461

6-mos. forward 134.18 0.007452 95.44 0.010478
Malaysia ringgit-c 4.9764 0.2010 3.5395 0.2825

New Zealand dollar 2.1672 0.4614 1.5414 0.6488
Pakistan rupee 114.353 0.0087 81.335 0.0123

Philippines peso 67.711 0.0148 48.160 0.0208
Singapore dollar 2.0425 0.4896 1.4528 0.6883

South Korea won 1803.41 0.0005545 1282.70 0.0007796
Taiwan dollar 46.284 0.02161 32.920 0.03038
Thailand baht 47.873 0.02089 34.050 0.02937

Per In
EUROPE Per euro In euros U.S. dollar U.S. dollars

Euro zone euro 1 1 0.7113 1.4060

1-mo. forward 1.0000 1.0000 0.7113 1.4059

3-mos. forward 1.0003 0.9997 0.7115 1.4055

6-mos. forward 1.0004 0.9996 0.7116 1.4053

Czech Rep. koruna-b 26.022 0.0384 18.509 0.0540

Denmark krone 7.4468 0.1343 5.2966 0.1888

Hungary forint 276.10 0.003622 196.38 0.005092

Norway krone 9.0227 0.1108 6.4175 0.1558

Poland zloty 4.5006 0.2222 3.2011 0.3124

Russia ruble-d 43.882 0.02279 31.212 0.03204

Sweden krona 10.8689 0.0920 7.7307 0.1294

Switzerland franc 1.5245 0.6560 1.0843 0.9223

1-mo. forward 1.5239 0.6562 1.0839 0.9226

3-mos. forward 1.5227 0.6567 1.0831 0.9233

6-mos. forward 1.5201 0.6578 1.0812 0.9249

Turkey lira 2.1657 0.4617 1.5404 0.6492

U.K. pound 0.8497 1.1769 0.6043 1.6547

1-mo. forward 0.8497 1.1769 0.6044 1.6546

3-mos. forward 0.8498 1.1767 0.6044 1.6544

6-mos. forward 0.8500 1.1765 0.6046 1.6541

MIDDLE EAST/AFRICA
Bahrain dinar 0.5300 1.8868 0.3770 2.6527

Egypt pound-a 7.8751 0.1270 5.6013 0.1785

Israel shekel 5.5261 0.1810 3.9305 0.2544

Jordan dinar 0.9947 1.0053 0.7075 1.4134

Kuwait dinar 0.4041 2.4744 0.2875 3.4789

Lebanon pound 2109.63 0.0004740 1500.50 0.0006665

Saudi Arabia riyal 5.2727 0.1897 3.7503 0.2666

South Africa rand 10.9720 0.0911 7.8040 0.1281

United Arab dirham 5.1641 0.1936 3.6730 0.2723

SDR -f 0.9069 1.1027 0.6450 1.5503

a-floating rate b-commercial rate c-government rate c-commercial rate d-Russian Central Bank rate f-Special Drawing Rights from the Inter-
national Monetary Fund ; based on exchange rates for U.S., British and Japanese currencies.
Note: Based on trading among banks in amounts of $1 million and more, as quoted by Thomson Reuters.

Major stock market indexes Stock indexes from around the world, grouped by region. Shown in local-currency terms.

Price-to- PREVIOUS SESSION PERFORMANCE

earnings ratio* Region/Country Index Close Net change Percentage change Yr.-to-date 52-wk.

Price-to- PREVIOUS SESSION PERFORMANCE

earnings ratio* Region/Country Index Close Net change Percentage change Yr.-to-date 52-wk.

 26 EUROPE DJ Stoxx 600 208.03 3.56 1.74% 5.7% –28.1%

 14 DJ Stoxx 50 2124.20 36.23 1.74 2.8% –26.9%

 19 Euro Zone DJ Euro Stoxx 225.39 4.08 1.84 1.2% –29.9%

 16 DJ Euro Stoxx 50 2437.72 47.81 2.00 –0.6% –27.3%

 8 Austria ATX 2108.18 63.65 3.11 20.4% –46.5%

 12 Belgium Bel-20 2037.74 24.42 1.21 6.8% –35.7%

 8 Czech Republic PX 891.9 –2.9 –0.32% 3.9% –39.9%

 14 Denmark OMX Copenhagen 271.27 8.84 3.37 19.9% –31.0%

 11 Finland OMX Helsinki 5716.30 101.47 1.81 5.8% –33.4%

 11 France CAC-40 3193.68 63.95 2.04 –0.8% –28.0%

 19 Germany DAX 4885.09 108.62 2.27 1.6% –23.9%

 … Hungary BUX 15782.75 370.89 2.41 28.9% –22.6%

 8 Ireland ISEQ 2723.86 32.56 1.21 16.2% –47.7%

 8 Italy FTSE MIB 19096.16 264.68 1.41 –1.9% –34.9%

 9 Netherlands AEX 258.24 3.81 1.50 5.0% –39.4%

 8 Norway All-Shares 334.52 4.07 1.23 23.8% –37.7%

 17 Poland WIG 30525.72 263.20 0.87 12.1% –25.8%

 14 Portugal PSI 20 7063.34 66.02 0.94 11.4% –20.7%

 … Russia RTSI 951.46 –3.99 –0.42% 50.6% –58.7%

 9 Spain IBEX 35 9845.7 158.8 1.64% 7.1% –18.3%

 15 Sweden OMX Stockholm 247.57 5.23 2.16 21.2% –11.2%

 11 Switzerland SMI 5443.45 67.46 1.25 –1.6% –21.8%

 … Turkey ISE National 100 36841.11 85.21 0.23 37.1% 5.0%

 10 U.K. FTSE 100 4294.03 53.02 1.25 –3.2% –23.7%

 19 ASIA-PACIFIC DJ Asia-Pacific 105.23 –1.17 –1.10 12.4% –25.7%

 … Australia SPX/ASX 200 3886.9 –16.9 –0.43 4.4% –25.5%

 … China CBN 600 25338.62 362.36 1.45 71.6% 14.1%

 16 Hong Kong Hang Seng 18528.51 –71.75 –0.39 28.8% –16.2%

 17 India Sensex 14785.74 21.10 0.14 53.3% 9.8%

 … Japan Nikkei Stock Average 9783.47 –93.92 –0.95 10.4% –27.4%

 … Singapore Straits Times 2317.17 –0.78 –0.03 31.5% –21.4%

 11 South Korea Kospi 1388.45 –6.08 –0.44 23.5% –17.1%

 14 AMERICAS DJ Americas 241.75 1.27 0.53 6.9% –29.1%

 … Brazil Bovespa 52153.28 667.67 1.30 38.9% –20.0%

 16 Mexico IPC 24471.84 13.61 0.06 9.3% –16.5%

*P/E ratios use trailing 12-months, as-reported earnings
Note: Americas index data are as of 3:00 p.m. ET. Sources: Thomson Reuters; WSJ Market Data Group

GLOBAL MARKETS LINEUP

MSCI indexes
Developed and emerging-market regional and country indexes
from MSCI Barra as of June 29, 2009

Price-to- LOCAL-CURRENCY
Dividend earnings PERFORMANCE

yield ratio Morgan Stanley Index Last Daily YTD 52-wk.

3.10% 15 ALL COUNTRY (AC) WORLD* 244.87 0.76% 7.5% –36.8%

3.10% 15 World (Developed Markets) 963.77 0.65% 4.7% –36.8%

2.80% 16 World ex-EMU 113.56 0.63% 5.5% –35.1%

2.90% 16 World ex-UK 962.37 0.60% 4.2% –36.3%

3.80% 13 EAFE 1,305.82 1.36% 5.5% –39.1%

3.00% 13 Emerging Markets (EM) 761.92 1.56% 34.4% –37.0%

4.30% 11 EUROPE 71.28 –0.13% 2.7% –36.7%

4.50% 11 EMU 142.76 0.75% 0.5% –45.2%

4.10% 12 Europe ex-UK 77.55 –0.14% –0.0% –37.4%

5.10% 10 Europe Value 79.21 –0.30% 2.2% –39.0%

3.60% 12 Europe Growth 62.35 0.04% 3.2% –34.3%

3.50% 12 Europe Small Cap 124.67 0.75% 23.5% –36.0%

2.70% 7 EM Europe 200.61 0.18% 26.3% –55.3%

4.90% 8 UK 1,260.90 –0.27% –4.1% –29.8%

3.10% 11 Nordic Countries 110.69 1.37% 12.9% –41.3%

1.80% 6 Russia 539.71 0.51% 30.9% –65.6%

3.90% 10 South Africa 602.42 1.17% 4.1% –22.1%

3.60% 16 AC ASIA PACIFIC EX-JAPAN 324.10 1.85% 31.0% –32.6%

1.80% 28 Japan 571.14 0.74% 7.8% –36.0%

2.50% 14 China 55.79 2.34% 36.8% –21.5%

1.20% 18 India 580.60 3.25% 57.3% –13.2%

1.40% 15 Korea 383.20 0.26% 24.8% –25.4%

5.10% 35 Taiwan 235.43 0.10% 35.8% –29.2%

2.30% 22 US BROAD MARKET 1,012.88 0.02% 3.1% –34.1%

1.70% -51 US Small Cap 1,329.40 0.97% 6.6% –33.1%

3.40% 13 EM LATIN AMERICA 2,991.11 1.40% 44.0% –41.9%

*Twenty-three developed and 26 emerging markets Source: MSCI Barra

Follow the markets throughout the day, with updated stock quotes, news and commentary at
WSJ.com/Europe. Also, receive email alerts that summarize the day’s trading in Europe and Asia.
To sign up, go to WSJ.com/Online Today
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Iranian President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad has drawn some protest from the nation’s clerical establishment.

By Gerald F. Seib

It’s hard to avoid the conclusion
that the flames of protest are being
slowly smothered in the streets of
Iran. Still, even that will leave behind
embers of opposition, and the key
question in weeks ahead is whether
there are any forces within Iran able
to keep those embers smoldering.

Anyone who has followed recent
Iranian history knows there are two

places to look for
the answer to that
question: the mili-
tary and the cleri-
cal establishment.

If cracks in the support for Presi-
dent Mahmoud Ahmadinejad start
appearing in those institutions, the
Tehran Spring set off by protests
over Iran’s presidential election
could evolve into a movement with
reach and consequence, and not just
a short-lived outburst of frustra-
tion.

It’s hard for any outsider to know
what currents run through these
two opaque institutions, of course.
At this point, though, a reasonable
guess is that the clerical establish-
ment is a more likely source of mean-
ingful opposition to the Ahmadine-
jad regime than is the military—but
that neither is emerging yet as a real
force for change.

Look first at the military. Iran es-
sentially has two different military
forces—or, perhaps more accu-
rately, two and a half.

It has a traditional military, the de-
scendent of the Shah of Iran’s impe-
rial army, which is in charge of defend-
ing Iran’s borders and maintaining a
traditional military infrastructure .

But the force that has the real
power is Iran’s Revolutionary Guard
Corps. The Revolutionary Guard is a
parallel military organization set up
after the 1979 revolution to ensure
that clerical leaders would have at
their disposal a force with unques-

tioned loyalty and a check on tradi-
tional military officers, who were
suspect because of their roots in the
Shah’s regime.

During the long and grinding
Iran-Iraq war, the Revolutionary
Guards also developed a kind of jun-
ior offshoot, the Basij militias, to
bring more idealistic and fearless
young men to the war front. Mr. Ah-
madinejad himself is believed to be
a former Basij member, and the
force now has evolved into loosely
organized civilian militias spread
across the country.

The Revolutionary Guards ap-
peared to back Mr. Ahmadinejad when
he was first elected four years ago,
and appear reliably loyal to him now
that his re-election has been ques-

tioned.Indeed,the Basijhavebeenbru-
tally active in putting down protests.

But this parallel military struc-
ture has, as one would expect, bred
deep animosity among regular
army officers, who resent both
their second-class status and the
drain of weapons and resources go-
ing to the Revolutionary Guards.
“It can’t be overstated, the hatred
the regular army feels for the
IRGC,” as the Revolutionary Guards
are known, says Joseph Lydon, an
intelligence briefer for the U.S.
Navy and Coast Guard who special-
izes in Iranian affairs.

That means the regular army,
with ample reason to resent Mr. Ah-
madinejad and his Revolutionary
Guard loyalists, is a potential force

to power the opposition. One U.S. of-
ficial says there are reports of “dis-
comfort” among some army officers—
and even among some leaders of the
Revolutionary Guard—at how oppo-
sition is being crushed within Iran.

But the regular army has been
cowed over the years, and there are
are no indications of organized op-
position taking shape. “The big play-
ers in the Iranian military are just
standing by and watching,” says one
analyst. That could change if protest-
ers manage to keep their movement
alive, but for now the traditional mil-
itary seems far more likely to follow
a sustained opposition movement
than to lead one.

The story might be different in-
side the nation’s clerical establish-

ment, where at least some voices of
protest have been heard over the way
the presidential election and its after-
math have been handled by Mr. Ah-
madinejad and the nation’s supreme
leader, Ayatollah Ali Khamenei.

For instance, one cleric, Ayatol-
lah Asadollah Bayat Zanjani, ini-
tially called the election a “gross in-
justice,” and in recent days has de-
fended protesters.

But the great hope of reformers
is former President Hashemi Rafsan-
jani, who is one of Iran’s most influ-
ential clerical figures and a long-
time critic of Mr. Ahmadinejad. He
also is chairman of the Assembly of
Experts, a group of 86 clerics
charged by the Iranian constitution
with the task of overseeing the su-
preme leader—and vested with the
power to remove him.

Mr. Rafsanjani has periodically,
but unreliably, been reported to be
working behind the scenes to orga-
nize clerical opposition to Mr. Ah-
madinejad, and possibly to Ayatollah
Khamenei. But the hope that Mr. Raf-
sanjani might lead a charge to over-
turn the election or force regime
change cooled a bit over the week-
end, when he issued an elliptical state-
ment calling for a thorough investiga-
tion of election complaints, but also
saying “suspicious hands” were try-
ing to drive a wedge between the pub-
lic and the government.

So for now, those hoping for
change in Iran, including the U.S.
government, are left to wonder and
hope, mostly helplessly, about the
country’s key institutions. “It is ut-
terly impossible to predict revolu-
tions, and the only time revolutions
succeed is when the regime loses
the will or the capacity to use vio-
lence,” says Kenneth Pollack, direc-
tor of the Saban Center for Middle
East Policy at the Brookings Institu-
tion. “And I don’t see any evidence
this regime has lost its will or capa-
bility to use violence.”

Iran’s institutions emerge as key players
As protests continue, cracks in the military and clergy’s support of Ahmadinejad have potential to aid opposition

Iran declares Ahmadinejad win after a partial recount

Mir Hossein Mousavi has run out of
options for legal challenges to results.
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By Margaret Coker

And Roshanak Taghavi

DUBAI—Iranian officials on Mon-
day held a partial recount of dis-
puted elections and confirmed Presi-
dent Mahmoud Ahmadinejad’s over-
whelming victory over his reformist
challenger Mir Hossein Mousavi.

“The Guardian Council after
studying the issues in numerous ses-
sions, dismisses all the complaints
received, and approves the accuracy
of the 10th presidential election,”
Press TV reported, quoting an offi-
cial statement by the Council.

The declaration closes off Mr.
Mousavi’s last legal challenge against
what he and fellow opposition candi-
date Mehdi Karroubi claimed was
widespread fraud during the ballot
held on June 13. Both men have sig-
naled they wouldn’t accept the partial
recount results, according to state me-
dia. Yet, it was unclear how they
would push their protests further.

The U.S. and European Union were
weighing response to the final vote
count. Asked if the White House
would recognize Mr. Ahmadinejad as
Iran’s legitimate president, Secretary
of State Hilary Rodham Clinton said,
“We’re going to take this a day at a

time.” Meanwhile Italian President
Silvio Berlusconi said European na-
tions would discuss the possibility of
further sanctions againstIran, accord-
ing to the Associated Press. Mr. Ah-
madinejad received congratulations
from China, Russia and Turkey after
the original tally following the vote.

In Iran, members of the country’s
ruling elite appeared to close ranks
around Supreme Leader Ayatollah
Ali Khamanei amid his call to end
criticism of the election, leaving Mr.
Mousavi more isolated. Iranian
state television reported that the
head of the parliament’s powerful
national security committee, Alaed-
din Bouroujerdi, a man considered
close to Mr. Khamanei, met Monday
with two leading clerics in the holy
city of Qom, and all agreed to work
to calm tensions in the country.

That gathering came after a Sun-
day meeting with former reformist
President Mohammad Khatami, a
key campaign supporter of Mr.
Mousavi, according to state media.
Press TV, the English-language arm
of the state broadcaster, reported
that Mr. Khatami agreed to work
with the government to resolve ten-
sions that have sparked one of the
most critical challenges to the Is-

lamic Republic since the early days
of the revolution.

Violence has left at least 20 pro-
testers dead and hundreds
wounded, according to state media.
The government has blamed much
of the unrest on foreign agitators, in-
cluding U.S. and British intelligence.

Mr. Ahmadinejad appeared to
support the theory of foreign agita-
tion in a letter to the Justice Minis-
try asking for an investigation into
the shooting death of Neda Agha
Soltan, the young woman who has
become a global icon of the protest.

“Amid vast propaganda by for-
eign media and many other evi-
dence about the heartfelt event, it
seems definite that opponents of
the Iranian nation interfere [in
Iran’s internal affairs] for their polit-
ical misuse,” Press TV reported the
president’s letter as saying.

Witnesses to the shooting have
said the shots that killed Ms. Soltan
were fired by a member of the mili-
tia know as the Basij, whose forces
comprise a large share of the anti-
riot forces, and which make up one
of Mr. Ahmadinejad’s main bases of
political support.

The semiofficial Fars news
agency reported Monday that the
caliber bullet that killed Ms. Soltan
didn’t match the standard weapon is-
sued to the Basij. It didn’t elaborate.

The head of the Basij, Com-
mander Hossein Taeb, said his men
captured an undetermined number
of “imposters” who had dressed in
Basij and police uniforms, infil-

trated the protests and were respon-
sible for creating “havoc,” accord-
ing to Press TV. Mr. Taeb, told local
reporters that his men had been de-
ployed unarmed to dispel protest-
ers, the agency reported.

Intelligence Minister Gholam
Hossein Mohseni Ejeii warned that
suspects found guilty of organizing
the protests would face tough sen-
tences, while those engaged in “anti-
revolutionary” activity “would
never be freed,” according to the
Fars news agency.

Partial results published by state
media showed Mr. Ahmadinejad re-
ceiving more votes in electoral dis-
tricts than he had won in the origi-
nal tally. Final tallies were expected
late Monday night.

Mousavi supporters who took
part in the lastest protest held Sun-
day night said they were fighting a
feeling of despair that their calls for
justice would be permanently
quashed.

“Everyone is worried and no one
knows what will happen next. In
some ways people are hopeful and
in some ways they feel hopeless.
Things are all mixed up,” according
to a 31-year-old Iranian interviewed
by telephone.
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DJIA component stocks
Volume, CHANGE

Stock Symbol in millions Latest Points Percentage

AT&T T 20.90 $25.22 0.40 1.61%
Alcoa AA 29.50 10.44 –0.32 –2.97%
AmExpress AXP 12.30 24.00 0.24 1.01%
BankAm BAC 281.40 13.19 0.44 3.45%
Boeing BA 5.30 42.65 0.77 1.84%
Caterpillar CAT 6.60 34.74 0.18 0.52%
Chevron CVX 8.90 66.88 0.93 1.41%
CiscoSys CSCO 46.20 18.99 0.08 0.42%
CocaCola KO 8.10 48.29 0.16 0.33%
Disney DIS 7.30 23.66 0.23 0.98%
DuPont DD 6.80 26.01 0.63 2.48%
ExxonMobil XOM 22.10 70.58 1.53 2.22%
GenElec GE 49.50 11.76 0.01 0.09%
HewlettPk HPQ 23.90 38.98 1.37 3.64%
HomeDpt HD 11.90 23.87 0.26 1.10%
Intel INTC 56.30 16.38 0.09 0.55%
IBM IBM 4.20 105.83 0.15 0.14%
JPMorgChas JPM 31.20 34.60 0.15 0.44%
JohnsJohns JNJ 11.80 56.96 0.36 0.64%
KftFoods KFT 6.10 25.58 0.02 0.08%
McDonalds MCD 5.50 57.23 0.23 0.40%
Merck MRK 20.90 27.85 0.85 3.15%
Microsoft MSFT 57.70 23.86 0.51 2.18%
Pfizer PFE 30.20 15.26 0.07 0.46%
ProctGamb PG 7.60 52.23 0.48 0.93%
3M MMM 3.00 59.96 0.70 1.18%
TravelersCos TRV 5.10 41.01 0.13 0.32%
UnitedTech UTX 4.80 52.47 0.92 1.78%
Verizon VZ 9.50 31.36 0.37 1.19%
WalMart WMT 15.10 48.76 0.13 0.27%

Dow Jones Industrial Average P/E: 12
LAST: 8529.38 s 90.99, or 1.08%

YEAR TO DATE: t 247.01, or 2.8%

OVER 52 WEEKS t 2,820.63, or 24.9%

 Note: Price-to-earnings ratios are for trailing 12 months
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Credit-default swaps: European companies
At its most basic, the pricing of credit-default swaps measures how much a buyer has to pay to purchase-and
how much a seller demands to sell-protection from default on an issuer's debt. The snapshot below gives a
sense which way the market was moving yesterday.

Showing the biggest improvement... And the most deterioration
CHANGE, in basis points CHANGE, in basis points

Yesterday Yesterday Five-day 28-day Yesterday Yesterday Five-day 28-day

TUI "1,564" –11 –1 9 Stora Enso  556 2 31 81

Smurfit Kappa Fdg  735 –10 11 –19 Sanofi Aventis 62 2 3 –3

Holcim  251 –9 –11 –58 AB Volvo 417 3 9 50

Telenor 148 –9 –43 3 Tomkins  193 3 5 –29

EMI Group  688 –8 –6 –5 Valeo 292 3 29 44

Skandinaviska Enskilda Banken  188 –7 –7 18 Metso  278 4 15 13

Wendel 796 –7 12 11 Renault 467 5 33 87

Lafarge 298 –6 –11 –17 Corus Group 1002 5 25 198

Rhodia 988 –6 –8 138 Havas 383 7 4 3

Nielsen  655 –6 31 5 Peugeot 415 22 85 123

Source: Markit Group

Dow Jones Stoxx 50: Monday’s best and worst…
Market value, Previous

in billions close, in STOCK PERFORMANCE
Company Country Industry of US$ local currency Previous session 52-week Three-year

Rio Tinto U.K. General Mining $54.6 21.53 4.51% –56.6% –10.2%

Barclays U.K. Banks 44.8 2.80 4.31 –4.1 –53.7

BG Grp U.K. Integrated Oil & Gas 61.4 10.37 4.12 –20.7 40.6

BASF Germany Commodity Chemicals 37.6 29.12 3.93 –33.6 –8.1

AXA S.A. France Full Line Insurance 40.9 13.92 3.84 –26.2 –46.3

GlaxoSmithKline U.K. Pharmaceuticals $101.0 10.68 –1.07% –4.1 –29.8

Novartis Switzerland Pharmaceuticals 108.2 44.40 –0.45 –21.1 –33.5

Bayer Germany Specialty Chemicals 44.8 38.53 –0.05 –27.9 6.1

Astrazeneca U.K. Pharmaceuticals 64.9 26.98 0.11% 26.0 –17.3

British Amer Tob U.K. Tobacco 56.6 16.88 0.18 –2.9 22.6

...And the rest of Europe’s blue chips
Latest, Latest,

Market value, in local STOCK PERFORMANCE Market value, in local STOCK PERFORMANCE
Company/Country (Industry) in billions (U.S) currency Latest 52-week Three-year Company/Country (Industry) in billions (U.S) currency Latest 52-week Three-year

ABB 37.1 17.31 3.65% –39.4% 9.8%
Switzerland (Industrial Machinery)
Allianz SE 41.5 65.33 3.39 –41.6 –47.3
Germany (Full Line Insurance)
Siemens 64.8 50.41 3.19 –28.5 –26.4
Germany (Diversified Industrials)
Banco Bilbao Viz 47.6 9.03 3.08 –24.6 –43.5
Spain (Banks)
BNP Paribas S.A. 69.8 47.48 3.03 –17.5 –36.8
France (Banks)
Banco Santander 98.6 8.60 2.93 –21.0 –19.4
Spain (Banks)
Soc. Generale 32.5 39.81 2.71 –28.0 –63.1
France (Banks)
Total S.A. 129.9 38.97 2.53 –28.1 –24.7
France (Integrated Oil & Gas)
Deutsche Telekom 51.7 8.44 2.49 –18.9 –33.2
Germany (Mobile Telecoms)
E.ON 72.7 25.85 2.34 –39.5 –13.9
Germany (Multiutilities)
Credit Suisse Grp 53.9 49.38 2.32 5.3 –28.3
Switzerland (Banks)
Royal Dutch Shell A 90.3 18.11 2.32 –30.7 –31.7
U.K. (Integrated Oil & Gas)
France Telecom 60.5 16.46 2.24 –12.0 –2.8
France (Fixed Line Telecoms)
Koninklijke Phlps 18.2 13.28 2.23 –38.6 –45.9
Netherlands (Consumer Electronics)
Deutsche Bk 38.8 44.47 2.22 –18.9 –49.7
Germany (Banks)
SAP 49.6 28.78 2.11 –13.5 –30.6
Germany (Software)
UniCredit 42.6 1.81 2.09 –45.0 –65.2
Italy (Banks)
Daimler 39.3 26.32 2.06 –33.0 –32.1
Germany (Automobiles)
BP 165.1 4.83 1.96 –17.2 –24.3
U.K. (Integrated Oil & Gas)
Intesa Sanpaolo 38.6 2.32 1.87 –36.2 –50.0
Italy (Banks)

Assicurazioni Gen 29.4 14.83 1.85% –37.4% –41.2%
Italy (Full Line Insurance)
ING Groep 21.2 7.26 1.72 –64.2 –76.5
Netherlands (Life Insurance)
Iberdrola S.A. 40.8 5.82 1.66 –31.7 –11.6
Spain (Conventional Electricity)
Sanofi-Aventis S.A. 76.6 41.45 1.47 –2.3 –46.1
France (Pharmaceuticals)
Nokia 56.6 10.75 1.42 –30.6 –32.7
Finland (Telecoms Equipment)
Roche Hldg Part. Cert. 96.5 149.00 1.36 –19.0 –27.3
Switzerland (Pharmaceuticals)
Vodafone Grp 113.3 1.18 1.20 –21.2 –0.0
U.K. (Mobile Telecoms)
BHP Billiton 50.6 13.71 1.14 –28.6 29.3
U.K. (General Mining)
ArcelorMittal 52.7 24.00 1.10 –61.8 ...
Luxembourg (Iron & Steel)
Diageo 40.6 8.88 1.08 –3.9 –3.6
U.K. (Distillers & Vintners)
Tesco 46.5 3.58 0.87 –3.1 5.3
U.K. (Food Retailers & Wholesalers)
UBS 36.0 13.33 0.83 –37.8 –77.8
Switzerland (Banks)
L.M. Ericsson Tel B 29.4 76.20 0.79 21.3 –35.7
Sweden (Telecoms Equipment)
Nestle S.A. 145.3 41.14 0.73 791.3 7.4
Switzerland (Food Products)
Unilever 42.4 17.59 0.69 –2.4 –0.9
Netherlands (Food Products)
GDF Suez 85.5 26.92 0.67 –32.6 4.1
France (Multiutilities)
Telefonica S.A. 107.5 16.25 0.53 –3.7 24.1
Spain (Fixed Line Telecoms)
Anglo Amer 40.3 18.13 0.50 –48.6 –20.6
U.K. (General Mining)
ENI 94.8 16.84 0.48 –29.0 –27.9
Italy (Integrated Oil & Gas)
HSBC Hldgs 145.6 5.11 0.25 –24.4 –38.4
U.K. (Banks)

Sources: Dow Jones Indexes; WSJ Market Data Group

WSJ.com

Hedge funds
Dow Jones TOTAL RETURN for rolling periods, net of fees*
Hedge Benchmark One week One month One quarter Year to date One year

Merger Arbitrage -0.04% 1.23% 1.3% 4.1% -4.3%
Event Driven 0.32% 2.34% 4.1% 6.3% -23.2%
Equity Market Neutral 0.63% 0.29% -1.5% -3.3% -12.6%
Equity Long/Short -0.12% 1.18% 1.1% 0.8% -19.6%

*Estimates as of 06/26/09, after fees; Source: www.djhedgefundindexes.com

Credit derivatives
Spreads on credit derivatives are one way the market rates
creditworthiness. Regions that are treading in rough waters can
see spreads swing toward the maximum—and vice versa. Indexes
below are for five-year swaps.

Markit iTraxx Indexes SPREAD RANGE, in pct. pts.
Mid-spread, since most recent roll

Index: series/version in pct. pts. Mid-price Coupon Maximum Minimum Average
Europe: 11/1 1.21 102.93% 0.02% 1.87 1.02 1.37

Eur. High Volatility: 11/1 2.38 105.95 0.04 3.89 2.03 2.75

Europe Crossover: 11/1 7.47 108.16 0.10 9.71 6.60 8.03

Asia ex-Japan IG: 11/1 1.92 107.02 0.04 3.84 1.58 2.51

Japan: 11/1 1.78 115.07 0.05 4.33 1.41 2.51

 Note: Data as of June 26

Spreads
Spreads on five-
year swaps for 
corporate debt; 
based on Markit 
iTraxx indexes.   

In percentage points
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BLUE CHIPS & BONDS

Major players & benchmarks
Below, a look at the Dow Jones Stoxx 50, the
biggest and best known companies in Europe,
including the U.K.

Europe: Bank revenues from equity capital markets

Behind every IPO, 
follow-on or 
convertible equity 
offering is one or 
more investment 
banks. At right, 
investment banks 
historical and year-
to-date revenues 
from global equity-
capital-market 
(ECM) deals

Source: Dealogic
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U.S. high court finds for white firefighters
Nominee Sotomayor
had ruled differently
on racial-bias case

ECONOMY & POLITICS

By Jennifer Clark

ROME—The U.S. Secret Service
plans to unveil Tuesday plans for a
pan-European task force charged
with preventing identity theft, com-
puter hacking and other computer-
based crime.

The unit will be based in Rome,
teaming up with an Italian anti-cy-
ber-crime police unit and the Italian
post office Poste Italiane SpA,
which has developed software that
can track electronic payments as it
moves beyond beyond traditional
mail delivery.

The European Electronic Crime
Task Force’s main job will group to-
gether the cyber-crime efforts of the
European Union nations and the U.S.,
bolstering defenses against com-
puter attacks on embassies and other
government sites that host sensitive
computer systems such as air-traffic
control. It will also monitor computer
networks for threats, as well as deal
with attacks once they happen.

“The transnational nature of cy-
ber attacks requires international
collaboration and expertise, as ex-
emplified by this joint professional
partnership,” said Robert Gombar, a
special agent in charge of the Secret
Service’s Rome field office, which co-
ordinates its activities in southern
Europe and the Mediterranean.

Under the terms of the agreement,
the new task force will monitor com-
puter networks across Europe using
software designed by Poste Italiane.
The software could comb through
money transfers performed over the
Internet for suspicious signs, such as
an account being opened by the same
person in several different places, ac-
cording to Poste Italiane Chief Execu-
tive Massimo Sarmi.

In recent years many Italians, as
well as newly arrived immigrants,
have begun to use Poste Italiane’s
14,000-branch postal system as a
bank to deposit their paychecks and
pay their bills. Poste Italiane users
can also make payments online.
Poste Italiane now makes more
money from banking and insurance
services than it does from sending
letters and packages. Of the Œ50 bil-
lion ($70 billion) that crosses Poste
Italiane’s electronic network each
month, total theft amounts to “a few
hundred thousand euros” per
month, said Mr. Sarmi.

U.S. and Europe
jointly establish
cyber-crime force

By Jess Bravin

And Kristina Peterson

WASHINGTON—The U.S. Su-
preme Court invalidated a Con-
necticut city’s decision to scrap
the results of a firefighter exam af-
ter no black candidates scored
high enough to ensure a promo-
tion, a case that has been a light-
ning rod for high-court nominee
Sonia Sotomayor.

Justice Anthony Kennedy, writ-
ing for the court’s 5-4 conservative
majority, said the city of New Haven
violated Title VII of the Civil Rights

Act of 1964, which prohibits employ-
ment discrimination.

“Whatever the city’s ultimate
aim—however well-intentioned
or benevolent it might have
seemed—the city made its employ-
ment decision because of race,”
Justice Kennedy wrote. “The city
rejected the test results solely be-
cause the higher scoring candi-
dates were white.”

Justice Kennedy said an em-
ployer can’t throw out an exam un-
less there is strong evidence that
the test was unfair to minorities. In
New Haven’s case the evidence was
quite the opposite, he wrote, as the
city took specific steps to ensure
that black and Hispanic firefighters
were consulted in designing the
questions and made up a majority of
the interview panels that awarded
60% of the applicants’ scores.

Chief Justice John Roberts and
Justices Antonin Scalia, Clarence
Thomas and Samuel Alito joined
the opinion.

Dissenting Justice Ruth Bader
Ginsburg, writing for the court’s
four liberals, said the majority over-
looked a long history of racial dis-
crimination in fire departments
that justified extraordinary defer-
ence to present-day efforts to pro-
mote diversity in the ranks.

She wrote that New Haven had
reason to think the outcome pointed
to a flawed promotional exam.

Justice Kennedy’s opinion and
the published dissent made scant
mention of the appeals-court deci-
sion that had affirmed New Haven’s
decision. Judge Sotomayor was on
the three-member panel that, in a
paragraph, upheld a lower court
that sided with the city.

The case rested on whether
New Haven acted validly in choos-
ing not to use the test results be-
cause the scores meant that no
black candidates were eligible for
promotion.

A group of white firefighters
sued New Haven’s mayor and other
officials, arguing that the city en-
gaged in unconstitutional race dis-
crimination by blocking their pro-
motions. City officials responded
that the test may have discrimi-
nated against black test-takers,
which could have placed New Haven
in violation of federal civil-rights
laws if it had made promotions
based on the test results.

Patrick Leahy, (D., Vt.), chairman
of the Senate Judiciary Committee,
on Monday criticized the court’s de-
cision and defended Judge Sotomay-
or’s ruling as a judge on the New

York-based 2nd U.S. Circuit Court of
Appeals.

“It is notable that four justices
would have upheld the Second Cir-
cuit’s ruling,” said Mr. Leahy, who
will lead Judge Sotomayor’s confir-
mation hearings next month. “It is
less likely now that employers will
conscientiously try to fulfill their ob-
ligations under this time-honored
civil-rights law.”

Republican lawmakers criticized
Judge Sotomayor for the brevity of
the Second Circuit’s decision.

“The Second Circuit should have
recognized the serious and unique
issues this case raised and given it
the thorough treatment it de-
served,” said Sen. Orrin Hatch (R.,
Utah), also a member of the Judi-
ciary Committee.
 —Brent Kendall

contributed to this article.
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DJE-Renten Glbl P EU BD LUX 06/29 EUR 124.31 3.9 3.3 0.7
LuxPro-Dragon I AS EQ LUX 06/29 EUR 132.67 42.9 6.0 –5.6

LuxPro-Dragon P AS EQ LUX 06/29 EUR 129.43 42.6 5.4 –6.7

LuxTopic-Aktien Europa EU EQ LUX 06/29 EUR 15.28 6.6 –7.5 –8.7

LuxTopic-Pacific AS EQ LUX 06/29 EUR 12.98 43.4 –26.6 –19.7

n HERMES FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT (EGYPT) LIMITED, AMSALES@EFG-HERMES.COM
Tel: 9714 363 4041 *Middle East & Developing Africa Fund
EFG-Hermes Egypt GL EQ BMU 05/29 USD 37.81 9.3 –43.2 –9.4

EFG-Hermes MEDA* GL EQ BMU 05/29 USD 22.28 6.3 –43.7 –10.7

EFG-Hermes Saudi Arabia Equity EA EQ SAU 06/23 SAR 5.48 15.7 –45.0 NS

EFG-Hermes Telecom OT EQ BMU 05/29 USD 27.89 8.8 –21.6 –9.9

n HSBC ALTERNATIVE INVESTMENTS LIMITED
T +44 20 7860 3074 F + 44 20 7860 3174 www.hail.hsbc.com

n HSBC Portfolio Selection Fund
Sel Emerg Mkt Debt GL BD GGY 06/26 USD 296.92 20.9 –2.7 –0.5

Sel Emerg Mkt Equity GL EQ GGY 06/26 USD 168.28 28.5 –31.3 –15.7

Sel Euro Equity EUR US EQ GGY 06/02 EUR 82.94 11.3 –36.2 –28.8

Sel European Equity EU EQ GGY 06/26 USD 147.22 7.1 –39.7 –28.2

Sel Glob Equity GL EQ GGY 06/26 USD 156.71 9.1 –33.4 –26.0

Sel Glob Fxd Inc GL BD GGY 06/26 USD 131.26 1.8 –11.1 –2.7
Sel Pacific Equity AS EQ GGY 06/26 USD 113.22 25.2 –29.3 –16.1

Sel US Equity US EQ GGY 06/26 USD 104.93 4.1 –29.7 –21.9

Sel US Sm Cap Eq US EQ GGY 06/26 USD 141.90 8.5 –31.6 –26.1

n LLOYD GEORGE MANAGEMENT (HK) LTD
Suite 3808, One Exchange Square, HK: Tel. 852 2845 4433 Fax. 852 2845 3911
LG Antenna GL EQ BMU 06/19 USD 46.03 34.8 –29.1 –15.4
LG Asian Plus AS EQ CYM 06/19 USD 45.55 20.5 –29.1 –17.3

LG Asian SmallerCo's AS EQ BMU 06/26 USD 77.80 41.1 –31.2 –31.3

LG India EA EQ MUS 06/25 USD 49.23 54.3 –15.7 –12.8

Siberian Investment Co OT OT IRL 02/27 USD 22.58 39.1 –70.6 –45.3

n MP ASSET MANAGEMENT INC.
Tel: + 386 1 587 47 77
MP-BALKAN.SI OT OT SVN 06/26 EUR 24.12 –8.0 –54.3 –46.5

MP-TURKEY.SI OT OT SVN 06/26 EUR 25.47 30.4 –24.2 –26.9

n PAREX ASSET MANAGEMENT IPAS
Basteja Blvd. 14, Riga, LV-1050, Latvia
www.parexgroup.com Tel: +371 67010810

Eastern European Bond Fund OT OT LVA 06/27 USD 12.25 40.5 –13.2 –4.5

Parex Caspian Sea Eq EU EQ LVA 06/27 EUR 2.89 37.6 –66.3 –46.3
Parex Eastern Europ Bd EU BD LVA 06/27 USD 12.25 40.5 –13.2 –4.5

Parex Russian Eq EE EQ LVA 06/27 USD 14.62 68.8 –53.5 –23.6

n PICTET & CIE, ROUTE DES ACACIAS 60, CH-1211 GENEVA 73
Tel: + 41 (58) 323 3000 Web: www.pictetfunds.com
PF (LUX)-Asian Eq-Ica AS EQ LUX 06/29 USD 137.82 24.3 –27.4 –17.9
PF (LUX)-Asian Eq-Pca AS EQ LUX 06/29 USD 131.73 23.8 –28.0 –18.6

PF (LUX)-Biotech-Pca OT EQ LUX 06/26 USD 274.43 –3.7 –16.6 –4.1

PF (LUX)-CHF Liq-Pca CH MM LUX 06/26 CHF 124.14 0.1 0.7 1.4

PF (LUX)-CHF Liq-Pdi CH MM LUX 06/26 CHF 93.70 0.1 0.7 1.4
PF (LUX)-Digital Comm-Pca OT EQ LUX 06/26 USD 95.86 17.9 –14.6 –11.1

PF (LUX)-East Eu-Pca EU EQ LUX 06/26 EUR 211.29 58.2 –48.6 –32.0

PF (LUX)-Emg Mkts LC-Pca GL EQ LUX 06/29 USD 123.92 33.0 –35.9 –19.6

PF (LUX)-Emg Mkts-Pca GL EQ LUX 06/29 USD 402.07 32.2 –37.0 –19.8
PF (LUX)-Eu Indx-Pca EU EQ LUX 06/26 EUR 81.17 6.2 –26.6 –25.1

PF (LUX)-EUR Bds-Pca EU BD LUX 06/26 EUR 372.47 –0.3 5.2 2.1

PF (LUX)-EUR Bds-Pdi EU BD LUX 06/26 EUR 283.45 –0.3 5.1 2.1

PF (LUX)-EUR Cp Bd-Pca EU BD LUX 06/26 EUR 135.53 8.5 5.1 1.6

PF (LUX)-EUR Cp Bd-Pdi EU BD LUX 06/26 EUR 95.28 8.5 5.1 1.6

PF (LUX)-EUR HiYld-Pca EU BD LUX 06/26 EUR 116.21 28.9 –13.7 –12.4
PF (LUX)-EUR HiYld-Pdi EU BD LUX 06/26 EUR 67.37 28.9 –13.8 –12.4
PF (LUX)-EUR Liq-Pca EU MM LUX 06/26 EUR 135.66 0.8 2.5 3.0
PF (LUX)-EUR Liq-Pdi EU MM LUX 06/26 EUR 97.77 0.8 2.5 3.0
PF (LUX)-EUR Sov Liq-Pca OT OT LUX 06/26 EUR 102.33 0.5 2.2 NS
PF (LUX)-EUR Sov Liq-Pdi OT OT LUX 06/26 EUR 100.97 0.5 2.2 NS
PF (LUX)-Europ Eq-Pca EU EQ LUX 06/26 EUR 330.86 8.1 –30.4 –29.3
PF (LUX)-EuSust Eq-Pca EU EQ LUX 06/26 EUR 106.79 5.6 –26.6 –27.9
PF (LUX)-Gl Em Dbt-Pca GL BD LUX 06/26 USD 215.83 13.9 8.0 6.1
PF (LUX)-Gl Em Dbt-Pdi GL BD LUX 06/26 USD 146.82 13.9 8.0 6.1
PF (LUX)-Gr China-Pca AS EQ LUX 06/29 USD 288.90 35.8 –14.3 –9.2
PF (LUX)-Indian Eq-Pca EA EQ LUX 06/29 USD 292.80 52.8 –7.5 –10.3
PF (LUX)-Jap Index-Pca JP EQ LUX 06/29 JPY 8759.16 7.5 –31.2 –28.0
PF (LUX)-Jp Eq Sel-Ica JP EQ LUX 06/29 JPY 7583.09 3.9 –36.5 –33.1
PF (LUX)-Jp Eq Sel-Pca JP EQ LUX 06/29 JPY 7378.78 3.5 –36.9 –33.5
PF (LUX)-JpEq130/30-Pca JP EQ LUX 06/29 JPY 4245.93 8.2 –31.7 –28.9
PF (LUX)-Pacif Idx-Pca AS EQ LUX 06/29 USD 201.64 27.4 –28.8 –16.1
PF (LUX)-Piclife-Pca CH BA LUX 06/26 CHF 721.35 4.6 –6.8 –9.1
PF (LUX)-PremBrnds-Pca OT EQ LUX 06/26 EUR 49.96 13.2 –18.2 –23.7
PF (LUX)-Rus Eq-Pca OT OT LUX 06/26 USD 40.52 77.4 –58.8 NS
PF (LUX)-Security-Pca GL EQ LUX 06/26 USD 82.30 15.2 –13.9 –14.8
PF (LUX)-Sm Cap Eu-Pca EU EQ LUX 06/26 EUR 367.34 12.6 –30.5 –28.4
PF (LUX)-US Eq-Ica US EQ LUX 06/26 USD 84.98 4.1 –28.3 –18.3
PF (LUX)-USA Index-Pca US EQ LUX 06/26 USD 74.30 2.5 –27.1 –20.4
PF (LUX)-USD Gov Bds-Pca US BD LUX 06/26 USD 505.00 –4.8 6.0 6.9
PF (LUX)-USD Gov Bds-Pdi US BD LUX 06/26 USD 370.56 –4.8 6.0 6.9
PF (LUX)-USD Liq-Pca US MM LUX 06/26 USD 130.83 0.5 1.5 2.5
PF (LUX)-USD Liq-Pdi US MM LUX 06/26 USD 85.43 0.5 1.5 2.5
PF (LUX)-USD Sov Liq-Pca OT OT LUX 06/26 USD 101.55 0.2 1.5 NS
PF (LUX)-USD Sov Liq-Pdi OT OT LUX 06/26 USD 100.84 0.2 1.5 NS
PF (LUX)-Water-Pca GL EQ LUX 06/26 EUR 108.80 5.6 –17.6 –17.9
PF (LUX)-WldGovBds-Pca GL BD LUX 06/29 USD 160.06 –2.9 4.0 9.5
PF (LUX)-WldGovBds-Pdi GL BD LUX 06/29 USD 132.49 –2.9 4.0 9.5
PTF (LUX)-MidEast&NorAfr-Pca OT OT LUX 06/28 USD 44.90 8.2 –53.6 NS

n POLAR CAPITAL PARTNERS LIMITED
International Fund Managers (Ireland) Limited PH - 353 1 670 660 Fax - 353 1 670 1185
Global Technology OT EQ IRL 06/26 USD 10.71 36.6 –14.2 –15.2
Japan Fund USD JP EQ IRL 06/29 USD 15.60 6.2 –2.4 –8.2
Polar Healthcare Class I USD OT OT IRL 06/26 USD 10.80 NS NS NS
Polar Healthcare Class R USD OT OT IRL 06/26 USD 10.81 NS NS NS

n Hemisphere Management (Ireland) Limited
Discovery USD A OT OT CYM 05/29 USD 127.43 10.8 12.5 12.2
Elbrus USD A GL EQ CYM 05/29 USD 8.36 23.9 –48.7 –17.6
Europn Conviction USD B EU EQ CYM 05/29 USD 134.28 6.3 12.7 11.8
Europn Forager USD B OT OT CYM 05/29 USD 195.65 9.3 –5.5 –2.9
Latin America USD A GL EQ CYM 05/29 USD 14.30 2.2 –4.7 14.7
Paragon Limited USD A OT OT CYM 12/31 USD 309.60 12.7 12.7 14.2
UK Fund USD A OT OT CYM 05/29 USD 179.87 8.5 7.9 4.4

n PT CIPTADANA ASSET MANAGEMENT
Tel: 521-3479 Fax: 521-3478 Website: www.ciptadana-asset.com
Indonesian Grth Fund EA EQ CYM 06/24 USD 88.57 53.5 –27.7 NS

n RUSSELL INVESTMENT GROUP
Multi-Style, Multi-Manager Funds www.russell.com
Actions France A EU EQ IRL 06/26 EUR 563.07 –0.1 –29.2 NS
Core Eurozone Eq B EU EQ IRL 06/26 EUR 664.60 1.1 –27.4 NS
Euro Fixed Income A EU BD IRL 06/26 EUR 1153.05 1.9 –4.2 –4.1
Euro Fixed Income B EU BD IRL 06/26 EUR 1227.19 2.2 –3.7 –3.5
Euro Small Cap A EU EQ IRL 06/26 EUR 954.60 12.6 –34.1 –33.6
Euro Small Cap B EU EQ IRL 06/26 EUR 1019.42 12.9 –33.7 –33.2
Eurozone Agg Eq A EU EQ IRL 06/26 EUR 518.23 4.3 –30.1 –29.4
Eurozone Agg Eq B EU EQ IRL 06/26 EUR 742.48 4.6 –29.7 –29.0
Glbl Bd (EuroHdg) A GL BD IRL 06/26 EUR 1268.23 5.9 0.1 –0.1
Glbl Bd (EuroHdg) B GL BD IRL 06/26 EUR 1342.00 6.2 0.8 0.5
Glbl Bd A EU BD IRL 06/26 EUR 1025.82 4.6 8.3 –0.2
Glbl Bd B EU BD IRL 06/26 EUR 1088.68 4.9 8.9 0.4
Glbl Real Estate A OT EQ IRL 06/26 USD 693.78 4.1 –38.9 –28.7
Glbl Real Estate B OT EQ IRL 06/26 USD 713.05 4.4 –38.5 –28.2
Glbl Real Estate EH-A OT EQ IRL 06/26 EUR 637.70 1.7 –37.7 –30.0
Glbl Real Estate SH-B OT EQ IRL 06/26 GBP 59.68 0.7 –38.3 –29.6
Glbl Strategic Yield A EU BD IRL 06/26 EUR 1335.91 18.2 –8.8 –5.6
Glbl Strategic Yield B EU BD IRL 06/26 EUR 1425.21 18.5 –8.3 –5.1
Japan Equity A JP EQ IRL 06/26 JPY 11839.00 14.6 –29.2 –27.3
Japan Equity B JP EQ IRL 06/26 JPY 12580.00 14.9 –28.8 –26.8
PacBasn (Ex-Jap) Eq A AS EQ IRL 06/26 USD 1745.31 35.7 –21.8 –14.8
PacBasn (Ex-Jap) Eq B AS EQ IRL 06/26 USD 1856.86 36.1 –21.3 –14.3
Pan European Eq A EU EQ IRL 06/26 EUR 762.49 6.1 –29.4 –28.0
Pan European Eq B EU EQ IRL 06/26 EUR 810.32 6.4 –29.1 –27.6
US Equity A US EQ IRL 06/26 USD 712.18 6.4 –29.8 –20.4
US Equity B US EQ IRL 06/26 USD 760.21 6.8 –29.4 –19.9
US Small Cap A US EQ IRL 06/26 USD 1047.98 4.2 –31.7 –23.2
US Small Cap B US EQ IRL 06/26 USD 1119.27 4.5 –31.3 –22.7

n SEB ASSET MANAGEMENT S.A.
www.seb.se

n SEB Fund 1
Choice Global Value -C- GL EQ LUX 06/29 SEK 64.43 7.1 –30.8 –30.8
Choice Japan Fd JP EQ LUX 06/29 JPY 48.22 7.2 –31.1 –30.0
Choice Jpn Chance/Risk JP EQ LUX 06/29 JPY 49.65 10.8 –36.7 –30.8
Choice NthAmChance/Risk US EQ LUX 06/29 USD 3.23 15.3 –35.0 –20.9
Europe 2 Fd EU EQ LUX 06/12 EUR 0.79 14.1 –33.2 –28.9
Europe 3 Fd EU EQ LUX 06/29 EUR 3.27 7.0 –34.2 –31.5
Global Chance/Risk Fd GL EQ LUX 06/29 EUR 0.50 5.8 –26.5 –25.4
Global Fd GL EQ LUX 06/29 USD 1.75 5.2 –34.1 –23.9
Intl Mixed Fd -C- NO BA LUX 06/12 USD 23.70 3.2 –25.2 –14.3
Intl Mixed Fd -D- NO BA LUX 06/12 USD 16.49 3.2 –25.3 –14.3
Wireless Fd OT EQ LUX 06/12 EUR 0.12 28.0 –21.0 –19.4

n SEB Fund 2
Choice Asia ex. Japan Fd AS EQ LUX 06/29 USD 5.95 31.3 –18.3 –15.0
Currency Alpha EUR -IC- OT OT LUX 06/29 EUR 10.60 –2.8 0.2 1.8
Currency Alpha EUR -RC- OT OT LUX 06/29 EUR 10.53 –3.1 –0.2 1.4
Currency Alpha SEK -ID- OT OT LUX 06/29 SEK 98.66 –6.6 –3.8 NS
Currency Alpha SEK -RC- OT OT LUX 06/29 SEK 114.35 –3.1 –0.2 1.4
Generation Fd 80 OT OT LUX 06/29 SEK 7.00 9.6 –14.1 NS
Nordic Focus EUR NO EQ LUX 06/29 EUR 61.22 22.7 –28.2 NS
Nordic Focus NOK NO EQ LUX 06/29 NOK 68.72 22.7 –28.2 NS
Nordic Focus SEK NO EQ LUX 06/29 SEK 70.83 22.7 –28.2 NS

n SEB Fund 3
Choice North America Eq. Fd US EQ LUX 06/29 USD 1.49 7.0 –29.2 –22.5
Ethical Global Fd GL EQ LUX 06/29 USD 0.65 9.0 –30.3 –23.6
Ethical Sweden Fd NO EQ LUX 06/29 SEK 34.16 23.9 –5.2 –15.9
Europe Fd EU EQ LUX 06/12 USD 1.78 8.8 –25.8 –24.9
Index Linked Bd Fd SEK OT BD LUX 06/29 SEK 12.68 –0.4 1.8 4.7
Medical Fd OT EQ LUX 06/29 USD 2.75 –4.0 –17.9 –13.9
Short Medium Bd Fd SEK NO MM LUX 06/29 SEK 8.79 0.9 2.2 2.8
Technology Fd OT EQ LUX 06/29 USD 2.02 29.5 –18.3 –13.0
World Fd NO BA LUX 06/29 USD 1.77 10.6 –26.9 –17.6

n SEB Fund 4
Short Bond Fd EUR EU MM LUX 06/29 EUR 1.27 0.1 0.6 1.5
Short Bond Fd SEK NO MM LUX 06/29 SEK 21.88 1.5 2.3 2.9
Short Bond Fd USD US MM LUX 06/29 USD 2.49 –0.2 0.7 1.9

n SEB Fund 5
Alpha Bond Fd SEK -A- NO BD LUX 06/29 SEK 10.01 –0.5 –1.8 0.0
Alpha Bond Fd SEK -B- NO BD LUX 06/29 SEK 8.67 –0.5 –1.8 0.0
Alpha Bond Fd SEK -C- NO BD LUX 06/29 SEK 25.07 –0.5 –1.9 –0.1
Alpha Bond Fd SEK -D- NO BD LUX 06/29 SEK 7.81 –0.5 –1.9 –0.1
Alpha Short Bd SEK -A- NO MM LUX 06/29 SEK 11.04 2.2 3.1 3.4
Alpha Short Bd SEK -B- NO MM LUX 06/29 SEK 10.10 2.2 3.1 3.4
Alpha Short Bd SEK -C- NO MM LUX 06/29 SEK 21.59 2.1 3.0 3.2
Alpha Short Bd SEK -D- NO MM LUX 06/29 SEK 8.17 2.1 2.9 3.2
Bond Fd SEK -C- NO BD LUX 06/29 SEK 41.88 0.8 10.8 6.3
Bond Fd SEK -D- NO BD LUX 06/29 SEK 12.16 0.9 10.8 5.8
Corp. Bond Fd EUR -C- EU BD LUX 06/29 EUR 1.16 5.9 –0.7 –0.9
Corp. Bond Fd EUR -D- EU BD LUX 06/29 EUR 0.89 6.0 –0.6 –1.0
Corp. Bond Fd SEK -C- NO BD LUX 06/29 SEK 11.40 6.1 –5.0 –2.3
Corp. Bond Fd SEK -D- NO BD LUX 06/29 SEK 8.62 6.1 –5.0 –2.2
Danish Mortgage Bond Fd EUR -ID- NO BD LUX 06/29 EUR 101.23 –2.5 5.2 NS
Danish Mortgage Bond Fd EUR -RC- NO BD LUX 06/29 EUR 105.64 2.0 9.9 NS
Danish Mortgage Bond Fd SEK -ID- OT OT LUX 12/17 SEK 121.91 NS NS NS
Danish Mortgage Bond Fd SEK -RC- NO BD LUX 06/29 SEK 1147.59 2.0 9.9 NS
Flexible Bond Fd -C- NO BD LUX 06/29 SEK 21.24 1.8 6.2 4.5
Flexible Bond Fd -D- NO BD LUX 06/29 SEK 11.62 1.8 6.2 4.5

n SEB Global Hedge
SEB Asset Sele Defensive Acc OT OT LUX 06/29 SEK 77.45 –3.3 –25.9 –15.7
SEB Asset Sele Defensive Inc OT OT LUX 06/29 SEK 70.75 –3.3 –25.9 –16.9

n SEB Sicav 1
Choice Emerging Mkts Fd GL EQ LUX 06/29 USD 2.07 34.5 –29.1 –12.9

n SEB Sicav 2
Choice Asia SmCap exJpn AS EQ LUX 06/29 SEK 26.10 55.5 2.8 –15.1
Europe Chance/Risk Fd EU EQ LUX 06/29 EUR 844.03 10.7 –35.9 –32.5

n THE NATIONAL INVESTOR
PO Box 47435, Abu Dhabi, UAE Web:www.tni.ae
MENA Real Estate Fund OT OT BMU 06/18 USD 1029.81 9.5 –45.6 –10.7
MENA Special Sits Fund OT OT BMU 05/31 USD 1031.41 6.2 NS NS
UAE Blue Chip Fund OT OT ARE 06/18 AED 5.82 26.8 –53.2 –19.4

n WWW.SGAM.COM
SGAM FUND
Bonds ConvEurope A OT OT LUX 06/25 EUR 27.48 –3.1 –7.5 –0.7
Bonds Eur Corp A OT OT LUX 06/25 EUR 21.81 5.2 2.0 –0.4
Bonds Eur Hi Yld A OT OT LUX 06/25 EUR 16.81 26.4 –14.2 –13.3
Bonds EURO A OT OT LUX 06/26 EUR 39.92 1.1 9.0 5.2
Bonds Europe A OT OT LUX 06/25 EUR 38.19 0.8 9.0 4.2
Bonds US MtgBkSec A OT OT LUX 04/29 USD 24.41 –4.7 11.9 0.0
Bonds US OppsCoreplus A OT OT LUX 06/25 USD 34.07 8.0 8.0 7.2
Bonds World A OT OT LUX 06/25 USD 39.67 –0.4 3.4 8.5
Eq. China A OT OT LUX 06/26 USD 20.15 34.8 –10.6 –10.7
Eq. ConcentratedEuropeA OT OT LUX 06/26 EUR 22.30 8.2 –29.1 –29.0
Eq. Eastern Europe A OT OT LUX 06/26 EUR 16.55 25.2 –54.7 –36.7
Eq. Equities Global Energy OT OT LUX 06/26 USD 15.12 6.1 –46.8 –18.1
Eq. Euroland A OT OT LUX 06/26 EUR 8.87 –3.2 –32.9 –30.5
Eq. Euroland MidCapA OT OT LUX 04/30 EUR 14.61 1.4 –45.7 –33.8
Eq. EurolandCyclclsA OT OT LUX 06/26 EUR 14.70 7.1 –30.0 –23.8
Eq. EurolandFinancialA OT OT LUX 06/26 EUR 9.04 7.3 –34.2 –34.4
Eq. Glbl Emg Cty A OT OT LUX 06/26 USD 8.05 34.7 –32.1 –15.6
Eq. Global A OT OT LUX 06/26 USD 22.62 7.5 –30.4 –23.7
Eq. Global Technol A OT OT LUX 04/24 USD 4.46 22.1 –29.7 –21.6
Eq. Gold Mines A OT OT LUX 06/26 USD 24.97 19.4 –16.2 1.7
Eq. Japan Sm Cap A OT OT LUX 06/26 JPY 1058.24 16.9 –22.1 –30.3
Eq. Japan Target A OT OT LUX 06/29 JPY 1772.24 13.2 –9.8 –15.6
Eq. Pacific A OT OT LUX 06/26 USD 8.04 26.0 –26.0 –16.8
Eq. US ConcenCore A OT OT LUX 06/26 USD 18.74 15.4 –20.8 –14.8
Eq. US Lg Cap Gr A OT OT LUX 06/25 USD 12.73 18.1 –37.0 –19.3
Eq. US Mid Cap A OT OT LUX 06/25 USD 23.55 17.5 –36.4 –16.8
Eq. US Multi Strg A OT OT LUX 06/26 USD 17.54 9.8 –34.1 –23.1
Eq. US Rel Val A OT OT LUX 06/25 USD 16.65 7.2 –34.4 –28.3
Eq. US Sm Cap Val A OT OT LUX 06/26 USD 13.21 2.1 –38.7 –31.6
Eq. US Value Opp A OT OT LUX 06/26 USD 13.44 3.7 –40.3 –31.8
Money Market EURO A OT OT LUX 06/25 EUR 27.33 0.8 3.0 3.6
Money Market USD A OT OT LUX 06/25 USD 15.82 0.5 1.7 2.9

n YUKI INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
Tel +44-207-269-0203 www.yukifunds.com

n YMR-N Series
YMR-N Growth Fund OT OT IRL 06/29 JPY 8803.00 2.3 –35.7 –35.8
YMR-N Japan Fund OT OT IRL 06/29 JPY 9983.00 5.8 –32.7 –31.9
YMR-N Small Cap Fund OT OT IRL 06/29 JPY 6757.00 5.3 –30.7 –35.6

n Yuki 77 Series
Yuki 77 General JP EQ IRL 06/29 JPY 6254.00 5.9 –35.1 –32.9
Yuki 77 Growth JP EQ IRL 06/29 JPY 5914.00 0.0 –39.0 –37.7

n Yuki Chugoku Series
Yuki Chugoku Jpn Gen JP EQ IRL 06/29 JPY 6584.00 5.5 –33.3 –33.6
Yuki Chugoku JpnLowP JP EQ IRL 06/29 JPY 8473.00 3.5 –25.7 –27.8

n Yuki Daishi Series
Yuki Daishi General JP EQ IRL 06/29 JPY 6913.00 2.1 –37.0 –35.0

n Yuki Hokuyo Japan Series
Yuki Hokuyo Jpn Gen JP EQ IRL 06/29 JPY 4563.00 0.3 –40.3 –34.8
Yuki Hokuyo Jpn Inc JP EQ IRL 06/29 JPY 5313.00 0.6 –32.6 –29.9
Yuki Hokuyo Jpn Sm Cap JP EQ IRL 06/29 JPY 4976.00 5.8 –28.9 NS

n Yuki Mizuho Series
Yuki Mizuho Gen Jpn III OT OT IRL 06/29 JPY 4325.00 1.8 –42.9 –37.7
Yuki Mizuho Jpn Dyn Gro OT OT IRL 06/29 JPY 4549.00 1.3 –43.6 –38.9
Yuki Mizuho Jpn Exc 100 OT OT IRL 06/29 JPY 6491.00 6.4 –38.4 –34.8
Yuki Mizuho Jpn Gen OT OT IRL 06/29 JPY 8469.00 5.6 –33.2 –33.7
Yuki Mizuho Jpn Gro OT OT IRL 06/29 JPY 6413.00 2.6 –33.5 –35.3
Yuki Mizuho Jpn Inc OT OT IRL 06/29 JPY 7717.00 –3.0 –34.6 –32.0
Yuki Mizuho Jpn Lg Cap OT OT IRL 06/29 JPY 5064.00 1.6 –35.2 –33.0
Yuki Mizuho Jpn LowP OT OT IRL 06/29 JPY 12220.00 7.8 –22.2 –26.5
Yuki Mizuho Jpn PGth OT OT IRL 06/29 JPY 7912.00 3.6 –37.4 –35.6
Yuki Mizuho Jpn SmCp OT OT IRL 06/29 JPY 6760.00 10.2 –30.6 –35.2
Yuki Mizuho Jpn Val Sel OT OT IRL 06/29 JPY 5695.00 9.7 –29.8 –29.6
Yuki Mizuho Jpn YoungCo OT OT IRL 06/29 JPY 2739.00 14.7 –35.9 –42.7

n Yuki Nishi Nippon City Japan Series
Yuki Nishi-Nippon Cty General JP EQ IRL 06/29 JPY 4902.00 8.9 –39.5 –35.7

n Yuki Shizuoka Japan Series
Yuki Shizuoka General Japan JP EQ IRL 06/29 JPY 5345.00 4.8 –34.7 –34.3

Continued from previous page

n ALEXANDRA INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT
Alexandra Convertible Bond Fund I, Ltd. (Class A) OT OT VGB 05/29 USD 1218.09 25.7 NS NS

n CAPITAL MANAGEMENT ADVISORS
Phone Number: +1 441 295 59 29
CMA Dynamic OT OT BHS 05/29 USD 1354.30 0.5 4.1 5.9
CMA MultHdge Arbtrge OT OT CYM 05/29 USD 1763.67 1.3 –8.2 –4.1
CMA MultHdge Balncd OT OT CYM 05/29 USD 1246.22 0.4 4.8 5.8
CMA MultHdge Growth OT OT CYM 05/29 USD 1694.39 2.7 7.0 6.4
CMA MultiHdge Lvrgd OT OT CYM 05/29 USD 955.15 –0.3 1.6 6.7

n D'AURIOL FUNDS WWW.DAURIOL.BIZ
2 FUNDS OF FUNDS OF HEDGE FUNDS
D'Auriol Alt Non-Lev A EU OT CYM 04/30 EUR 97.08 –1.4 –22.4 –11.3
D'Auriol Opp F3 EUR EU MM CYM 05/29 EUR 969.94 –2.6 –26.5 –15.8

n HERMITAGE CAPITAL MANAGEMENT LTD.
Tel: +7501 258 3160 www.hermitagefund.com
The Hermitage Fund GL EQ JEY 06/12 USD 784.53 73.9 –55.8 –25.3

n HORSEMAN CAPITAL MANAGEMENT LTD.
T: +44(0)20 7838 7580, F: +44(0) 20 7838 7590, www.horsemancapital.com
Horseman EmMkt Opp EUR GL EQ GBR 05/29 EUR 183.00 –14.8 1.8 12.3
Horseman EmMkt Opp USD GL EQ USA 05/29 USD 184.68 –15.9 –0.5 11.7
Horseman EurSelLtd EUR EU EQ GBR 05/29 EUR 181.16 –13.4 –8.9 4.5
Horseman EurSelLtd USD EU EQ GBR 05/29 USD 188.16 –13.5 –9.4 4.3
Horseman Glbl Ltd EUR GL EQ CYM 05/29 USD 408.89 –17.0 1.7 10.2
Horseman Glbl Ltd USD GL EQ CYM 05/29 USD 408.89 –17.0 1.7 10.2

n HSBC ALTERNATIVE INVESTMENTS LIMITED
T +44 20 7860 3074 F + 44 20 7860 3174 www.hail.hsbc.com
HSBC Absolute Companies
Global Absolute OT OT GGY 06/19 GBP 0.98 4.5 NS NS
Global Absolute EUR OT OT NA 06/12 EUR 1.45 5.2 NS NS
Global Absolute USD OT OT GGY 06/19 USD 1.85 4.8 NS NS

n HSBC ALTERNATIVE STRATEGY FUND
Special Opp EUR OT OT CYM 06/19 EUR 79.40 3.3 –32.7 –12.8
Special Opp Inst EUR OT OT CYM 06/19 EUR 74.78 3.4 –32.4 NS
Special Opp Inst USD OT OT CYM 06/19 USD 84.63 4.2 –29.7 –10.2
Special Opp USD OT OT CYM 06/19 USD 83.18 3.9 –30.2 –10.9

n HSBC Portfolio Selection Fund
GH Fund AP OT OT JEY 05/22 EUR 123.47 3.5 –13.4 –3.8
GH Fund CHF Hdg OT OT JEY 06/19 CHF 103.96 3.5 –16.4 –7.1
GH Fund EUR Hdg (Non-V) OT OT JEY 05/22 EUR 111.63 2.9 –15.9 –5.9
GH Fund GBP Hdg OT OT JEY 06/19 GBP 123.36 4.1 –16.1 –5.2
GH Fund Inst EUR OT OT JEY 05/29 EUR 91.86 10.0 –10.4 NS
GH Fund Inst USD OT OT JEY 06/19 USD 104.08 4.8 –13.3 –3.9
GH FUND S EUR OT OT CYM 06/19 EUR 119.05 4.5 –15.3 –5.0
GH FUND S GBP OT OT JEY 06/19 GBP 123.38 4.3 –15.1 –4.2
GH Fund S USD OT OT CYM 06/19 USD 139.44 4.9 –12.9 –3.4
GH Fund USD OT OT GGY 06/19 USD 255.88 5.0 NS NS
Hedge Investments OT OT JEY 05/22 USD 128.00 3.3 NS NS
Leverage GH USD OT OT GGY 06/19 USD 106.44 9.1 NS NS
MultiAdv Arb CHF Hdg OT OT JEY 06/19 CHF 88.63 4.5 –21.5 –13.2
MultiAdv Arb EUR Hdg OT OT JEY 06/19 EUR 95.93 5.1 –20.9 –12.1
MultiAdv Arb GBP Hdg OT OT JEY 06/19 GBP 103.35 5.8 –21.3 –11.9
MultiAdv Arb S EUR OT OT CYM 06/19 EUR 101.91 5.3 –20.2 –11.2
MultiAdv Arb S GBP OT OT CYM 06/19 GBP 106.48 5.8 –20.4 –10.6
MultiAdv Arb S USD OT OT CYM 06/19 USD 116.27 6.3 –17.6 –9.6
MultiAdv Arb USD OT OT GGY 05/29 USD 178.71 5.9 –18.6 –10.7

n HSBC Uni-folio
Alpha AdvantEdge OT OT JEY 06/19 USD 111.15 3.6 –15.8 –7.0
Asian AdbantEdge EUR OT OT JEY 06/19 EUR 95.68 7.7 –15.0 –5.8
Asian AdvantEdge OT OT JEY 06/19 USD 175.02 7.8 –13.3 –4.4
Emerg AdvantEdge OT OT JEY 06/19 USD 155.15 11.7 –19.8 –7.9
Emerg AdvantEdge EUR OT OT JEY 06/19 EUR 86.50 11.2 –22.6 –10.1
Europ AdvantEdge EUR OT OT JEY 06/19 EUR 122.28 11.8 –8.9 –5.6
Europ AdvantEdge USD OT OT JEY 06/19 USD 129.46 –0.3 –17.6 –10.1
Japan AdvantEdge JPY OT OT JEY 06/19 JPY 7810.24 –3.4 –13.8 –9.0
Japan AdvantEdge USD OT OT JEY 06/19 USD 91.28 –3.1 –12.6 –6.7
Lvgd Alpha AdvantEdge OT OT JEY 06/19 USD 91.57 6.5 –34.3 –19.0
Real AdvantEdge EUR OT OT NA 06/19 EUR 103.39 5.6 NS NS
Real AdvantEdge USD OT OT NA 06/19 USD 103.38 5.8 NS NS
Trading Adv JPY OT OT NA 06/19 JPY 9570.68 NS NS NS
Trading AdvantEdge OT OT GGY 06/19 USD 145.33 –2.8 1.2 11.5
Trading AdvantEdge EUR OT OT GGY 06/19 EUR 132.21 –2.5 1.6 10.9
Trading AdvantEdge GBP OT OT GGY 06/19 GBP 139.39 –2.8 2.7 12.7
US AdvantEdge OT OT JEY 06/19 USD 105.10 2.2 –18.9 –7.5

n INTEGRATED ALTERNATIVE INVESTMENTS, TEL: +44 (0)20 75149200
Email: contact@integratedai.com - Website: www.integratedai.com
Altipro OT OT FRA 05/29 EUR 189.44 –23.0 NS NS

Integrated Dir Trading EUR OT OT CYM 03/31 EUR 104.98 3.0 –1.6 6.9

Integrated Emg Markets EUR OT OT CYM 03/31 EUR 70.81 –0.5 –28.0 –14.5

Integrated European EUR OT OT CYM 03/31 EUR 150.57 1.0 1.5 –0.1

Integrated Event Driven EUR OT OT CYM 03/31 EUR 81.30 –0.7 –21.2 –10.3

Integrated Lg/Sh Sel F EUR OT OT CYM 03/31 EUR 85.76 0.2 –10.8 –4.9

Integrated MultSt B EUR OT OT VGB 03/31 EUR 115.78 2.6 –15.0 –6.4

Integrated Relative Value EUR OT OT CYM 03/31 EUR 91.94 2.6 –6.4 –3.3

n INVENTUM ASSET MANAGEMENT S.A.
info@inventumcapital.com
Tel. +7 495 792 5595 www.inventumcapital.com
Inv Absolute Return Fund OT OT BMU 05/29 USD 118.99 17.6 NS NS

n MERIDEN GROUP
Tel: + 376 741 175 Fax: + 376 741 183 Email: meriden@meriden-ipm.com
Antanta Combined Fund EE EQ AND 06/19 USD 272.11 41.6 –63.8 –41.6

Antanta MidCap Fund EE EQ AND 06/19 USD 413.80 42.8 –77.3 –46.6

Meriden Opps Fund GL OT AND 06/24 EUR 77097906.00 88536637.4 71571464.9 NS

Meriden Protective Div OT OT AND 11/24 EUR 78.88 –2.8 NS NS

n OTHER FUNDS
For information about these funds, please contact us on Tel: +44 (0) 207 842 9694/9633
Medinvest Plc Dublin OT OT IRL 03/31 USD 1217.26 NS –14.6 –5.6

n SUPERFUND ASSET MANAGEMENT GMBH
For information about open funds, please contact us on Tel: +43 1 24700
www.superfund.com *Closed for New Investments
Superfund Cayman* OT OT CYM 06/23 USD 50.49 –39.4 –26.4 –1.2

Superfund GCT USD* OT OT LUX 06/23 USD 2433.00 –33.4 –27.4 –5.5

Superfund Gold A (SPC) OT OT CYM 06/23 USD 906.23 –22.1 –21.7 8.8

Superfund Gold B (SPC) OT OT CYM 06/23 USD 915.47 –32.1 –31.4 4.4

Superfund Q-AG* OT OT AUT 06/23 EUR 6825.00 –22.1 –15.1 0.5

n WINTON CAPITAL MANAGEMENT LTD
Tel: +44 (0)20 7610 5350 Fax: +44 (0)20 7610 5301
Winton Evolution EUR GL OT VGB 05/29 EUR 1227.87 –5.1 –8.7 4.0

Winton Evolution GBP GL OT VGB 05/29 GBP 1208.30 –5.3 –8.3 5.1

Winton Evolution JPY OT OT VGB 02/27 JPY 115254.95 0.7 –3.8 7.1

Winton Evolution USD GL OT CYM 05/29 USD 1196.47 –5.3 –9.1 4.1

Winton Futures EUR GL OT VGB 05/29 EUR 194.85 –5.4 2.2 13.1

Winton Futures GBP GL OT VGB 05/29 GBP 209.97 –5.4 2.9 14.5

Winton Futures JPY Lead Series 2 GL OT VGB 05/29 JPY 13800.31 –6.5 –1.1 9.7

Winton Futures USD GL OT VGB 05/29 USD 690.75 –5.9 1.4 13.2
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For information about listing your funds, please contact: Peter Jennings, tel: +44-20-7842-9674; email: peter.jennings@dowjones.com or Carson Wong tel: +852 2831-6481; email: carson.wong@dowjones.com

Advertisement [ ALTERNATIVE INVESTMENT FUNDS www.wsj.com/funddata ] Advertisement

n ARIX ABSOLUTE RETURN INVESTABLE INDEX
Feri Institutional Advisors, www.feri.de
ARIX Composite Gross USD OT 05/29 USD 1306.06 3.2 3.2 2.6 –18.0 –7.1

Advertisement [ INTERNATIONAL INVESTMENT FUNDS www.WSJ.com ] Advertisement

INDICES
12-month and 2-year returns may be calculated over 11- and 23-month
periods pending receipt and publication of the last month end price.
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Nations condemn Honduras coup
Chávez rallies leftists
around ousted leader
as Clinton weighs in

Albania race is close as votes counted

Argentine voters swing away from Kirchner

Honduras’s ousted leader Manuel Zelaya, in white shirt, was fêted by Daniel
Ortega, left, Rafael Correa, right, and Hugo Chávez, in Managua Monday.

By Matt Moffett

BUENOS AIRES—The crushing re-
pudiation of leftist President Cristina
Kirchner in midterm voting Sunday
leaves her government a lame duck
and opens the door for more moder-
ate leaders to seize influence in Ar-
gentina.

Hurt by the faltering economy
and a confrontational style, Mrs.
Kirchner saw her faction of the gov-
erning Peronist party lose control of
both houses of Congress. Mean-
while, the Congressional slate
headed by her husband and predeces-
sor, Nestor, lost in Buenos Aires prov-
ince, the most populous and econom-
ically important. Kirchner-backed
legislative candidates even lost in
Mr. Kirchner’s home state of Santa
Cruz.

Investors on Monday sent Argen-
tine bonds soaring, and bid up the lo-
cal currency and stocks, raising
hopes for a friendlier environment
for business and foreign invest-
ment.

Analysts said the vote was a rejec-
tion both of the Kirchners’ combat-
ive style and interventionist poli-
cies, including price controls and
high farm taxes. “Argentina has
shifted toward the center,” said Car-
los Germano, a Buenos Aires politi-
cal consultant. “Argentines voted
for moderates who seek dialogue
and build consensus.”

Mrs. Kirchner has two years left
in her term but becomes a much
more marginal actor. Parliamentary
analysts said the Kirchners and their
allies had lost more than a score of
seats in the lower house and could

now control only around 115 of the to-
tal 257 seats. The Kirchners lost four
Senate seats and now have 36 of a to-
tal of 72. They can muster a Senate
majority only with the help
of allies.

Riordan Roett, a Latin
American specialist at Johns
Hopkins University, termed
the legislative result “a mor-
tal blow” to the Kirchners.
Hesaid thatfrom now ongov-
ernors and other power bro-
kers from the dominant Per-
onist party will keep the
Kirchners on a much shorter
leash.

However, Alberto Ra-
mos, an economist for Gold-
man Sachs, said the policies of the
government might not change much
in the short run. The new Congress
isn’t seated until December. Even af-
ter that, “beyond tighter oversight,
Congress might also find it difficult

to impose a meaningful change in the
current discretionary policy mix,” he
wrote. That would leave Argentina in
a position of muddling through until

2011 presidential elections.
The Sunday voting

helped narrow the field for
that election. The Peronists
may now close ranks behind
Sen. Carlos Reutemann, who
won re-election in the prov-
ince of Santa Fe. He is an ex-
Formula One driver who has
goodrelations withthecoun-
try’s powerful agribusiness
sector and who farms him-
self.

Another probable candi-
date is Julio Cobos, who is

Mrs. Kirchner’s vice president but
who has spent most of his political ca-
reer with the opposition Radical
Party. His allies fared well in Sunday’s
voting.Mr. Cobos is also liked by farm-
ers, forhaving broken with Mrs. Kirch-

ner and cast the deciding Senate vote
against an increase in the grain tax
last year.

Buenos Aires’s conservative
Mayor Mauricio Macri also strength-
ened his presidential aspirations. His
candidate slate won easily in the capi-
tal, and he was vindicated in his strat-
egy of having formed a tactical alli-
ance against Mr. Kirchner with Per-
onist dissidents in the Buenos Aires
province vote.

Mr. Kirchner, then a little-known
Patagonian governor, won the presi-
dency in 2003 amid an economic col-
lapse so severe that many more well-
knownPeronist politicians were reluc-
tant to take the job. Thanks to rising
commodity prices, and Mr. Kirchner’s
hardball debt renegotiation with for-
eign creditors, Argentina’s economy
grew strongly during his term.

Mr. Kirchner maneuvered to
make his wife the Peronist presiden-
tial candidate in 2007.

By Paul Kiernan

And David Luhnow

TEGUCIGALPA, Honduras—A day
after Honduras’s military ousted left-
ist President Manuel Zelaya, the coun-
try’s new government found itself iso-
lated on Monday amid international
condemnation of the coup, but said it
was acting to defend the country’s de-
mocracy instead of subverting it.

Leaders from several Latin Ameri-
can nations, including Venzuela and
Ecuador, met in Nicaragua to discuss
how to manage the first coup in Cen-
tral America since the end of the Cold
War. Within hours, they announced
they were recalling their ambassa-
dors from Honduras.

Mr. Zelaya, a populist and close
ally of Venezuela’s Hugo Chávez,
turned up in Managua’s airport early
on Monday after being sent into
forced exile in Costa Rica on Sunday.
He was greeted like a hero by Mr.
Chávez, Nicaragua’s Daniel Ortega
and Ecuador’s Rafael Correa.

Mr.Chávez cast thedispute in Hon-
duras as a wider rebellion by the re-
gion’s poor against elites. Mr. Chávez
also threatened to “overthrow” the
new Honduran leader sworn in late on
Sunday by lawmakers, congressional
President Roberto Micheletti. In re-
sponse, Mr. Micheletti told local Hon-
duras radio: “Nobody scares us.”

In Washington, Secretary of State
Hillary Clinton described the situa-
tion in Honduras as a “coup,” and said

Washington still considers Mr. Zelaya
the rightful president. She said the
U.S. was working with other nations
in the region to restore the rule of law
and democracy in Honduras.

While the U.S. position put it on
the same side as leftist such as
Messrs. Chávez and Ortega, who nor-
mally clash with the U.S. over regional
issues, Mrs. Clinton also signaled the
U.S.might tryto finda negotiated solu-

tion to the crisis that didn’t necessar-
ily mean Mr. Zelaya would be re-
turned to power.

“We haven’t laid out any demands
that we’re insisting on, because we’re
working with others on behalf of our
ultimate objectives, which are shared
broadly,” she said.

The Organization of American
States called for Mr. Zelaya’s return to
power and called a meeting for Tues-
day. The OAS is likely to send a mis-
sion to the country, and Honduras
couldbe suspended from theorganiza-
tion under its 2001 democratic char-
ter, which bars “the unconstitutional
interruption of democratic order.”

The coup resulted from a bid by
Mr. Zelaya to hold a referendum that
could allow him to change the consti-
tution and stay in office past January,
when his term ends, something

Messrs. Chávez and Correa have both
done. Honduras’s constitution calls
for a single, four-year presidential
term—a response to the country’s
long history of military dictatorships.

The country’s Supreme Court had
ruled the vote was illegal, and the
country’s entire political establish-
ment, including the army, lined up
against the president. But he vowed to
press ahead anyway, with the vote
scheduled for Sunday. Honduran sol-
diers made sure it didn’t happen, raid-
ing the president’s home and drag-
ging him to a waiting military aircraft.

The new government argued the
coup was legal. The designated for-
eign minister, Enrique Ortez, said the
military was upholding the constitu-
tion “that the earlier government
wanted to reform without any basis
and in an illegal way.”

Mr. Micheletti, a memberof Mr. Ze-
laya’s Liberal party, said he would
only serve out the end of Mr. Zelaya’s
term, and that presidential elections
slated for November would go ahead
as planned. “We respect everybody
and we only ask that they respect us
and leave us in peace because the
country is headed toward free and
transparent general elections in No-
vember,” he said.

Tegucigalpa was relatively calm.
Troops with riot shields continued to
surround the presidential palace. Sev-
eral hundred pro-Zelaya protesters
gathered nearby,burningtires andtry-
ing to block streets by building a chain
link fence.

A 9 p.m. curfew was imposed Sun-
day and Monday. Honduran newspa-
per La Prensa reported that some
500 protesters in Honduras’s second
city of San Pedro Sula had rioted in
the city’s central plaza, burning tires
and debris.

Cristina
Kirchner

Mrs. Clinton signaled
the U.S. might try to
find a negotiated
solution to the crisis.
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By Margit Feher

BUDAPEST — The Hungarian par-
liament approved Monday a tax bill
for 2010, a cornerstone of the coun-
try’s attempts to boost its competi-
tiveness and comply with condi-
tions for International Monetary
Fund loans.

The parliament passed the tax
bill on its last day before the sum-
mer recess as the ruling Socialist
Party, which is a minority govern-
ment, gained the backing of the lib-
eral SZDSZ Party, whose support
was critical.

The bill was a major test for the
government, led by Prime Minis-
ter Gordon Bajnai, who isn’t a mem-
ber of the Socialist Party. The gov-
ernment has been in power for 75
days and is essentially a caretaker
government as Mr. Bajnai plans to
step down after the 2010 general
elections.

The new tax system will shift
the tax burden more toward con-
sumers and away from business.
The bill will include a reduction in
personal income taxes for average-
income earners, a lowering of so-
cial security contributions for em-
ployers, and the launch of a real-es-
tate tax next year, as well as an in-
crease starting July 1 in one of the
country’s value-added taxes. The
reformed system is revenue neu-
tral for the budget, the govern-
ment said.

“The overhaul of the tax system
is in line with the SZDSZ’s long-
pursued goal that property should
be taxed instead of labor to in-
crease the Hungarian economy’s
competitiveness,” SZDSZ’s parlia-
mentary leader Janos Koka said in
a statement.

The tax changes are part of the
conditions Hungary agreed to im-
plement in exchange for a $25 bil-
lion standby credit line that it se-
cured in October from the Interna-
tional Monetary Fund, the Euro-
pean Union and the World Bank.

“Monday’s vote will show the
world whether Hungary is capable
of tackling the crisis in the long
term, and not only in the short-
term,” Mr. Bajnai said in parlia-
ment, before the vote was taken.

Mr. Bajnai’s government has
carried out painful budget spend-
ing cuts, which his predecessor
Ferenc Gyurcsány failed to do.Pop-
ular support for the Socialists and
the SZDSZ is at an all-time low.
The center-right Fidesz party,
which is well ahead in the polls,
has pledged to abolish the real es-
tate tax.
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Widest wedge
Hungary's tax wedge, or the ratio 
of total labor taxes to total labor 
costs, is currently the second 
largest among OECD countries
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Hungary

Germany
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Slovakia

56.0%
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39.7
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*New rate effective Jan. 1, 2010
Source: Organization for Economic Cooperation 
and Development
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TIRANA—Albania’s governing
party was in a close race with the So-
cialist opposition Monday as the votes
were counted in the country’s parlia-
mentary election, which the European
Union has said it will use to judge
whether Albania is ready to start the
process of becoming a member.

Albania’s Central Election Com-
mission spokesman said the voting
and counting process had been “free
of incidents.” But monitors from the

Organization for Security and Coop-
eration in Europe said that, despite
improvements from previous elec-
tions, violations had persisted.

An OSCE statement said observ-
ers “noted procedural violations re-
lated in particular to inking proce-
dures and widespread family voting.”

“The country has matured, it
has made progress, and many of the
fears we had only some months ago
have not materialized,” said Wolf-
gang Grossruck, among the 500 in-

ternational election observers.
Exit polls from Sunday’s vote in-

dicated Albanian Prime Minister
Sali Berisha’s Democratic Party had
won another term in office. But offi-
cial results from 42% of the ballot
boxes counted by midafternoon lo-
cal time Monday indicated the Dem-
ocrats were neck-and-neck with the
opposition Socialist Party, led by Ti-
rana Mayor Edi Rama.

The first nationwide results were
expected to be announced Tuesday.

Hungary passes
a tax bill needed
to gain IMF loan
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Time to tame inflation is before it strikes
The cost of living
is falling right now,
but that won’t last
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Insurance is often most worth
having when it seems least neces-
sary.

Right now, you might feel you
don’t need any insurance against a
rise in the cost of living. U.S. infla-
tion, as measured by the Consumer
Price Index, is running at nega-

tive-1.3% over the
past 12 months;
with oil and real es-
tate down drasti-
cally, there are few
signs of rising
prices in daily life.

But the cost of living mightn’t
fall for much longer. So it is a good
time to look at inflation insurance,
in the form of U.S. Treasury Infla-
tion-Protected Securities, or TIPS.
The principal value of TIPS in-
creases or decreases with the cost of
living. Unlike normal bonds, TIPS
don’t get hammered when inflation
rises.

There is a historic tug of war un-
der way between inflation and defla-
tion, with the federal government
borrowing $1.9 trillion in the past 12
months even as prices of many
goods and services continue to fall.

“Inflation uncertainty is proba-
bly wider today than at any time
before the financial crisis,”
says John Hollyer, co-man-
ager of the $22 billion
Vanguard Inflation-
Protected Securi-
ties fund. “So hav-
ing that protection
in your portfolio is
still valuable.”

Even when prices are going up,
many people fall prey to what is
called “money illusion”—the ten-
dency to overlook the corrosive
effects of a rising cost of liv-
ing. You would probably
rather have a 2% raise in a
time of 4% inflation than
a 2% pay cut in a time of
zero inflation. The pay
raise feels more positive
and will make you happier
than the pay cut—even though
both alternatives are economically
identical, leaving you 2% poorer af-
ter inflation.

So if people are prone to this fal-
lacy, why are TIPS funds hot?
Through May, inflation-
protected bond funds
accounted for $10.4 bil-
lion, or 11%, of all the new
money that flowed into stock and
bond funds this year.

I worry that at least some buyers
of these funds may be doing the
right thing for the wrong reason. It

seems implausible that, at the
very moment when inflation seems
to be least threatening, investors
would get a sudden collective urge

to protect against it. Instead of try-
ing to protect against future infla-
tion, many of these new investors
may be chasing past performance.
TIPS have gained 5.3% in 2009, ver-
sus a 4.4% loss on Treasurys overall,
according to Vanguard. But, says
Gang Hu, co-manager of Pimco Real
Return fund, “a TIPS fund should be

something you invest in for in-
surance, not for income.”

Why? First of all, his-
tory suggests that defla-

tion is highly unlikely
to persist in the

long run. Even in
the onset of the

Great Depression,
when the government

barely borrowed at all, deflation—
though severe—lasted only from
1930 through 1932. With Uncle

Sam now on a borrowing binge, we
could easily end up with too much
money chasing too few goods—the
very definition of inflation.

Second, the cost of living might
rise faster than you expect; TIPS are
priced as if inflation will run at an av-
erage rate over the next five years of
no higher than 1%, and then will rise
to 2.5% annually over the following
five years. If those expectations are
too low, TIPS will protect you.

TIPS offer baseline insurance
against a rise in all the costs of liv-
ing. However, TIPS aren’t customiz-
able. The official inflation basket

consists of housing costs (43%),
food (16%), transportation (15%),
health care and recreation (6%
each), apparel (4%) and education,
communication and “other” (3%
apiece). If the basket of goods and
services that you pay for is signifi-
cantly different from the CPI, then
TIPS won’t fully insure you.

So think about what makes up
your personal inflation mix. If you
are unlikely to qualify for financial
aid, then the costs of educating your
children could wildly exceed 3% of
your expenses. So you might con-
sider a prepaid college tuition pro-
gram like the Independent “529
plan,” assuming you are confident
your child will be able to get into one
of the participating schools. If you
have aging parents, an assisted-liv-
ing facility already costs an average
of $3,000 a month; a semiprivate
room in a nursing home runs more
than $5,600 monthly. You can par-
tially hedge against those rising
costs with a stake in an exchange-
traded fund like Vanguard Health
Care or iShares Dow Jones U.S.
Healthcare Providers Index.

Those hedges won’t be perfect,
either, but you need some riders to
the general insurance policy that
TIPS provide. You are the only one
who can make sure you are fully in-
sured.
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WSJ.com’s MarketBeat Blog looks
under the hood of Wall Street,
analyzing news and trends. It’s
updated throughout each market
day at
http://blogs.wsj.com/marketbeat.

Fed door to market
narrows once more
Dresdner Kleinwort quits

as primary dealer; the latest

in a series of departures
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By Matt Phillips

The Federal Reserve’s primary-
dealer list continues to shrink.

Dresdner Kleinwort Securities
withdrew last week, the second
change to the roster this month.

Primary dealers are autho-
rized to trade directly with the
Federal Reserve and required to
participate in Treasury auctions.
As such, they hold an important
role in financial markets, acting
as the doorway the Fed uses to
move cash and securities into
and out of the system.

Dresdner Kleinwort became
part of Commerzbank AG when

Commerzbank and Dresdner Bank
merged in the summer of 2008. Dres-
dner Kleinwort was Dresdner Bank’s
securities unit.

“We have recently informed cli-
ents that retaining our U.S. primary
dealership does not fit in with the
strategy of the new Commerzbank,
which is to be a leading player and
provider of liquidity in the Euro-
pean bond market going forward,”
said Marypat Davis, a Dresdner
Kleinwort spokeswoman.

The unit’s decision to get out of
the U.S. primary-dealer business,
which went into effect at the close of
Friday, leaves the number of primary
dealers at 16. The number briefly
rose to 17 this month, after Jefferies
& Co. was added to the list on June 18.

Since hitting a peak of 46 dealers
in 1988, the dealer ranks have
thinned, in part because of bank con-
solidation and, more recently, be-
cause of the financial crisis. Bank of
America swallowed former primary
dealers Merrill Lynch and Country-

wide Securities. J.P. Morgan
Chase took over Bear Stearns.
Lehman Brothers collapsed.

In February, the Treasury Bor-
rowing Advisory Committee of
the Securities Industry and Finan-
cial Markets Association, a group
of bank and investment-fund offi-
cials that advises the Treasury,
noted that “a larger primary
dealer community would help to
reduce on the margin the possibil-
ity of an undersubscribed auc-
tion(s).” The report added that
“government bond trading desks
at the dealers also are not im-
mune from sector-wide capi-
tal/balance sheet issues and
desks at many dealers are being
encouraged to minimize risk.”
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By Jin-Young Yook

And Nisha Gopalan

In a dispute over fees, South Ko-
rea’s KB Financial Group dismissed
the four foreign banks that were part
of its six-firm underwriting team for
a planned rights issue totalling be-

tween two trillion
won and three tril-
lion won ($1.56 bil-
lion to $2.34 bil-
lion), four people fa-

miliar with the deal said Monday.
KB Financial dismissed J.P. Mor-

gan Chase & Co., Bank of America
Corp.’s Bank of America Merrill
Lynch, Citigroup Inc. and Credit
Suisse Group last week, two people
said. They have been replaced with
Morgan Stanley and Goldman
Sachs Group Inc., the people said.

KB Financial kept two local firms
it had previously hired: Samsung Se-
curities Co. and Korea Investment
& Securities.

The initial group of four foreign
banks had originally offered to un-

derwrite the deal for 0.6% of the pro-
ceeds, well below the 2.5% charged
by the banks that underwrote the
1.5-trillion-won rights issue by
South Korea’s Shinhan Financial
Group in February, one person said.
He said that KB Financial dismissed
the four banks when they later
sought to charge a higher fee.

It wasn’t immediately clear how
much Goldman and Morgan Stanley
will be paid.

KB Financial will decide whether
to proceed with the rights issue at a
board meeting next month.

An official at KB Financial said
the lender will use the proceeds for,
among other things, mergers and ac-
quisitions in nonbanking busi-
nesses.

One person said that KB Financial
could buy Korea Exchange Bank
from Dallas-based private-equity
firm Lone Star Funds, in a revival of a
sale that has been plagued by mis-
haps. Alternatively, KB Financial
could use the funds to expand its expo-
sure to brokerages, the person said.
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KB Financial replaces four banks
in fee dispute tied to rights issue
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